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Population Demographics
Introduction
Demographic analysis and projections are the basic elements of any comprehensive plan; all other
components of the plan depend on the current and projected population. The information generated
from the demographic projections enhances the capacity of the town to prepare for the impact of
future growth on such things as land use, housing demand, public services, and economic
development.
There is no firm statistical information on the seasonal population in Weston, but there are
approximately 195 properties identified as seasonal, primarily comprised of lakeside cottages.
Planning committee members stated that the population basically doubles in the summer months,
which would take the town from 203 residents to approximately 406 people.
The following inventory and analysis therefore deals primarily with 2000 Census figures and
available municipal information.

Place
Amity
Bancroft
Cary Plt.
Danforth
Haynesville
Hodgdon
Houlton
Orient
Weston
Aroostook Cty.
Washington Cty.
Maine

Population Comparison, 1980 - 2000
1980
1990
2000
168
61
229
826
169
1084
6766
97
155
91331
34963
1,119,971

186
66
235
710
243
1257
6613
157
207
86936
35308
1,222,000

199
61
217
629
122
1240
6476
145
203
73938
33941
1,266,848

#chg 1990-2000

% chg 1990-2000

13
(5)
(18)
(81)
(121)
(17)
(137)
(12)
(4)
(12998)
(1367)
44,848

7.0%
-7.6%
-7.6%
-11.4%
-49.8%
-1.4%
-2.1%
-7.6%
-1.9%
-15.0%
-3.9%
3.7%

Weston fared better than many county towns during the same period, as it lost only 4 residents.
Amity was the only neighboring community that had a net gain in population, while Hodgdon saw
only a slight reduction. Weston followed with a 1.9 percent change between 1990 and 2000.
However, the Town saw a 34 percent increase in the prior decade. The State experienced a net gain
of 3.7%, but Aroostook County lost 15% from 1990 – 2000, largely due to the closing of Loring Air
Force Base. Washington County was included as Weston is in the Calais Labor Market Area and
saw a 3.9 percent population reduction between 1990 and 2000, following a 1% increase in the prior
decade.
The following table clearly depicts the aging population of Weston from 1990 through 2000 and
projected to 2015. According to State Planning Office projections, this is a condition that will not
impact Weston alone. The entire County and State will experience similar trends in the years to
come. The greatest change occurs in the 45 – 64 age group, showing roughly a 10% increase in each
decade until the period from 2010 – 2015. Although this age group is considered to be in the prime
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earning years, they also tend to experience an increase in health care needs. When combined,
earning age groups 18 - 64 made up 66% of Weston’s population in 2000 and will grow to 73% by
2010.

Age Group

Weston Population By Age Group 1990 - 2015
Census 1990
Census 2000
2010 (Forecast)
Number
% Tot
Number
% Tot
Number
% Tot

2015 (Forecast)
Number
% Tot

0 to 4

16

7.69%

10

4.90%

9

4.31%

9

4.17%

5 to 17

40

19.23%

36

18.14%

29

13.88%

29

13.43%

18 to 29

33

15.87%

15

7.35%

11

5.26%

10

4.63%

30 to 44

42

20.19%

54

26.47%

57

27.27%

61

28.24%

45 to 64

46

22.12%

65

31.86%

84

40.19%

85

39.35%

65 to 79

23

11.06%

20

9.80%

18

8.61%

21

9.72%

80 +

8

3.85%

3

1.47%

1

0.48%

1

0.46%

208

100%

203

100%

209

100%

216

100%

Totals

At the same time the 5 – 17 age (school age) group has decreased by about 11% since 1990, and
will see a 24% decrease by 2010, leveling off through 2015. The retired and elderly age group over
65 is projected to decrease slightly from 2000 to 2010, showing a 63% change from 1990. The
population in 1990 was 48.8% male and 51.2% female. Those statistics have reversed in the 2000
Census, with 15 more males than females making the male percentage 53.7% and female
percentage 46.3%.

Age Group
Under 5

2000 Census Comparison – Town / County / State
Weston
Aroostook County
Maine
Number
% total
Number
% total
Number
% total
10
4.9%
3,730
5.0%
70,726
5.5%

5 - 19

39

19.2%

15,005

20.3%

264,759

20.7%

20 - 44

67

33.0%

23,256

31.4%

440,253

34.6%

45 - 64

65

32.1%

19,396

26.2%

315,783

24.8%

65 +

22

10.8%

12,551

17.0%

183,402

14.3%

Total
Male
Female

203
109
94

100.0%
53.7%
46.3%

73,938
36,095
37,843

100.0%
48.8%
51.2%

1,274,923
620,309
654,614

100.0%
48.7%
51.3%

Source: 2000 US Census
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The table above indicates that Weston mirrors the trends seen at both county and state levels.
Specifically, the preschool and school age groups make up roughly 20% of the population while the
prime earner age groups comprise roughly 60% of the population. Weston is lower on both the
elderly and very young end of the spectrum. The median age for Weston is 41.3 years.

Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Totals

Births
3
3
0
3
1
1
11

Births and Deaths
Town of Weston
Deaths
1
0
0
1
0
1
3

Natural Increase
2
3
0
2
1
0
8

Source: Weston Town Records

According to town statistics, Weston experienced a natural net gain of eight residents between 1996
and 2001. However, statistical forecasts indicate that any net gain the Town will see over the next
decade will likely be from people relocating to Weston rather than from an increase in the birth rate
as the 0 to 4 age group is expected to decrease through year 2015. Several factors can positively
affect the birth rate, such as new economic growth and job creation or marketing the rural lifestyle
of Weston to people that might be interested in relocating or moving back to the area to raise their
families.

Educational Attainment

Education
Level
< 9th Grade
9 - 12 no diploma
High School Grad
College, No Deg
Assoc. Deg.
Bach. Deg.
Grad/Prof. Deg.
Totals
% HS Grad or Higher
% BA Deg or Higher

Population by Level of Education
Houlton
Aroostook
Maine
Weston
Number % total Number % total Number % total Number % total
14 9.7%
16 11.0%
66 45.5%
29 20.0%
2 1.4%
13 9.0%
5 3.4%

389
457
1,248
602
239
519
165

10.7%
12.6%
34.5%
16.6%
6.6%
14.3%
4.6%

5,802
6,066
19,799
8,893
3,345
5,544
1,990

11.3%
11.8%
38.5%
17.3%
6.5%
10.8%
3.9%

145 100%
79.3%
12.4%

3,619

100%
76.6%
18.9%

51,439 100%
76.9%
14.6%

47,183 5.4%
80,105 9.2%
314,600 36.2%
165,111 19.0%
63,934 7.3%
129,992 14.9%
68,968 7.9%
869,893

100%
84.5%
22.9%

Source: 2000 US Census
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Weston compares favorably at both regional and state levels in the number of residents achieving a
high school diploma or GED, but lags behind in college degree attainment. Graduate and
professional degree attainment is also lower than regional and state figures.
Historical Comparison - Level of Education 1990 - 2000
Weston
Education
1990 Census
2000 Census
Net Increase
Level
Number % total
Number % total
Number % change
< 9th Grade
9 - 12 no diploma
High School Grad
College, No Deg
Assoc. Deg.
Bach. Deg.
Grad/Prof. Deg.
Totals
% HS Grad or Higher
% BA Deg or Higher

4
18
96
15
6
9
2

2.7%
12.0%
64.0%
10.0%
4.0%
6.0%
1.3%

14
16
66
29
2
13
5

9.7%
11.0%
45.5%
20.0%
1.4%
9.0%
3.4%

10
-2
-30
14
-4
4
3

250.0%
-11.1%
-31.3%
93.3%
-66.7%
44.4%
150.0%

150

100.0%
85.3%
7.3%

145

100.0%
79.3%
12.4%

-5

-3.3%
-6.0%
5.1%

Source: 1990, 2000 US Census

Although the total number educated Weston residents has decreased by 5, significant gains have
been made during the last decade in the number of residents over the age of 25 that have attended
college and those that attained Bachelor and Graduate Degrees. The percentage of residents
obtaining a high school diploma or higher has decreased by 31 percent, but over half that number
went on to higher levels of education.

School Enrollment History - Weston and Comparative Communities
Town

SAD/SD#

AMITY
BANCROFT
CARY PLT.
HAYNESVILLE
HODGDON
HOULTON
ORIENT
DANFORTH
WESTON

70
0
70
70
70
29
0
14
14

1970
Total
49
16
47
294
53
1887
21
221
40

1980
Total
45
14
55
47
291
1286
21
216
32

Source: ME EDUC DEPT. APRIL 1 CENSUS OF STUDENTS EDUCATED AT PUBLIC EXPENSE
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1990
Total
32
6
36
39
318
1115
39
135
38

2000
Total
41
12
34
26
295
1049
26
114
22

Pre-K
2

K
2

1
2

Grade

7
1

8
0

Weston School Enrollment – April, 2001
2
3
4
5
2
0
1
2
9
4

10
2

11
2

12
3

SAD #14
6
2

Total
13

Total
12

Grand Total
25

As a member community of SAD #14, Weston’s school enrollment has fluctuated over the last few
decades from a high in 1970 of 40 students to a low of 22 in 2000. These numbers tend to fluctuate
as people migrate and students explore other educational options such as home schooling, the
Greater Houlton Christian Academy and SAD #70 in Hodgdon. In 2001, Weston’s student
enrollment was 14% of the total while the Town provided 42% of the school’s local funding.

Households

Place

Municipal, Regional and State Household Comparisons
Number
Change
Size of Households
1990
2000
90-00
1990
2000

Weston
Houlton
Aroostook
Maine

81
2,584
31,366
465312

89
2,203
30,356
518,200

9.9%
-14.7%
-3.2%
11.4%

2.69
2.45
2.62
2.56

2.28
2.24
2.36
2.39

Change
90-00
-15.2%
-8.6%
-9.9%
-6.6%

Source: 1990, 2000 US Census

Weston increased the number of households in the community during the last decade by 10%, but
saw a decrease in the average household size comparable to the regional and state figures.
It would seem unlikely that Weston will see any increase in family size during the next 10 years as
forecasts indicate the child bearing age population will decrease by over 1%. However the total
household figure should see a slight increase as the population increases by approximately 2% in
that same period.
Statistical information on household income, family income, labor, unemployment and occupation
is covered in the Local Economy Inventory and Analysis section.

Population and Demographic Analysis
Weston’s population has remained constant over the last decade, but experienced a significant net
gain of 31 percent since 1980. This is tempered by the fact that its population is aging at about the
same rate as the region and the state.
The influx of summer residents presents Weston with an opportunity to market itself to a captive
audience of nearly 200 people for an extended time period. These seasonal residents may well
include wage earners, business owners and people entering retirement. Town officials should take
advantage of this opportunity by promoting community and regional attributes in an effort to attract
7

a portion of this valuable human resource and convert them to year round residents, bringing their
skill sets and experience to the area as well.
Outmigration of the region’s young people remains a primary concern for the region’s educational
and economic development institutions. Aroostook County has been designated an Empowerment
Zone by the federal government in order to assist the region in its strategic vision for change. The
Empowerment Zone program was created to help create economic opportunity and develop
sustainable communities through partnerships with public and private entities representing all walks
of life within those communities. Although Weston is not located within one of those
Empowerment Zone districts, the Town should still benefit indirectly from various government
incentives to help both businesses and residents within Empowerment Zone.
An aging workforce, coupled with a decreasing household and family size, will have an adverse
effect on school funding, health care and municipal services. It will require the town to be creative
in fiscal matters and community partnerships with health care providers. Statistics indicate the
potential need for additional elderly or assisted living facilities for aging residents. Weston officials
should closely monitor this situation and prepare for future senior housing development.
Statistics are only that, and other factors could dramatically change the forecasted trends. Interest in
Weston’s real estate continues to grow with some native residents returning and new residents
making Weston their home. The greater Houlton real estate market has seen a tremendous amount
of activity since September 11, 2001 as Homeland Security initiatives have dramatically increased
staffing at Houlton’s port of entry. Additionally, people from the more populated urban and
metropolitan areas are making lifestyle changes that are based on security and safety for their
families due to fear of further terrorist activity. Although these are not the most desirable reasons to
attract new residents, migration from the hectic pace of city living is no doubt a factor as well.
Weston’s rural character offers a peaceful, safe, friendly and natural lifestyle for its residents.
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Land Use
The land use section is one of the most important components of the comprehensive plan. The
location and amount of land available and suitable for particular purposes can be determined by
reviewing past and present land uses. The planning program inventories agricultural and forest
lands, soil types and characteristics, natural resources, transportation networks, housing needs,
demographics, local and regional economy, and public facilities and services. These inventories
are then analyzed and reflected in a Land Use Plan. Implementation of the land use plan is
accomplished through the development of a set of land use regulations. Weston currently has no
land use ordinance other than the mandatory Shoreland Zoning Ordinance.
Since the comprehensive plan is a long-range guide for the growth and development of Weston,
it cannot be too specific or rigid. It has to be flexible and adapt to unforeseen changes and
demands. An overall framework is provided to make intelligent and informed land use decisions
within which adjustments can be made to any inevitable changes.
Weston is a single Township located in southern Aroostook County and covers a land area of
approximately 30.5 square miles or 20,130 acres. Danforth borders Weston to the south;
Bancroft to the west; Haynesville and Orient to the north; and New Brunswick, Canada to the
east. Elevations range from a low of 420 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) along East Grand
Lake at the Danforth town line to a high of 1,080 feet atop Peekaboo Hill in the central portion of
the town. The landscape of hills, valleys, lakes, flora and fauna provides breathtaking scenery
year round.
The largest number of Weston’s residents live along the U.S. Route 1 corridor, which is a state
road classified as a major collector requiring MDOT driveway and entrance permits for
development. There are currently 56 E-911 resident addresses listed for property abutting Route
1. The entire length of Route 1 in Weston has been known as a Scenic Byway for over 25 years,
but has never formally undergone the designation process. This designation application process
is being completed simultaneously with Weston’s Comprehensive Plan and protection techniques
identified in the Corridor Management Plan will require coordination with any proposed land use
ordinance the Town develops.
The land ownership pattern in Weston is characterized by large parcels of farm/forest acreage
that range between 100 and several thousand acres in single ownership, primarily located in the
western half of the town. There is also a vast amount of land controlled by timberland
companies, the largest parcels located between Route 1 and the Canadian border, partially
surrounded by Deering, Brackett and East Grand Lakes. Although resource protection districts
limit development on much of the shoreline, second tier development could occur, which could
impact habitat and surface water quality if not properly controlled. There has reportedly been
significant timber harvested in this area making it less valuable for the current ownership as
timberland and more valuable as a residential subdivision. Such change may or may not be in the
best interest of the Town, as it would place increased demand for services such as code
enforcement, fire and police protection and potential road maintenance, as well as increased
assessed value, which in turn could skew local school funding. The Town may wish to
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familiarize itself with the needs and interests of these property owners and make a strong effort
to involve them in the development of land use policies.
Land Use Regulations
There are currently 2 local land use regulations in Weston; a Shoreland Zoning Ordinance (SZO)
and a Driveway Entrance Ordinance (DEO). The DEO is administered and enforced by the Town
Road Commissioner(s). The SZO is administered by the town's Code Enforcement Officer
(CEO) and Planning Board (PB). Areas covered under the Shoreland Zoning include, but may
not be limited to: East Grand, Brackett, Deering, Faulkner, and Sucker Lake, Mattawamkeag
River, Trout, Lake and Cold Brook, Baskahegan Stream, Dingey Pond and non-forested
wetlands greater than 10 acres located throughout the town. Weston’s shoreland and wetlands
are divided into are three (5) districts. These include:
Resource Protection: Areas in which development would adversely affect water quality,
productive habitat, biological ecosystems, or scenic and natural values…including the
following areas:
• Within 250 feet, horizontal distance from the upland edge of freshwater wetlands
associated with great ponds and rivers rated moderate or high value by the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIF&W) as of January 1, 1973.
• Flood Plains along rivers and artificially formed great ponds along rivers, defined by
the 100-year flood plain as designated on the Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps or Flood Hazard Boundary Maps
• Areas of two or more contiguous acres with sustained slopes of 20% or greater or
supporting wetland vegetation and hydric soils
• Land area along rivers subject to severe erosion, undercutting, or river bed
movement.
Limited Residential: Areas suitable for residential and recreational development, areas
other than those in the Stream or Resource protection districts, and areas used less intensively
than those included in the General Development District.
General Development: Areas of two or more acres devoted to commercial, industrial, or
intensive recreational activities or a mix of such activities, including but not limited to the
following:
• Areas devoted to manufacturing, fabricating or other industrial activities;
• Areas devoted to wholesaling, warehousing, retail trade and services or other
commercial activities;
• Areas devoted to intensive recreational development activities such as amusement
parks, race tracks and fair grounds;
• Transportation rights-of-way, communication and utility rights of way
• Areas used for extraction or processing of mineral resources
Stream Protection District: all land areas within seventy-five (75) feet of the normal high
water line of a stream, exclusive of areas within 250 feet of the normal high water line of a
great pond or river or within 250 feet of the upland edge of a freshwater wetland.
Forest District: Areas with forest stands that are currently maintained by timber harvesting
practices, including those areas filed under the Tree Growth Taxation Law.
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Subdivisions: The Town apparently had a subdivision ordinance developed around 1988, but
now uses the state subdivision rules for subdivision review. It is unclear if either ordinance was
officially adopted by Weston. There have been over 24 residential subdivisions reviewed in
Weston, but none in the last 3 years.
Floodplain Ordinance: The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which
administers the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), lists Weston’s status as a nonparticipating community with identified flood hazards dating February 21, 1975. Flood hazard
areas are mapped along parts of East Grand Lake and Mattawamkeag River. Weston plans to
apply for membership in the NFIP. In order to join the NFIP, a community must do three things:
• Fill out an application for participation
• Adopt a resolution for applying to the NFIP
• Adopt a Floodplain Management Ordinance (FMO) which complies with NFIP
regulations
Once membership is achieved, the Community must review and update its FMO on a regular
basis to remain in compliance. The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) can deny claims
in a municipality with an outdated ordinance. Also, by updating its ordinance, rates for
homeowners can be reduced.

Weston Existing Land Uses
According to Town records, the most recent report of assessment review identified 569 parcels
comprising 16,606 taxable acres that exhibit various land uses in Weston. The following figures
should be used only as a reference tool due to the nature of the windshield survey and because
the survey deals with land uses on the lot and not the number of units.
Single Family Residential (210) – The residential category includes all areas in use for
residential purposes. This includes single-family, two-family, and mobile
homes.
• Residential growth is the most likely form of development based on past trends and
current conditions.
Multi-Family Residential (1) - Includes housing designed for 2 or more families, multistory apartment buildings and lots with 2 or more principal dwellings.
Commercial (8) - The commercial category includes retail businesses and services.
• Karen’s Lakeside Variety
•
First Settler’s Lodge
• Million Dollar View Restaurant (closed)
▪
MK Flooring
• Ashey One (greenhouse)
▪
Rideout’s
• Gilpatrick’s Marina
▪
Deroche’s Campground
Industrial (4) -

•

The industrial category includes land devoted to railroads, warehouses,
shipping facilities, mineral and food processing. Also land used for
production of food and fiber (e.g., potatoes, oats, peas, broccoli, hay,
etc.,) or for the pasturing / feeding of livestock.
Foss & Sons
•
FOSCO, Inc.
11

•

Gray’s Mill

•

Faulkner Pit

Institutional (8) - The public category includes churches, parks, recreation areas,
cemeteries, and public buildings.
• Seldon Church
•
Weston Community Church
• Weston Town Office
•
2 Cemeteries
• Grange Hall
▪
Scenic Turnout
• Living Waters Bible Camp
▪
Public Landing
Seasonal (195*) - Includes primarily lakeside cottages that did not appear to be used during
winter months.
• According to town records, an approximate total of 195 dwellings appear to be
seasonal and are primarily located on the lakes. *Windshield survey did not
encompass all lake roads and cottages do to road and weather conditions.
Forest (176*) •

Land predominantly vegetated by woody growth and used primarily for
forestry related activities.
5 of the largest wooded parcels in Weston account for 11,492 acres of forest or
approximately 57 percent of the town’s total area. However much of this area is
intermingled with forested wetlands and bogs, or has already been harvested. Large
volume commercial timber harvesting, although somewhat diminished, is still
occurring. * Reported number is derived from Town records, not windshield survey.

Vacant (N/A) •

This category is comprised of cropland reverting back to scrub growth,
meadows, marshes, and wetlands. (Some of these are covered in greater
detail in the Natural Resources section of this Plan).
Vacant lots were not easily distinguishable from adjacent wooded areas and therefore
may be included in the forest category.

These figures should be used only as a reference tool due to the nature of the windshield survey
and because the survey deals with land uses on the lot and not the number of units. The survey
did not take in the densely developed areas on Brackett Lake or seasonally inaccessible areas of
East Grand and Deering Lakes.

Valuation, Number of Parcels and Acres in Tree Growth Tax 2002
# Parcels
43
Valuation:

Softwood
2,587@ $138
$356,489

Mixed
6,236 @ $101
$629,836

Hardwood
2,490 @ $84
$208,413

Total Acres
11,313

Total Valuation
$1,194,738

Source: December 2002 Valuation, Maine Revenue Services and Maine Forest Service

Large amounts of land in the Tree Growth program usually indicate that a large landowner, such
as a paper or timber company, owns property within the town. Most of these larger companies
typically keep all of their holdings in Tree Growth. Weston has approximately 56 percent of its
total area in Tree Growth, which is divided into 43 parcels under 23 separate owners, indicating
large landowners primarily involved in commercial timberland management and harvesting
12

operations. Planning committee members expressed concern over disparity between tax rates for
the 3 forest classifications in Aroostook County and Washington County. The higher tax rates
for Aroostook County impact the state valuation of Weston, while neighboring Danforth is able
to take advantage of much lower rates thereby lowering its assessed value. This has a significant
effect on the school funding formula in terms of Weston’s low student enrollment and high
property valuation making it more expensive for Weston to be a part of SAD #14.
Major Land Ownership and Tax Status Impact –Weston 2002
Current Owner
Tax Exempt
Tree Growth
Open Space
Largest Landowners
Foss
>5588 acres
>5588 acres
Wagner Timber Partners
4851 acres
4851 acres
Faulkner
1234 acres
>1254 acres

There is no classified open space or farmland in Weston according to the 2002 State Valuation
Analysis. The report does identify 6,330 acres of undeveloped land at $183.75 per acre.
Future Development
Development along Route 1 should be very limited and should include roadside or service type
commercial uses and clustered residential use served by single road access points. Existing road
frontage parcels should be preserved and further parceling should be discouraged as there are
currently several available house lots along the corridor. Particular attention should be given to
Scenic Byway corridor management issues.
There are many available house lots already created through previous subdivision.
Unfortunately, a majority of these lots were created at the north end of Weston near Faulkner
Lake and Peakaboo Mountain, which are some of the furthest points from fire, rescue and
ambulance services as well as school bus routes. Better locations for dense residential
development might be along the straight section of the Cropley Road or other suitable lots on the
Springer Road.
New industrial development could be directed to areas west of Route 1 across from the
Butterfield Landing Road, where there are few development constraints and some industrial
activity already exists.

Building Permit Activity – Shoreland Zone
According to information obtained from Weston, there have been a total of 23 permits issued for
Shoreland activities over the last 4 years: 3 in 1998; 5 in 1999; 6 in 2000; 9 in 2001.
Breakdown of the different types of development activity is as follows:
New Residential Construction –
New Residential Accessory Residential expansion New Mobile Home -

5
2
8
1

Road Construction/Clearing Residential Structure Relocation Structure Renovations Dock Replacement/Installation -

2
2
1
2
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East Grand Lake has had 15 approved permits, 3 of which were in Little River Cove and 2 in
Dark Cove. Deering Lake has had 5 approved permits; Brackett Lake has had 2 permits and
Faulkner Lake had 1 permit.

Existing Land Use Analysis
Weston is a quiet rural community with numerous outdoor recreation opportunities, reasonable
taxes and proximity to regional employment centers in Houlton, Lincoln, Calais and Bangor. For
these reasons, Weston is a town with potential for future growth. The proper identification of
current and projected land uses in Weston will allow for the municipality to prepare and plan
effectively for future land use development by prioritizing those areas of the community it feels
are best suited for residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, or public land uses. The town
should also identify areas where they should encourage little or no growth.
A majority of Weston' open (undeveloped) land is found west of US Route 1 and is
predominantly active (commercial) forestland, wetlands, and areas of steep slopes. Over half of
the 11,313 acres in tree growth is located west of Route 1. Tree Growth program acreage
accounts for 56 percent of Weston’s total area, providing a significant preservation incentive. At
the same time, the high tax rate for forest classification in Aroostook County compared to
Washington County negatively impacts Weston’s valuation and local education cost. Town
officials will work with other Aroostook municipalities in voicing concern over the detrimental
impacts created by this situation with regard to municipal valuation and school funding, as well
as the increased burden born by the Town’s tax payers.
Many of the forestlands throughout this area and the Town as a whole are associated with natural
development constraints (e.g., wetlands, stream frontage, steep slopes, poorly drained soils, etc.,)
that made these lands unprofitable to clear for farmland. Consequently, commercial agriculture
although still desired, has not been a prevalent activity for years and is nearly non-existent today
in Weston. Town officials will adopt policy to encourage farm landowners to work with public
and private agencies to revitalize agricultural activity in Weston.
There is 6,330 acres of undeveloped land in Weston and there is a significant amount of
undeveloped shorefront and second tier property, although year round access is difficult in many
areas. The most accessible shorefront property has, for the most part, already been developed.
As Weston has no municipal water and sewer, there will not likely be a great amount of
commercial or industrial development requiring this type of infrastructure. This creates some
opportunity for sprawl since neither residents nor businesses are concerned about location with
respect to infrastructure. It is conceivable that continued development pressure around the lakes
through seasonal conversion, dwelling expansions or increased use may make it necessary for the
town to explore the feasibility of shared subsurface waste water disposal systems in order to
meet the needs of residents as well as to protect water quality. Since this would place additional
demand on the Town’s fiscal resources, Weston will explore amendments to the existing
mandatory shoreland zoning ordinance that would further protect the undeveloped areas, restrict
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increased density within the Shoreland Zone and mitigate negative impacts of expansion and
seasonal conversion, while improving the quality of existing development. Tiered resource
protection and limited residential zones, alternative 30 % expansion rules, and the addition of
incentives for re-vegetation are regulatory methods that the planning committee will consider.
Weston currently has no town-wide land use or zoning ordinance and with the exception of a
Driveway/Entrance ordinance, no permit system outside the Shoreland zone, leaving little local
control over what type of development activity can occur in most areas of the community. The
Town officials understand that in order to promote safe, sanitary housing, or appropriate
commercial and industrial activity, an acceptable form of land use regulation must be developed
and adopted by the community. However, the planning committee and Weston officials agree
that the most appropriate strategy for Weston is an incremental approach to regulatory controls,
since there will be a period of transition going from basically no regulation to a more formal
tracking and review process. Initially, the vision is for a basic land use ordinance that protects
critical rural areas and water resources, encourages new development in areas suitable for
growth, and establishes a permitting process to track development and arm the town with good
information to make future ordinance adjustments. This will include a subdivision ordinance that
specifically sets standards to better limit frivolous and inappropriate parceling of lots that will
diminish the rural character found in the pastoral and forested back roads of the town, once these
established lots are built upon.
Currently, a State Scenic Byway Designation application is being prepared, which includes a
Corridor Management Plan (CMP) for the entire length of US Route 1 within Weston’s corporate
limits. The plan will set forth protection techniques aimed at not only protecting, but enhancing
the intrinsic resources found along the corridor. The success of the CMP largely depends on land
use standards that control the amount, type and location of development activity within the
corridor. Therefore, the community will incorporate the CMP goals and strategies into its land
use ordinance. Controls such as allowable land use, lot size, lot coverage, road and property line
set backs, building height and aesthetics, and scenic conservation easements will serve as
corridor protection techniques. This will require continued public involvement and
understanding of the purpose of such regulation. Town Officials will also develop an access
management plan for Route 1, which is likely to see increased development pressure.
Uncontrolled, sprawling development along these corridors could have serious impacts on traffic
safety, flow, speed and scenic value. Clustered residential development should be encouraged in
locations that will have less adverse impact on high traffic routes and which also can provide
adequate area to safely handle subsurface waste at safe distances from wells. These issues are
also discussed in the Transportation Inventory and Analysis section of this plan.
Planning committee members have expressed concern over past timber harvesting practices that
have left scars on the landscape, specifically on Peakaboo Mountain and in some of the scenic
view sheds east of Route 1. Since a large amount of timberland still exists, the Town will
consider developing its own timber harvesting ordinance to further preserve the wooded
landscapes that support habitat and provide scenic fall foliage that contributes greatly to the
renowned “Million Dollar View”. Efforts should include reviews of existing filed forest
management and harvest plans required by Tree Growth Tax Program if possible, coordination
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standards with the most desirable aspects of those plans, and consultation with forestry
professionals to develop a reasonable yet effective ordinance with stakeholder involvement.
Town officials have an excellent opportunity to plan for the future, since it can be proactive and
not reactive at this time. Residents must decide what they want the town to look like in the next
10 to 20 years. A wise and thoughtful approach to land use regulation can improve both the
residential and commercial property values in the town and help maintain the town's rural
character that residents so highly value. A set of flexible land use ordinances and an associated
building permit system adds value to property and ensures that a dwelling meets a building code,
is safe, energy efficient and reasonably compatible with the adjacent land uses.
Town officials will consider the following when developing a land use or zoning ordinance
during the implementation process.
•
•

•

•

Does residential conversion of previously undeveloped farm and forest land jeopardize
the town's rural character? 96% of Weston' Public Opinion Survey respondents were
in favor of the town working to maintain its rural character.
Are residential developments compatible with commercial farming, forestry and outdoor
recreation? 58% of respondents encouraged traditional farming and 54%
encouraged recreational land development and 70% favored tax expenditures to
stock trout in lakes.
Does this spread out development lead to greater costs to provide public services (e.g.,
greater traffic on rural roads = increased maintenance costs, greater curb cuts/road
entrances = increased traffic safety issues, increased response times for
fire/ambulance/public safety)
Do continuing random and spread out patterns of residential development preclude best
uses of land resources within the community such as protection of unique natural areas,
scenic vistas, historic sites, sustainability and compatibility of farming and forestry
practices, or the designation of commercial businesses or light industrial development
zones, etc.? 43% of respondents were in favor of allowing commercial development
anywhere if designed properly. 86% encouraged heavy industry with 45% in favor
of an exclusive area for industrial development, while 56% did not want an
industrial park.

Many local and outside sources such as Northern Maine Development Commission, the State
Planning Office, the Natural Resource Conservation Service, the St. John-Aroostook RC&D, and
the Maine Departments of Environmental Protection and Transportation, can assist with carrying
out detailed actions to solve specific problems as they are identified. It is important to remember
that this Plan is a dynamic document that should be flexible and responsive to the forces of
change that will shape development in Weston and the surrounding region.
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Transportation
Maine voters and the US Congress have enacted sweeping changes in transportation policy with
Maine's Sensible Transportation Policy Act (STPA) of 1991, the federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA, or "ice tea") and the newest transportation bill,
the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century ("TEA-21"); all of which are outside
influences which govern the states and provide the policies under which all transportation
projects are funded. Locally, any municipality requesting state funding for projects must meet
TEA-21. There are three important components to this new thinking:
(1) Continued sensitivity to natural resources,
(2) Continued sensitivity to the human environment,
(3) The conservation of energy resources.
Given this changing climate, it is more important than ever that transportation planning,
economic development, recreation, and land use activities in Weston, northern Maine and the
rest of the state, are coordinated with the natural environmental and community interests in mind.
All of these are important in achieving overall local and regional growth, development goals in
comprehensive plans and transportation initiatives.
To achieve these goals, the state has established a Regional Transportation Advisory CommitteeRegion 1 (RTAC-1) for northern Maine. RTAC-1, in cooperation with the Maine Department of
Transportation (MDOT) and Northern Maine Development Commission (NMDC), is charged
with developing transportation plans for the region. It is the responsibility of the RTAC to
advise the MDOT on: (1) transportation issues and goals; (2) regional transportation needs and
deficiencies; (3) transportation improvement priorities; (4) multi-modal options; (5) social,
environmental, and economic issues and goals; and (6) land use issues and goals. The RTAC
submits its recommendations to MDOT in a written report in time to be considered in the
development of the Regional Advisory Report, 20-Year Transportation Plan, and 6-Year
Transportation Plan. Members of the RTAC represent the various transportation user and
interest groups, reflecting both a balance and diversity. They include environmental and land use
interests, alternative transportation groups, local government and planners, business interests,
and the public at large.
Transportation networks are also important to the economic growth of the community in
providing needed access to goods and services not found in the town. Roads into and out of the
town are the main mode of transportation in nearly all rural areas and the condition of these
roads is very important to existing and future businesses. The state government has come to
realize the great expense needed to improve our interstate highways. If the condition of any state
highway or bridge is not adequate, then it is up to the community to make its needs known to the
state highway department and state representatives. The information provided in this section will
assist Weston in assessing those needs.
With the explosion in multi-media communications, and deregulation of the industry under the
Communications Act of 1996, a new section is being added to this component of the
Comprehensive Plan: telecommunications and the transportation of multimedia information.
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Northern Maine Overview
Roads and Bridges
There are 1125 miles of roadway in northern Maine, not including the interstate system. Of that
roadway, approximately 35 percent are 50 or more years old. Since the early 1960's new road
construction has been on a steady decline. The condition of the existing roadways in northern
Maine and the rest of the state are deteriorating at a meaningful rate. Today 35 percent of
northern Maine's roads are in “good” condition, a significant decline from 1990's 78 percent
figure, and 45 percent of the roads are in "poor" condition, a significant increase from the 1990's
2 percent figure.
Houlton is the northern terminus for Interstate 95 in the United States before it connects with the
Trans-Canada Highway System (Route 2) in New Brunswick, Canada. These various highways
provide the necessary infrastructure to serve forest products industries, agricultural industries,
connect population centers, encourage tourism and provide vital connections to the remainder of
Maine, New England, and the Atlantic Provinces of Canada.
US Route 1 serves as a major north-south rural arterial north of Houlton and as a major collector
south of Houlton through Weston and Washington County. Route 1 is generally a two-lane
(three lanes at strategic points), undivided highway. Route 1-A, branches from Route 1 at Mars
Hill and rejoins Route 1 at Van Buren. Although carrying less traffic, Route 1-A displays the
same characteristics as Route 1. There are 351 bridges in the northern Maine area. Of these, 74
percent are the responsibility of the state, 23 percent are municipal, and 1 percent is the
responsibility of the Maine Forest Service. There are 334 rural bridges and 17 urban bridges.
Two hundred and twenty-seven (227) bridges need no improvements at this time, 43 are in need
of replacement, 30 need to be widened, and 41 need to be rehabilitated.
Airports
Maine is broken down for aviation planning purposes into eleven (11) regions. Region 11,
which covers all of Aroostook County, has four system airports. These include Northern Maine
Regional, Northern Aroostook Regional, Caribou Municipal, and Houlton International. The
region supports more than 630 aviation-related jobs that have an associated annual payroll of
$8.6 million. Total capital expenditures are estimated at $23.5 million on an annual basis.
Houlton International Airport
The Houlton International Airport is the closest facility to Weston. It is a general aviation airport
located adjacent to the Canadian border and serving the southern Aroostook and Woodstock
N.B. areas. The airport has one 5,016' paved runway (5-23), plus a 500' long stopway at the
southerly end, and a second 5,000' paved runway (1-19) and a newly constructed complete
taxiway system. The airport has been designated as an "economic development airport" in the
State Aviation Systems Plan, which also includes recommendations for a 500' runway extension
and full precision instrument approach capability. Several navigation aids are available,
including Very High Frequency Omni Range/Distance Measuring Equipment (VOR/DME),
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Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL), Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI), and Precision
Approach Patch Indicator (PAPI), Global Position Satellite (GPS) approach procedures, an
Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) and the largest in-use hangar north of Bangor.
One hundred (100) octane and jet fuel are available as is major air frame and power plant repair,
and full Fixed Base Operator (FBO) services including on demand charter. Twenty-four hour
on-call US customs service is available. Requests to reinstate Canadian Customs pre-clearance
service have been initiated.
Northern Maine Regional Airport
The Northern Maine Regional Airport, located in Presque Isle, is the next closest airport to
Weston. It has two large paved runways measuring 7,440’ x 150’ and 5,994’ x 150’. The airport
has been designated an economic development airport and provides Aroostook County with daily
commuter flights, as well as scheduled flights, operated by a number of overnight freight
companies. The airport has the capacity to handle large commercial jet aircraft, if necessary.
Radar Facilities
The Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) operates a long-range radar facility (ARSR 4) on the
Albert Road in Caribou. The radar has an operational radius of 250 miles and services air traffic
from airports located in Presque Isle, Caribou, Houlton, and Frenchville. There are two full-time
and one part-time federal employee located at the site to oversee the day-to-day operations.

Railroads
Eastern Maine Railway
A subsidiary of the Irving Group, the Eastern Maine Railway operates track passing through
Danforth, between Vanceboro and Brownville, where it connects with the Canadian American
Railroad from Brownville to the Quebec border and beyond. The entire line was constructed in
the 1880s by Canadian Pacific Ltd. Canadian Pacific divested its interest in the line in the 1990s
as it concentrated its rail business on the western Canadian routes.
Intermodal Facilities
There are no intermodal facilities in close proximity to Weston. In the next 6 years the MDOT
expects to support the construction of new warehouses in Eastport and Calais to improve the
movement of products to and from Maine businesses, and where possible, to remove axle loads
from Maine roads by linking with rail systems.
Public Transportation
Aroostook Regional Transportation System
The Aroostook Regional Transportation System provides general public transportation
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throughout Aroostook County, including Weston. Services are provided from each town in the
County at least once a week to the nearest commercial center. Services are available to all
members of the general public from the outlying towns to the commercial center and pick-up
services are available in-town to the elderly and handicapped only. Fares are charged to
members of the general public and half fare is charged to the elderly and handicapped. No fare
is charged to Medicaid clients going to Medicaid covered services or to the elderly and
handicapped going to a medical appointment. Services are provided to individuals with special
needs that attend daily work or rehabilitation programs. These daily runs are also available to
the general public, but no deviation from the special runs can take place due to time limitations.
Cyr Bus Lines
Cyr Bus Lines provides daily regional bus service from northern Maine to Bangor and points
south with connections to the major national bus lines. There are no stops in Weston, but
residents can connect in Houlton, Oakfield or Sherman with southbound runs in the morning and
northbound runs in the evening.
Taxi Service
There are no taxi services in the Weston-Danforth area and no indication of expressed need for
this service from public opinion survey or planning committee.

Seaports
Seaport access for northern Maine products is generally found through Maine's coastal ports of
Searsport and Eastport, or, if desired, through the Canadian ports of Rivière du Loup, Quebec;
St. John, New Brunswick; and Halifax, Nova Scotia. Access to the Maine ports is by rail service
or US Route 1.
Eastport
The Port of Eastport has undergone significant changes that could dramatically affect northern
Maine’s economy. Currently, the Port operates in the middle of downtown Eastport, contains
one 420-foot pier, and is designed to handle up to 50,000 tons of cargo per year. In 1996, the
Port handled over 200,000 tons of cargo, over 400 times its capacity. The new facility at Estes
Head includes a 634 foot, two berth pier that can accommodate a 900 foot vessel with a second
550 foot ship on the inside berth.
Searsport
During the past 10 years, Searsport has handled 41 percent of the state’s dry cargo and is one of
the state’s oldest commercial ports. The two commercial operators at Mack Point, the Bangor
and Aroostook Railroad and Sprague Energy handle a wide variety of products including paper,
lumber, fuel, salt, coal, and other chemicals.
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Weston Roadways
The public roads in Maine are classified into three categories based on the needs served by those
roads. They are arterial, collector, and local. In total, Weston has 20.55 miles of roadway,
generally in good shape for present levels of traffic. With routine maintenance, the scraping
back of the shoulder build-up, and the cleaning of the ditches, the life of the roadway surface can
be prolonged and will save money.
Weston has no arterial roads. Arterial roads are the most important travel routes in the state.
They carry high-speed long distance traffic and attract a significant amount of federal funding.
They usually carry interstate or US Route traffic.
There are 7.36 miles of major collector road (US Route 1) and 6.94 miles of minor collector
road. Collector roads, sometimes called "feeder roads", are major roads that collect or "feed"
traffic to the arterial roads and are maintained by the State. They serve places of lower
population densities and are somewhat removed from main travel routes.
There are 6.25 miles of local roads, of which .79 miles are seasonal. Additionally, the town is
responsible for winter maintenance of 6.94 miles of state aid roads with surface maintenance
assistance from MDOT. Local roads or town roads include all public roads not within the arterial
or collector category. These roads are maintained by Weston for local service use and provide
service to adjacent land areas and usually carry low volumes of traffic. In addition, there are
many miles of private access roads to shorefront property that are maintained by camp owner
associations. Weston has no formal road assessment program and basically reacts to maintenance
needs as they occur. Weston more thorough look at the transportation system, road construction
standards, and maintenance will be necessary.
Funding for local projects is obtained from several sources, including:
•

•

The Urban-Rural Initiative Program (URIP), which replaced the Local Road Assistance
Program (LRAP) on July 1, 1999. The program is divided into an Urban Initiative Program
and a Rural Initiative Program. The Rural Initiative Program provides a voluntary partnership
opportunity for the state and municipalities to reconstruct state aid minor collector highways.
Rural communities initially received $600 per lane mile for town ways and state aid minor
collector highways and $300 per lane mile for seasonal town ways. However, funding for
FY2002-2003 has been changed to a percentage (9.6 %+/-), which will reduce the amounts
received by approximately 280 communities by a range of 1 to 20 percent. Town way
mileage within the designated compact area is not included in the Urban Initiative funding
formula.
The Six-Year Transportation Plan (Plan), provides a linkage between MDOT’s 20-Year
Transportation Plan, which is policy based, and its Biennial Transportation Improvement
Program (BTIP), which is project based. This Plan provides a view of project priorities
beyond the traditional two-year period and provides MDOT with the opportunity for more
effective management of its planning, project development, and financial resources, while
allowing communities to plan for their own multi-year capital improvement projects. The
state’s Regional Planning Commissions (RPCs) and the seven Regional Transportation
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•

Advisory Committees (RTACs) assist MDOT in prioritizing projects and Plan presentation at
public meetings held throughout the State for comment and input prior to its finalization.
Projects for consideration in the development and preparation of the BTIP will be drawn
from this Plan. The Plan is updated every two years to reflect changing needs, priorities and
financial resources currently anticipated over the six-year period.
The Biennial Transportation Improvement Program (BTIP) is a two-year, all-out grant
program with no local match, designed to meet the challenges of the future through an
integrated policy of preserving existing infrastructure and seizing upon new cost effective
opportunities as they are presented. The BTIP is consistent with the direction provided in the
20-Year Transportation Plan and contains proposed projects including system preservation,
traffic demand management projects, intersection improvements, transit projects, safety
projects, rail and airport improvement projects, enhancement, and air quality improvement
projects. Funding constraints require a review of projects to assure that available dollars are
being used in a way that promotes the overall goals of preservation, environmental
awareness, multi-modal integration, and economic stability. BTIP projects in or near Weston
are listed later in this section.

Million Dollar View Scenic Byway
The Town of Weston is a key player in pursuing official Scenic Byway designation for a 7.9mile stretch of US Route 1. The Byway termini are the Danforth-Weston town line and a point
0.05 miles north of the Orient-Weston town line. The corridor has been unofficially recognized
as a byway for more than 25 years but has never obtained official status. In applying for and
receiving Byway status, additional resources may be available for various improvement projects
that will help protect and enhance the quality of the corridor. The Scenic Byway Designation
process requires public involvement resulting in the development of a Corridor Management
Plan (CMP) and the establishment of a Corridor Management Entity (CME) to see that the Plan
is carried out. A principle task in the process is the Background Condition Assessment/Analysis,
which looks at:
• Roadway/ROW Inventory of Intrinsic
• Traffic Volumes/User Types
Resources
• Roadway Improvements
• Existing Land Use and Zoning
• Environmental Conditions
• Signage
• Relationship to Comprehensive Plans
• Future Land Use
• Protection Techniques
• Safety Issues
Since the Comprehensive Planning and Scenic Byway processes are being conducted
simultaneously, it is important that the goals and strategies are coordinated in a manner that will
prevent the development of competitive or counter productive goals, objectives and strategies.
The following table lists the various road names, types and miles of roadway in Weston.
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Weston Road Mileage Inventory, 2001
Road Name
US Route 1
Bancroft Road
Ferry Road
Butterfield Landing Road
Selden Road
Cropley Road
Grand Lake Road
Springer Road
Dark Cove Road
Harris Hill Road
Totals

Major Collector
7.36

Minor Collector

Town Road

Seasonal

1.65
.18
1.18

.29

4.05
.27
.53
2.09

.50
7.36
6.94
Total All Roads = 20.55 miles

2.45
5.46

.79

Sources: Maine Department of Transportation, 2000 and Weston Planning Board and E-911 Committee, 2001

Weston has used CDBG funding to upgrade the Cropley and Harris Hill Roads in the late 1990’s,
while most of the minor collector roads were resurfaced by the State under the maintenance
mulch program during the same period. Road conditions in Weston for the most part, are
described as being fair to good.
Problem Areas
The following areas have been observed and identified as potential trouble spots and should be
reviewed in the context of this comprehensive plan's strategies. Limited sight distances,
improperly designed intersections, drainage problem areas, and other problem areas have been
identified. Through the drafting of policies and the application of strategies, these potential
problem areas may be eliminated. These problem areas include:
1. Areas with site distance problems:
• Butterfield Landing Road – first hill at node #6003
• Springer Road intersection at node #1032
• Seldon Road onto Harris Hill Road
• Bancroft Road at “Heel Turn”
2. Areas with drainage problems:
• Butterfield Landing Road – US Route 1 intersection; ponding at south side of node #6003
• Butterfield Landing Road – Ponding south of node #7718; lack of adequate ditching
creates erosion and sedimentation.
3. Areas with snow drifting problems:
• Gilpatrick Hill on Route 1 north of First Settler’s Lodge
• Route 1 adjacent to Foss & Sons
4. Other issues:
• Additional scenic turnout project – funded but not yet underway for 2 seasons.
• State assistance with maintenance of southerly turnout – vegetation, snow removal,
signage/policing all night parking ban.
• Butterfield Landing Road – drainage and paving; cost share with State.
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•

Second tier development around lakes creates access problems for fire, ambulance.

Weston has minimal amounts of unpaved roadway located in the more rural portions of Town
and lakeshore areas. Most are private roads, some of which do not serve dwelling units and are
not plowed in the winter, but do provide access to hunting, fishing, and logging areas. Weston
should consider if improving these sections will invite development that in turn might require the
extension of school bus service, public services, and winter maintenance at additional expense to
the Town. Since isolated houses usually generate low tax revenue, it may not be cost effective to
upgrade these road segments. However, lakeshore roads should be maintained to an adequate
standard to allow efficient access by fire and safety services. The Town should periodically meet
with camp owner groups to discuss road conditions and planned improvements.
The Dark Cove Camp Owner’s Association and others maintain the following lake access roads:
Bass Lane
Brackett Lake Dr
Butterfield Landing Rd.
Buds Drive
CF Loop
Cedar Point Road

Chadwick Point Road
Chucks Drive
Dark Cove Road
Deering Lake Road
Foss Drive
Jackins Lane

Little River Cove Road
Living Waters Road
Longfellow Lane
Loon Drive
Lynch Drive
Madigan Point Road

Mallard Drive
Moody Lane
Randall Drive
Schoodic Drive
Scribner Lane
Treasure Lane
Wishbone Lane

Traffic Volume and Use Data
Traffic Count Summary
The Department of Transportation, Traffic Engineering Division, Traffic Monitoring Section is
responsible for the collection of all types of traffic data and maintenance of a statewide traffic
volume database. Using 2 different types of count programs, data on volumes and vehicle
classification is gathered. The Weston Scenic Byway is located in Zone III, which is the northern
and eastern zone. Roadways within the zones are classified into one of three groups: urban,
arterial or recreational. Route 1 in the Weston area is classified as urban, meaning that it carries
commuter traffic and exhibits little seasonal change in volumes.
According to data from the 2000 Maine Transportation Count Book, a count was taken west of
the intersection of the Cropley Road and Route 1, which indicated an Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) figure of 120. A second location at the Weston –Danforth town line indicates an
AADT of 1200. Both figures were generated for Y1999. Further north in Hodgdon at a location
on Route 1 Northeast of Inventory Road 1494, an AADT of 2190 was taken.
As the Weston portion of Route 1 is already unofficially recognized as a Scenic Byway, no
significant short-term impact on traffic volume is expected. However, the count data will be
useful in assessing future byway improvements outlined in the Corridor Management Plan.
Future counts will help determine if certain byway goals and objectives have been successful as
well.
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Weston, Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Counts
Location

Date

Count

%Change

Route 1
- Northbound @ Weston Town Line

1999

1200

N/A

Cropley Road w/o US 1

1999

120

N/A

Source: Maine Department of Transportation, 2000

Traffic Safety, Volume and Use
The Maine Department of Transportation maintains accident data for the intersections and the
roadways in Weston. The information supplied by the Department is extremely detailed and
comprehensive. The following is a summary of the accident data. The full data report will be
available at the Town office for a more in depth review.

Location

US Route 1 Accident Report 1998-2000
Accidents
Injuries

Danforth Town Line to Cropley Road
Cropley Road to Butterfield Landing
Butterfield Landing to Peakaboo Rd
Peakaboo Road to Harris Hill Road
Harris Hill Road to Orient Town Line
Total
Source: Maine Department of Transportation
Injury Codes: K=Killed
A=Incapacitating

3
6
3
4
2
18
B=Non-Incapacitating

3-D
6–D
2 – D, 1 – A
2 – D, 2 – A
1 – D, 1 - B
14 – D, 3 – A, 1 - B
C=Possible Injury

D=Property Damage only

Analysis of US Route 1 Accidents, 1998-2000
The following analysis concerns only the portion of Route 1 that makes up the Scenic Byway
corridor. Maine Department of Transportation studies indicate that 39% of the accidents in the
given time frame occurred on Mondays during daylight hours, with 22% occurring in June.
Pickup trucks were most frequently involved, followed by passenger cars and 3-axle dump trucks
respectively. Deer were involved in 39% of the accidents, which all occurred on straight sections
of road. There was also a moose collision on a straight section of road. Rear end and sideswipes
accounted for 17% of the accidents and took place at either 3-legged intersections or driveways.
There were no traffic control devices known at 72% of the accident locations as 67% occurred on
grade and straight sections of road. Fixed objects were struck on 22% of the occurrences.
Apparent contributing factor data indicates that in 56% of the accidents, no improper driving was
cited, 17% each were attributed to illegal or unsafe speed and driver inattention. None of the
accidents were attributed to driver impairment and no accidents involved bicycles, snow sleds,
ATV’s or pedestrians. Drivers age 30-39 were involved in 50% of the accidents.
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The reported data indicates that weather was almost never a contributing factor as 33% occurred
on clear days or cloudy days with dry road conditions. Most importantly, there were no deaths on
the Byway in the 2-year study period.

Location

Weston Roads Accident Report 1998-2000
Accidents
Injuries

Trout Brook
Seldon Road
No. 9 Road
Haynesville Road*
Harris Hill Road

3
1
0
1
0

2-B, 1-D
1-K

Cropley Road

1

1-D

Faulkner Road

0

Butterfield Landing*

2

1-C,1-D

Dark Cove Road*

1

1-D

Totals

9

1-K, 2-B, 1-C, 5-D

Source: Maine Department of Transportation
Injury Codes: K=Killed
A=Incapacitating

1-D

*Locations with CRF >1.00
B=Non-Incapacitating
C=Possible Injury

D=Property Damage only

Analysis of All Other Road Accidents – Weston 1998-2000
There were a total of 9 accidents during the period, 33 percent of which occurred on Fridays, 22
percent each on Mondays and Saturdays and 11 percent each on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Most occurred during daylight hours with the exception of 2 accidents that happened at 10 P.M.
January saw the greatest number of accidents, with the other winter months following and on 3
occasions, road surface conditions were ice and sand. There were no contributing human factors
in the majority of accidents, but driver inattention was cited on 2 occasions. None of the
accidents involved pedestrians, snowmobiles or other modes of transportation other than motor
vehicles. Over 50 percent of the accidents involved property damage, but only 1 death occurred
during the period. Driver inexperience might have been a factor with 15 – 19 year old drivers
involved on 4 occasions. Although none of the locations experienced more than 3 accidents, 3
had a critical rate factor (CRF) of greater than 1.00, which could indicate a high accident
location. Those locations are identified with an asterisk in the accident table.
In summary, there does not appear to be any specific problem areas with regard to safety or
accident patterns on Route 1 or the other roads in Weston. The CME could request additional
deer or moose crossing signs to alert travelers to the potential for animal encounters. MDOT may
be able to provide additional detail on the actual locations of the accidents involving deer, which
may indicate the best location for additional signage if none exists.
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Roadway Improvements
The Maine Department of Transportation’s Biennial Transportation Improvement Program lists
the following projects scheduled for fiscal year 2002-2003 and 2004-2005:

Scope of Work

PIN

Municipality

Functional Class

Description

Rte # / Road Name
Length
Km
Mi

Funding Source

Maintenance Paving
Orient/Amity

9638.00

Level 2 Resurfacing
Orient/Amity/Cary

10569.00

Level 2 Resurfacing
Brookton / Danforth

10575.00

Highway
Improvements
Topsfield/Brookton/
Danforth
Level 2 Resurfacing
Topsfield/Brookton

10203.00

10584.00

Maj. Collector-Rural
Route 1
7.26
4.51

Begin 3.79 mi. north of Route 6 to
Forest City Twp. Road

$1,015,000
STP
State

*Regional Programs /
Maintenance Paving
(Hot Mulch)
Weston/Bancroft/Hayn

011001.13

Minor Collector
Ferry Road
5.56

Beginning at Number Nine Road and
extending
northerly 5.56 miles to Route 2A.

$112,951
State

Minor Collector
Butterfield Landing
0.59

Beginning at Route 1 and extending
easterly
0.59 of a mile to Weston Road.

$13,002

Minor Collector
Number Nine/Seldon

Beginning at Ferry Road and extending
easterly
5.20 miles to Route 1.

$105,638
State

*Regional Programs /
Maintenance Paving
(Hot Mulch)
Weston
*Regional Programs /
Maintenance Paving
(Hot Mulch) – Weston
Orient

011001.21

011001.12

Princ. Arterial-Rural
Route 1
11.96
7.43
Maj. Collector-Rural
Route 1
24.46
15.19
Maj. Collector-Rural
Route 1
10.95
6.80
Maj. Collector-Rural
Route 1
34.21
21.54

Estimated Cost

Begin .84 mi. north of Weston TL
to 1.59 mi. north of Orient TL

$125,000
State

Begin .60 mi. north of Weston TL
to .50 north of Wilcox Road

$3,797,500
STP
State
$2,395,000
STP
State
$3,913,000
State

Begin Forest City Twp. Road to
2.13 mi. north of Brookton TL
Begin at Route 6 to Weston TL
“Backlog” Improvements

State

Source: MDOT – BTIP FY2002-2003 & *2004-2005

Additionally, the second scenic turnout on the easterly margin of Route 1 just north of the town
office is scheduled to be constructed in the summer of 2003.
Scheduled and completed road improvements on Route 1 from Cary Plantation to Topsfield will
total approximately $11.5 million dollars and should serve to increase traveler interest in the
Byway, since the relatively good byway road conditions were surrounded by poor roads in the
past. Route 6 and Route 9 have been improved in recent years as well as portions of Route 1
between Topsfield and Calais. Route 1 between Cary and Houlton received resurfacing within
the last 3 years and is still in good condition. Travelers can now experience relatively smooth
driving from southeastern and coastal locations as well as from northern regions as well. With I95 just 30 minutes north of the Byway, day trips from mid-Maine can be easily accomplished or
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extended vacationing can be accommodated with the existing lodging and camping opportunities
available.
Weston should draft a list of projects it feels are important for future inclusion in the BTIP
program, some of which could address problem areas previously identified in this section.

Local Transportation Planning
Access Management
"Unrestricted access to a major road results in traffic congestion and safety problems. As
growth occurs along the road, the cumulative effect of numerous driveways on the road causes
side friction that impedes the flow of through traffic. Good access management --- the careful
planning of land uses, driveways, and intersections, can reduce accidents and prolong the useful
life of the road." - Access Management - Improving the Efficiency of Maine Arterioles, MDOT, 1994
Access to property is crucial for development. Traditionally, communities encouraged
construction of transportation facilities because it enabled them to expand their tax base by
attracting businesses and therefore to finance community services. As an example, a prime tool
used to attract industry has been to expand and improve the roadway systems; thereby increasing
the safe and efficient movement of people and goods to and from the business. This could have
significant impacts on a declining economy.
The roadway network in any community performs two separate functions - mobility and access in order to allow people and goods to safely travel to and from an area without undue delay and
congestion. To maintain a balanced and responsive transportation network, it becomes important
to limit the number and spacing of driveways and signalized intersections. This is called access
management, or local control of driveways and intersections to maintain roadway safety and the
traffic carrying capacity.
It is in the best interest of the community and the region to create access management strategies
that establish standards for access onto the roadways. These standards will; (1.) preserve road
capacity, (2.) reduce accidents, and (3.) save tax dollars. Weston has a Driveway/Entrance
Ordinance, but it contains little in the way of standards such as site distance, dimensions or
number per given length of road. Weston will review State standards and will either adopt
similar or more stringent guidelines for the different road classes.
No state agency has the authority to prevent strip development, or to prohibit access to land
abutting a local road. The state has limited jurisdiction through the Site Location of
Development Act and MDOT driveway/entrance permits. The solution lies at the local level
through local regulation, which is the only unit of government that can control land development
along these roads.
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Bridges
According to data provided by the Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) there are no
bridges in Weston.
Parking
Parking in Weston does not appear to be a major day-to-day problem. However, parking is
limited at the town office and public landing, and should be improved. The few businesses that
rely on patron parking space appear to be amply equipped. If more and/or larger commercial or
industrial development were to take place, the location, kind, dimensions, and quantity of the
parking are currently unregulated. Some standards should be developed for inclusion in a land
use ordinance to prevent future problems.
Sidewalks/Paths
Pedestrian movement, or lack of it, is a problem common to most village areas, but Weston does
not have a village area. Due to the Scenic Byway improvements made to Route 1, pedestrians
can walk with relative safety and comfort on the paved shoulders, although the increased amount
and speed of traffic makes walking in these areas infrequent compared to less traveled roads.
Because there is no real “village” area in Weston, attention could be given to improving
pedestrian opportunities in the recreational areas of the lakes.
Any inter-connecting hiking paths that may have once existed in Weston have become
overgrown. The town is interested in exploring reopening some of these trails and in creating a
walking path from the “Indian Portash” at Baskahegan Stream to Butterfield Landing area at East
Grand Lake.
Trails
There are approximately 100 miles of snowmobile trail right-of-way (primarily club trail No. 7)
in Weston maintained by the East Grand Snowmobile Club, which link Weston and the East
Grand area to Haynesville, Island Falls, Houlton and ITS 83, or the Downeast and ITS 81 and
84. Total trail maintenance, including 2 groomers, is partially reimbursed through a grant from
Maine Department of Conservation. Issues which effect grooming, maintenance, and trail
retention include increased snowmobile traffic, trespass, and landowner relations. The East
Grand Club relies heavily on woods roads to reduce maintenance. These trails serve as crosscountry skiing, snow shoeing, and snowmobile trails in the winter; hiking and nature trails during
the non-winter months; and access for fire control year-round. The continued maintenance of
these trails as well as the possible addition of new trails for recreation and transportation pursuits
will enhance recreational and transportation programs and economic development in the area.
Weston does not have an ATV club, but some issues will need to be addressed should one be
organized. The primary issues include erosion and disease transfer, lack of trail funding and
landowner relations. The Maine Department of Conservation is exploring options with clubs as
recent growth in the sport has placed a significant amount of pressure on ATV organizations
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statewide to increase and improve current infrastructure and also impacts the snowmobile
organizations as they try to maintain trail network agreements.
Issues that Town officials will review include compatible use of the trails; alternative trails for
incompatible uses; need for additional trails or connectors; trail maintenance; and private
property rights.
Airstrips
According to local discussions there are no private airstrips in Weston. In the past, it was very
common place for smaller sea planes to land and take off in East Grand Lake, but it is a very rare
occurrence in recent years, which could be attributed to improved road systems and affordability
of flying.
Telecommunications
Recently passed legislation has been directed toward the tearing down of barriers to competition
between the providers of information transfer and exchange creating an alternate form of
transportation. Therefore, it is important that this comprehensive plan recognize what facilities
and services are currently available, look at what future needs will be within the community for
facilities and services, review what facilities and services will become available in the future, and
how such facilities and services can be used by and for the benefit of the community. These
technologies include:
•

•

•
•

•
•
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Wireless: Present technology, expandability, cost and increasing competition makes wireless
communication (whether satellite, radio/TV, cellular phone or paging) the most likely choice
for the broad band internet access in Weston.
Satellite: Direct satellite broadcast of information, for use by business and for entertainment
is expanding rapidly. This is a popular choice for many Weston residents since there is no
cable provider interest in Weston.
Cellular Phone/Paging - Two cellular phone systems are available, as are wireless paging
systems.
Global Positioning System (GPS) - This technology will become even more important as it
is:
- The basis for planned precision landing systems at regional airports.
- Used to accurately locate all structures and roads in a community to support the
implementation of an E-911 Emergency System and other projects.
- Outfitted to vehicles with a GPS system and maps to accurately pinpoint location
anywhere in the US and world.
- Used to locate deliveries, personnel, and equipment.
- A guide in many transportation systems on land, sea, and air.
Land Lines: Again, present technology and increasing competition make landlines (whether
fiber optic, coaxial, copper pair, or power) a potential for the exchange of information.
Telephone/Facsimile: On single lines, facsimile (FAX) service is available at no extra charge.
The customer supplies the equipment.

•

•

E-911 Emergency Service: E-911 Enhanced Emergency Service Committee has completed
road names and issued addresses. The Aroostook Sheriff’s Department and State Police have
implemented a Public Safety Access Point (PSAP) at the Troop F Barracks in Houlton to
serve the County-wide system.
Internet: Verizon has high speed frame relay to Houlton and can provide ISDN and DSL high
speed internet access to the Weston area when needed. There is presently available dial-up
access to the Internet through at least 3 providers. Wireless systems are being explored, with
possible use of existing cell towers on Peakaboo Mountain. East Grand High School is
connected through the ATM system to other educational facilities.

The vision statement of the Maine Telecommunications and Information Technology Planning
Project summarizes telecommunications impact, which states:
"To foster Aroostook's economic development and support its citizens' quality of life, it is
envisioned we have an advanced, integrated public and private telecommunications system that
is affordable, easy to use, accessible everywhere in our region, and used widely by individuals
and by organizations of every kind in their homes, schools, and offices."
The biggest hurdles to reaching this vision in Weston and outlying communities are cost and
critical mass. Progress is being made, but more public/private partnership and investment is
needed to provide reliable and effective connectivity.

Transportation Analysis
The state's Growth Management legislation suggests that all communities develop a
comprehensive plan and a zoning/land use ordinance. The law requires the Town to look at
transportation considerations, including the capacity of existing and proposed transportation
systems. The Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) has provided each community with
pertinent data for the inventory. A copy of the transportation section of the plan will be sent to
the local MDOT office.
Traffic Circulation and Rural Character
The degree to which Weston wishes to maintain its rural character depends to a great extent on
how severely pressured the Town has been by increased traffic volume and type and how that
pressure is being handled. Weston does not have a village center and traffic flow is light on
minor collectors, so there are no real traffic flow issues. In order to accommodate motorist’s
enjoyment of the scenic vistas on Route 1, a scenic turnout to the west was constructed at the
southerly end of the byway in 2000 and another is scheduled for construction in late summer of
2003 to take in the eastern viewshed of the Chiputneticook Chain of Lakes.
Traffic Flow
Conserving traffic flow by regulating access on-to and off-from the major transportation routes is
mentioned in several strategies within MDOT's Capital Improvement Plan. As Route 1 is
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Weston’s “Main Street” attention to access management and control of the development of land
along this corridor so as to maintain its traffic carrying capacity are essential. A theme
throughout MDOT’s CIP is the importance of maximizing the use of existing facilities and
minimizing the extent of capital outlays through controlling flow capacity. There is no apparent
need for any major new infrastructure to address traffic flow beyond the new scenic turnout, but
access management standards will be developed to maintain flow on Route 1 and improve safety
and drainage on the minor collectors and town roads.
Speed Limits
High-speed traffic, although important in getting goods to market quickly and efficiently, also
detracts from the rural character of a town. Speed limits in Weston on the southerly 3.1 miles of
Route 1 are reduced from 55 to 45 MPH, and through discussion with town Officials, does not
appear to be a problem, given the small amount of commercial activity. Based on the amount of
new roadside business over the last 10 years, it is not likely that further speed reduction will be
necessary in the next 10 years.
Scenic Byway Designation
Successful Scenic Byway Designation could mean additional financial support to protect,
improve or enhance scenic, historical, recreational, natural, and transportation resources through
Maine’s Scenic Byways Program. In turn, economic impact would be generated for area business
owners and service providers by extending the tourist season shoulders with activities such as
heritage and foliage tours. Therefore, it is important for Town officials and residents to support
the goals, policies, strategies and protection techniques outlined in the Byway Corridor
Management Plan. This can be accomplished by developing reasonable and effective standards
that will protect the intrinsic resources found along the corridor. Weston can then exercise local
control over the attributes that Public Opinion Survey respondents valued most, specifically the
rural character and natural beauty of the area. These standards must be included in a land use
ordinance that is adopted by the community and may also be reflected in access management
standards.
Citizens and businesses in the area wish to generate greater numbers of tourists to the corridor to
boost economic activity. By working cooperatively with the Scenic Byway Corridor Advisory
Group and other stakeholders such as the Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce, methods
of informing motoring tourists of the improved road conditions that lead to destination
attractions will help promote additional tourism activity to the area.
Problem Areas
Potential solutions for problems cited earlier in this section might include the following:
1. Site distance: designing out site distance problems could be expensive as it would likely
involve rebuilding road sections. Careful consideration must be given to the severity of each
situation and where possible, better signage or reduced speed zones could be a cheaper
answer.
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2. Drainage: Consult with RTAC representatives and MDOT Division 1 to see if a drainage
improvement project might be appropriate for the BTIP. If not, survey respondents indicated
support for road improvement expenditures.
3. Snow Drifting: Trees could be planted in areas around the Town with excessive roadway
drifting. Most of the problem areas are usually along farmland or inactive open space. A 30'
buffer strip of staggered trees, 20-50' from the roadway could act as a snow fence and help
prevent drifting (and add to the aesthetics of the area).
4. Other Issues: Utilize BTIP for Butterfield Landing Road drainage; consult with MDOT
Byway Coordinator on turnout maintenance; second turnout is scheduled for summer/fall of
2003.
Except as noted in the above text (see: Problem Areas), the roads in Weston are for the most part
in good condition. However, should the Highway Department budget decline, there is the
potential for the roads to deteriorate at a faster pace. It is important to note that the public
opinion survey found that 54% of year-round respondents favored exploring long-term debt to
finance local road reconstruction. A Road Surface Management System (RSMS) to more
formally assess/predict local road improvements and preventive maintenance needs would
provide the Town with a better tool with which to plan for future road expenditures and protect
recent community investment. This would be more cost effective if done inter-locally with
neighboring towns aggregating all area roads and using 1 service provider.
Good access management through the careful planning of land uses, driveways, and
intersections, can reduce accidents and prolong the useful life of the roadway. Regulatory
Factors include:
• Existing land use patterns
• Policies developed under this growth management program
• Land use plans, and the priority given to the arterial and collector function over other
functions, such as providing access to local businesses, and serving the needs of the
Town where the roadway also serves as the main street.
• Scenic Byway designation
Controlling access and land use adjacent to roadways can be addressed through the development
of the Town's land use ordinances, as well as through possible no-regulatory measures such as
purchase of development rights or conservation easements.
Maine communities can enact road classification, construction, and design regulations which
prohibit development on selected roads unless the roads are brought up to certain design and
construction standards, such as adequate base, pavement and drainage. The cost of these
improvements would fall either on the developer or the landowners served by the road. This is
particularly important in addressing second tier development issues around the lakes. Without
proper standards in place, roads serving new seasonal units might be poorly constructed making
access for fire protection, ambulance and rescue services difficult. Even if the town has no
intention of adopting the road as a town way, Weston officials should be concerned with liability
issues, proper drainage and safe passage for seasonal residents and visitors. Weston will consider
road standards to relieve the potential burden on the taxpayers created by future development.
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Public Facilities and Services
The Public Facilities and Services section of the Comprehensive Plan includes an assessment of
capital facilities and public services necessary to support future growth and development, to
protect the environment, health, safety and welfare of the people of Weston, and to explore the
costs of these facilities and services.
In addition, if the facility or service is provided outside the town limits, it will be included in this
inventory. The inventory includes the following: water supply; sewage facilities; solid waste
facilities; public safety; energy facilities; communications; health care; culture; education;
recreation; cemeteries; and the general municipal administration and services.

Municipal Administration and Services
The administration of small town governmental affairs are more complicated today and time
consuming than in the past. The administrators of local town government affairs must be well
informed regarding the wishes of the majority of citizens for the town. They must also be well
informed about the details of numerous regional-state-federal assistance and regulatory
programs, and have the time for necessary communication and follow through with program
agency staffs. Weston’s town affairs are handled through a three-member Board of Selectmen
with a Town Manager to oversee the day to day operations of the town.

Municipal Administration
Weston, like many communities in Maine, is heavily dependent on the large amount of time
volunteered by residents for local government. The chart below shows all of the board and
positions that the town maintains. For example, a typical planning board member over the
course of their town's comprehensive planning process will have donated 75 to 80 hours in
formal meeting time and another 150 to 175 hours in meeting preparation time (i.e. reading,
reviewing or researching materials). Thus a community with a 5 member Planning Board is the
beneficiary of over 1,100 hours of volunteer time over a typical two-year period taken to develop
a comprehensive plan.
The product of the tremendous time commitment of all town volunteer boards and paid positions
is a plan for and delivery of:
•
•
•

•

The efficient delivery of public services,
An efficient and well maintained transportation network,
Compatible land use patterns of development that maintain or improve property values
while conserving valuable prime farm and forestlands and other important natural
resources,
Potential economic development strategies to grow the local economy,
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•
•
•

Conservation of unique cultural and historical features/qualities that make the community
special.
Safe and affordable housing for its citizens, and
Stability in property taxes.

A majority of the year round and seasonal resident survey respondents indicated that the current level of
services should be maintained.

The Town of Weston maintains the following positions that provide services to the residents:
Elected (E)
or
Appointed
(A)
E

Number
Serving

Term of
Office
(years)

3

3

Town Clerk
Tax Collector
General Assistance
Administrator

A

1

Indefinite

Health Officer

A

1

Code Enforcement Officer

A

1

Position

Board of Selectmen
Also:
Budget Committee
Road Commission

Indefinite
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1

Responsibilities

Legislative Body of Town.
Review and approve annual budget
prepared by treasurer;
Inspect, prioritize, contract and
oversee road maintenance activity.
Posting
official
notices
and
advertisements, the maintenance and
preparation of official documents;
agent for DMV and IF&W for
issuance of licenses and permits (such
as vehicle registrations, hunting,
fishing, marriage, and dog); vital
records (death, births, marriage,
burials); supervision of the collection
of excise tax; and the preparation of
reports. Tax collection, discount
calculations, accounts for and reports
taxes received, posts and returns to
treasurer, places liens, and billing.
Dispensing welfare assistance, taking
applications, interviewing clients,
determining eligibility, maintaining a
liaison with and making referrals to
various local, state, and federal
agencies; and maintaining detailed
account and client records
Investigates complaints of health
related
problems,
coordinates
investigations with appropriate town
officials or agencies and maintains
records.
Enforcement and administration of
Shoreland Zoning ordinance and other
applicable
state
and
federal
ordinances; initiates legal action in
relation to ordinances; analyzes
ordinances and makes revision
suggestions to the Planning Board.

Planning Board

A

5

3

Board of Assessors

E

3

3

School Board

E

3

Fire Chief

A

5 total
2 from
Weston
1

Indefinite

Board of Appeals

A

5

3

Animal Control Officer

A

1

Indefinite

Plumbing Inspector

A

1

1

Facilitating and interpreting land use
ordinances; Growth Management Act.
Reviews assessments by Certified
Assessor; hears and issues abatements.
Oversees the educational programs of
School Administrative District #14.
Coordinates up to 10 volunteer
department
and
equipment
maintenance; issues burn permits.
Hears administrative and variance
appeals from applicants on land use
issues.
Enforces town and state laws
regulating the control of dogs and
other animals, contact with public and
potentially dangerous animals, and
monitors licensure and incident
reports.
Reviews plumbing plans and inspects
buildings and other structures for
compliance to the State plumbing
code, issues permits, and investigates
possible violations

Municipal Services
Town Office
The Weston Town Office, located on US Route 1, was built in 1978. The building is of wood
frame construction and is in good condition with no new renovations planned. The Town Office
also houses the Fire Department garage. The Town Office is open Monday through Thursday
from 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM and Friday from 8:30 AM to 12:00 PM and is staffed by the Town
Manager. Selectpersons’, Planning Board and most public meetings are held in this facility.
Residents have expressed concern regarding inadequate space for some public meetings.
Solid Waste and Recycling Facilities
Weston has operated its own transfer station since 1996. The facility is administered and
operated under a 5-year contract by Pine Tree Sanitation of Houlton. The transfer station and
recycling center serves approximately 200 people year round with additional volume in the
summer from seasonal residents, and processes only household and commercial waste. No
recycling program currently exists at the transfer facility, except paper separation. Household
solid waste disposal is paid for by municipal taxes rather than a pay-per-throw system.
Commercial containers are available on a fee basis. The cost to the town is $19,000 per year.
Solid waste is shipped from the transfer station to Penobscot Energy Recovery Corporation
(PERC) in Orrington. Wood waste is burned in a burn-pit, while metals are currently transported
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by a local contractor at a cost of $500 per load, to Benn’s Junkyard, a licensed facility in
Hodgdon. Demolition debris is transported by Pine Tree at a cost per ton rate. In 2001, Weston
generated 130 tons of municipal solid waste, 20 tons of bulky waste and 7 tons of paper
products.
Weston is considering other alternatives to the current system as they approach the end of the
contracted term with Pine Tree. Pay-per-throw, recycling and separated waste options as well as
curbside pickup and contracting with Northern Katahdin Valley Solid Waste Disposal District
(NKVSWDD) are some options that may be more advantageous, either financially or
environmentally. There is interest from residents in options would increase the cost to heavy
generators and tax exempt entities, while reducing the overall cost to the individual taxpayer,
who currently picks up those costs through taxes. The lack of recycling also impacts the cost to
the town because there is no incentive for generators to reduce tonnage. There has been little
progress made with neighboring towns in exploring ways to combine services and reduce costs.

Water Supply
Weston depends exclusively on private wells for its water supply. The town has applied for
CDBG assistance in an attempt to fix these systems in the past. The town and the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP) have also spent considerable time and effort,
under the Small Community Grant Program, fixing faulty septic systems impacting water
quality.
There are 3 public water supply wells in Weston all located in the Butterfield Landing area.
These public water supply wells are defined by the Maine Drinking Water Program as being
Transient, Non-Community Water Systems, meaning they serve at least 25 persons, but not
necessarily the same persons for at least 60 days of the year. If the public water suppliers
participate in the program, they must delineate a 300 foot radius around the well and inventory
any potential sources of contamination.
Sludge Disposal
There are no licensed sludge disposal sites in Weston.
Police Protection
The Maine State Police and the County Sheriff’s Department serve Weston. The State Police
handles most of the calls, including accidents, homicide, and theft. The Sheriff's Department
also performs several vital tasks including: the transportation of prisoners from detention to
courts, security within the courts, detention of prisoners, investigation of cases of "negotiating
worthless instrument," serve civil summons and warrants, sponsor the finger-printing ID
program in the schools, and many public service and assistance programs.
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Fire Protection
Fire protection in Weston is provided by the both the Volunteer Fire Department and the
Danforth Fire Department. The department is entirely comprised of volunteers with the
exception of the Fire Chief, who is appointed by the Board of Selectpersons, and they are paid on
an "on call" basis. Weston provides first response vehicle for grass and forest fires in the form of
a 1985 one-ton 4x4 equipped with 280 gallon tank and pump, all in very good condition. The
vehicle is kept in an attached single bay garage built in 1984 at the Town Office, also in good
condition. Structure fire coverage is provided under contract with the Danforth Fire Department
with funding through property taxes. Response time is can be up to 15 minutes to the furthest
property in Weston. Training is being conducted on a routine basis and is usually done through
Maine Forest Service or with the Danforth Fire Department. However additional training is
always important to keep personnel ready for any emergency, to meet mandated fire fighting
certifications and to keep updated on equipment operation.
Although growth in Weston is not a primary concern to fire protection personnel at this time, the
location of any future growth could pose some significant problems. Many of the shorefront
properties are on private roads that are poorly maintained, narrow and inaccessible during winter
months. Should structure fires occur in those remote areas during winter months, they would be
difficult to save. Informational meetings with the various lake associations could be held to
increase awareness of current and future camp owners as to the difficulties associated with fire
protection around lakeshore residences. It is important to note that over 56 percent of survey
respondents wanted to see fire protection improved in Weston.
Strengths: Good equipment, good relationship with Danforth Fire Department, ample
summer water supply from several lakes, streams and ponds.
Weaknesses: Lack of population base to recruit from, local paging system, winter water
availability, remote access on lakes.
Opportunities: Work with camp owners through association meetings to inform them of
summer/winter challenges in fire protection, seek out funding sources (or surplus
agencies) to purchase needed equipment such as a larger tanker, partner with Danforth to
reduce training and equipment costs.
Threats: Residential growth in remote portions of Weston, aging population, and
continued rule making requiring unfunded training mandates for fire fighters.
Public Works / Road Maintenance
Sand and Salt Storage
Weston does not have an enclosed salt shed at this time, but has been issued a priority 2 rating
based on the town’s use of Foss & Son’s salt storage pile as it currently contracts salt/sand
storage and application as part of the winter road maintenance contract. The Town has no
immediate plans for a storage facility, but should determine if the town will continue to use a
private contractor facility or build its own facility. Finances will have to be dedicated to the town
share of site purchase, design and construction if Weston wishes to own its storage facility.
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Education
The towns of Weston and Danforth form School Administrative District #14, which offers K-12
educational programs. Other area towns can tuition there school age children to the district
schools in Danforth as well. SAD #14 has access to long distance learning with some SAD #29
programs electronically made available through ATM systems. SAD #14 is also a member of
Applied Technology District 2, which offers vocational and technical programs to area students
at various sites throughout southern Aroostook.
Many facility improvements have been made over the last decade and the school facilities are
used for many community events and activities. It is important to note that a majority of the
seasonal and year round resident survey respondents wanted to see a better pre-school
education program developed.

Public Libraries
The Danforth Public Library provides services for Danforth, Weston and several other area
communities. The area towns vote on a funding amount taken from revenues on an annual basis
to support the library. Operating hours are limited and could be expanded with additional
funding. Cary Library in Houlton offers many services including computerized and online
cataloging, multimedia, word processing and internet access. Cary Library is open 6 days per
week.
Cemetery
According to information provided by the town, there are 3 cemeteries in Weston have adequate
space for future needs. They are maintained on a per annum basis by a contracted caretaker at a
reasonable cost to the town, but are all in need of some additional repair work.

Public Services
Television
Weston is not served by a cable television service although Polaris Cable serves Danforth north
to the Springer Road. Residents in Weston either invest in high end antennas to pick up local
broadcasts from Presque Isle and Bangor or subscribe to satellite television system networks.
WAGM-TV Channel 8 in Presque Isle carries the most county-wide programming and news,
with a 60,000 ERP video and 6,000 ERP audio. However, geography limits reception near the
lakes.
Satellite services are quickly gaining popularity in the area due to unavailability of cable
television service in Weston. The lack of population will likely prevent cable service from being
offered, while continuing advancement in the wireless and computer-based alternatives will
eventually make existing cable alternatives unnecessary. Some residents have expressed
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frustration regarding inability to receive local news programming either through cable TV
systems or poor VHF reception. It is important to note that over 50 percent of survey
respondents felt the town should encourage or allow cable television service in Weston.

Radio
There are no radio stations located in Weston, but there are a number of stations that service the
Weston and northern Maine area. Radio stations in Canada also service the Weston area. These
stations, owned by the Canadian Broadcast Corporation (CBC), broadcast both in English and
French from Moncton and Edmundston, New Brunswick.
Northern Maine and Downeast Area Radio Stations
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

920 CJCJ Woodstock (10000/1000 DA-2): Adult Contemporary (AC)
1390 WEGP Presque Isle (5000 DA-N): Talk
96.1 WQHR-FM Presque Isle (95000 1309'): Hot AC
96.9 WBPW Presque Isle (100000 440'): Country
100.1 WHOU-FM Houlton (25000 328'): AC
101.9 WOZI Presque Isle (3900 1148' APP 7900 1207'): Oldies
103.3 CBZC Bon Accord (5700 974'): CBC Radio One // CBZ Fredericton
106.1 WMEM Presque Isle (99000 1076'): NPR news, classical
990 CBAO St. Stephen (50/50 ND): CBC Radio One // CBD Saint John
1230 WQDY Calais (1000/1000 ND): AC, variety // FM, Red Sox
89.7 WMED Calais (30000 525'): NPR, news, classical
91.7 WSHD Eastport (12 115'): Shead High School
92.7 WQDY-FM Calais (3000 300'): AC, variety
95.3 WALZ Machias (3000 220'): Country, AC // WQDY-FM
98.1 CHTD St. Stephen (100000 ?'): Country "Tide"
102.9 WCRQ Dennysville (100000 456'): CHR
103.7 CBZA Grand Manan (1600 233'): CBC Radio One // CBD Saint John

Source: www.bostonradio.org, “Northern Maine Markets”

Newspapers
Weston is serviced directly by a weekly paper with news from the southern Aroostook area, The
Houlton Pioneer Times; one daily paper The Bangor Daily News; and two weekend papers The
Bangor Daily News, Weekend Edition, and the Maine Sunday Telegram.
Telephone Service
Verizon services Weston. Aroostook County is 100 percent digital meaning that touch tone is
available should the customer so desire. Several inter-state long distance services are available
in Weston and rates vary depending upon the serving company and the number of customers.
One party residential service ranges from $9.40 to $10.90 per month. One party business service
ranges from $19.50 to $31.02 per month.
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Verizon recently finished digital switching to the area and can now provide an extensive, broad
based array of standard and customized service. Current services include: call waiting; call
forwarding; three-way calling; and speed calling. There are four "phone smart" services
available including: call return; caller id; repeat dialing; and call trace. In the future, banks will
be able to better access data through a number of computer/modern enhancements. Law
enforcement personnel will have immediate access to information on missing/wanted persons,
stolen vehicles, and other criminal information through NYNEX Digipath 11 (DDS 11).
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative (EMEC)
EMEC is a consumer-owned, non-profit utility headquartered in Calais, Maine and provides
electric service to the Town of Weston as well as many communities on the eastern border of
Maine and New Brunswick. EMEC delivered over 104 million kWh to residential, seasonal and
industrial/commercial customers in Y2000. Accounts averaged over 11,700 and average cost per
kWh was 8.188 cents. EMEC has 1605 miles of line serving 11 zones and is governed by an 11
member board of directors.

Health Care Services
Weston does not have a major hospital or medical center in town, but does have access to a
major medical center in the area, the Houlton Regional Hospital in Houlton. There is also the
East Grand Health Center in Danforth that serves out-patient clients. It is important to note that
over 50% of year round and seasonal survey respondents felt that in-home health care in
Weston should be improved.
Ambulance and Rescue
Ambulance service is provided by Northern Washington Southern Aroostook Regional
Ambulance Service, licensed under Downeast Emergency Medical Services (DEMS) and paid
for through property taxes. The service is well equipped with a 1998 Ford van-style ambulance
and cardiac defibrillator, both in very good condition. The ambulance is staffed by part-time
EMT’s and drivers that are paid either on an on call or per call basis and billing is done by
DEMS on a per run basis to the town.
Rescue services are provided through the Danforth Volunteer Fire Department, which is
equipped with a hydraulic rescue tool in very good condition. The service is not billed at present,
but included under contract paid by property taxes. The biggest problem cited for both
ambulance and rescue is recruiting, due to the small population, time commitment and travel
required. According to information provided by the department officials, the level of service is
fairly stable, with growth unlikely to outpace capabilities in the next 10 years. Both departments
enjoy a good working relationship with the town.
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Houlton Regional Hospital
The Houlton regional Hospital in Houlton is a modern, 91-bed acute care hospital that is fully
accredited by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations and
licensed by the State of Maine. The hospital offers complete obstetric, general medical, surgical,
pediatric and psychiatric services in addition to operating a 45-bed long term care facility. The
Houlton Regional Hospital has arranged for specialists to offer regular clinics at the hospital to
meet the needs of area patients. A Clinical Social Worker is available for counseling by
appointment. Physicians are available in the Emergency Department on a 24-hour, 7-day per
week basis. Patients are seen according to the severity of their condition. The emergency room
is staffed with highly skilled personnel and there is rarely a waiting time of more than a few
minutes. The Hospital is governed by 14 Trustees from the southern Aroostook County area.
East Grand Health Center
The health center is located on Route 1 in Danforth and provides health counseling and
outpatient care for the Weston area. The facility is open 9-4 Monday through Friday.

Social and Human Service Agencies
The scope of social and human service programs in northern Maine has increased slightly over
the past decade.
Service agencies and programs include the Aroostook County Action Program, American Red
Cross, programs and services for battered spouses and children, The United Way of Aroostook,
Aroostook Area Agency on Aging, programs and services for developmentally disabled persons,
disabled assistance, Helping Hands for Children and Families (educational), services and
programs for the elderly, mental health services, religious organizations, youth services and the
Maine Department of Human Services which operates a referral service and has the latest
information on State programs.
Aroostook Area Agency on Aging, Inc. (AAAA)
The Aroostook Area Agency on Aging (AAAA) is a private non-profit corporation created in
1973 and is owned by the older citizens of Aroostook County. The staff consists of an Executive
Director and 66 workers who provide the help needed to solve the problems encountered by
people age 60 and older (approximately 4,400 in 1990, representing about 1/3 of the older
population in the County). As an Area Agency on Aging, they are linked with a network of
aging services that reaches every community in America. The goal of the Agency is to make it
possible for persons 60 and older to remain in their homes longer and more comfortably. To
meet that goal, the Agency provides the following services: Senior Information and Assistance,
Legal Help, Insurance Counseling, Educational Programs, In-Home Care, Meals, Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP), Transportation, and Housing.
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Aroostook County Action Program, Inc. (ACAP)
The Aroostook County Action Program Inc. (ACAP) is a private, non-profit corporation operated
by and for the citizens of Aroostook County, to create maximum self sufficiency and eliminate
poverty. Self sufficiency occurs when an individual is capable of providing for their own needs
on a long term basis.
It is the mission of ACAP to act as a catalyst to make the entire community and its institutions
more responsive to the needs and interests of the poor, by mobilizing all existing local, State,
Federal, public, and private resources. Furthermore, it is the mission of ACAP to actively seek
out and eliminate all policies, practices, and procedures that discriminate against low-income
individuals and families, no matter where they occur. ACAP has served the needs for over
20,000 families in the county, linking them not only to ACAP programs, but also to the
multitude of area services.
Child Development Services (CDS)
Child Development Services works with the Maine Departments of Education, Mental Health
and Mental Retardation, and Human Services to help parents/guardians identify and evaluate
their concerns during the child's early years of physical, mental, emotional, and social
development. CDS coordinates develops and monitors services for families with children aged
five (5) and under with disabilities. Staff works with doctors and other health care providers to
develop a step by step plan for families and children. There is no cost to the family for services
provided.
Child Development Services offers the following programs available to residents of Weston:
Audiology
Health Services
Nutritional Services
Psychological Services
Special Instruction

Case Management
Medical Services
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Speech/Language Therapy

Family Training and Counseling
Nursing Services
Opthamological/Optometricial
Social Work
Transportation

Aroostook Mental Health Center (AMHC)
The Aroostook Mental Health Center's (AMHC) goal is to maintain and improve existing
services, to develop new accessible, non restrictive, cost effective services, and to promote
responsible decision making and healthy lifestyles concerning mental health and substance abuse
issues to all people in Aroostook County. AMHC works with the family, friends, and associates
of the client to benefit all involved.
The Center's programs are partially funded by Federal, State, and local funds. Client's fees are,
however, necessary to help defray the costs associated with the provisions of services. Fees are
based on the client's ability to pay and are determined on the basis of income. No one is refused
service because of inability to pay.
AMHC provides the following services, available to residents of Weston:
•
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Outpatient Counseling Service

•

Community Support Program

•
•

Substance Abuse Services
Speech and Language Services

•
•

•

Employee Assistance Programs

•

Family and Children's Services
Community Education and Prevention
Services
24-Hour Emergency Helpline

Public Facilities and Services Analysis
Weston adequately meets the needs of its citizens through maintaining access to administrative
services such as vehicle registrations and other licenses, building permits and inspections, as well
as governance through its Board of Selectpersons, Planning Boards and Board of Appeals.
Residents feel that current levels of town services should be maintained, but would like to see
improvement in fire protection and pre-school education. This is important for the town officials
to consider as protection costs comprised 4.5 percent of Weston’s total expenses in 2001 and saw
the second highest change over the last 5 years, increasing by 70 percent. Education already
consumes over 50 percent of the town’s expenses, so any additional programs would simply add
to that burden. With increasing valuations and decreasing school enrollment, funding beneficial
pre-school programs will be a challenge to the community and the district. The town should
work with SAD #14 to accurately assess the need and determine the most cost effective way to
provide such a program.
Weston officials and planning committee will work with fire protection officials to assess
resident concerns regarding improvements in fire protection and identify associated costs for
those improvements. They will explore the possible need for impact fee regulations to help pay
for those improvements if necessary.
No funds have as yet been set aside in anticipation of the construction of a salt sand storage
facility meeting State requirements. Additionally, no site for the building has yet been identified
and could be problematic due to the lack of town owned property. The town must determine if it
intends to rely on private contractor storage or construct its own facility. Funding a site location
analysis by a qualified professional and setting aside funds for the town’s share of construction
are some costs that will need to be addressed as soon as possible and should be included in the
Capital Investment Plan.
Road maintenance has and will continue to be a major concern of the public, but the town has
managed to effectively improve most of its roads by using a combination of Community
Development Block Grants, State maintenance programs and private contractors. However, these
roads will need maintenance and eventual resurfacing at an estimated cost of $15,000 per lane
mile. The URIP program only funds $600 per lane mile which is only 4% of the cost. The town
will need to designate funds for road maintenance and develop a local roads improvement plan
that will anticipate the useful service life of the 6.94 miles of State Aid road and 6.25 miles of
local roads. This will insure that adequate funds are available for resurfacing or improvements on
a planned priority basis, without the need to take on long term debt.
There are no municipal sewer or water services and no apparent need for them at this time. There
will not likely be a great amount of commercial development in Weston that would require this
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type of infrastructure. Because ground and surface water quality is essential to the future of
Weston, the town will task the local plumbing inspector to work with Maine DEP and property
owners to identify and repair faulty septic systems, applying for DEP Small Community Grants
when applicable.
Town officials will need to decide if an expansion of the town office is necessary and if there is
public support for the project. If there is support, they will include the project in the Capital
Investment Plan so funding will be available for design and construction costs at the appropriate
time. Weston will also increase efforts to explore interlocal sharing opportunities for public
facilities, services and associated costs, with neighboring towns.
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Fiscal Capacity
Introduction
In Weston, as with most other Maine towns, the demand of providing services evolves from the
federal and state levels to the municipal level. This ultimately places the burden of funding these
services on a town's number one source of revenue, the property tax. As the people of Weston
consider recommendations to make capital improvements and/or upgrade public services during
the comprehensive planning process, they must also consider their ability to finance these
improvements. This chapter will show the Town's financial history over the past five years and
analyze trends in revenues and expenditures. Even with past financial challenges, the Town has
made some major fiscal improvements. This section will also analyze the Town's fiscal capacity
to meet future needs through public expenditures and other fiscal policies.
Weston's Municipal Finances
The following table lists generalized revenues and expenditures over the past five years and
calculates for each revenue and expenditure its percentage of total revenues. The table also
calculates the difference between revenues and expenditures for each year, identifying deficit
and surplus years.
Revenues
The table shows a 29.7 percent increase in total revenues over the past five years. Property taxes
have ranged from 68.3 percent to 76.6 percent of total revenues, and have increased by 27.6
percent over the past five years. Residential property generates approximately 83% of the total,
while commercial, industrial and timberland property contributes approximately 17% of total
taxable value. Personal property value was $491,155 in 1999 and $632,410 in 2001. On average,
property taxes comprised about 73.4% of total revenues over the last 6 years and have increased
28% in that time.
The second largest source of revenues come from motor vehicle excise tax, which has averaged
about 8% of total revenues in each of the last 6 years. The amount of excise revenues reached a
high of $33,393 in 1999 and has declined in each of the past two years showing only a 4.5
percent change in the 6-year period, indicating a decline in new vehicle purchases in recent
years.
Highway Block Grants, known as Local Road Assistance, have averaged 3.1 percent of total
revenues between 1996 and 2001 and have increased in each of the last two years, showing a 39
percent change in that timeframe.
Weston received the largest amount of State Revenue Sharing monies in Y2000, but experienced
a slight reduction in 2001. The 2001 figure of $16,226 represents only 4% of total revenues and
actual distributions in FY02 were still lower at $15,214. Although Maine State Treasurer’s
projected figures for FY03 show a slight increase to $16,786 the current state deficit may impair
any chance for actual increases in the next few years.
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W eston Municipal Finances, 1996-2001
1996

1997

%
Tot. Rev.
REVENUES
Property Taxes
Excise Taxes
Revenue Sharing
Highway Block Grant
Homestead Reimbursmnt
Tree Growth
Veterans Exemption
Snowmobile Reimbursmn
Septic Grant
Butterfield Landing
Interest
Other Revenues
Total Revenues
EXPENDIT URES
General Government
Protection
Highways
General Assistance
Cemeteries
Health and Sanitation
Recreation
Other
County Tax
Education
Other Agencies
Housing/septic grants
Discounts/Abatements
Cap Proj Funds Transfer
Total Expenditures
Rev-Exp
Beg. Balance
BALANCE

1999
%
Tot. Rev

2000
%
Tot. Rev.

2001
%
Tot. Rev.

%
Tot. Rev.

% Change
1996-00

261,156
28,558
10,006
11,196
0
5,588
161
198
9,375
0
8,659
5,970
340,867

76.6 265,106
8.4 31,509
2.9 11,224
3.3 11,196
0.0
0
1.6
4,214
0.0
165
0.1
144
2.8 18,338
0.0 21,000
2.5
9,559
1.8 15,687
100 388,142

68.3
8.1
2.9
2.9
0.0
1.1
0.0
0.0
4.7
5.4
2.5
4.0
100

279,083
32,809
11,745
11,196
0
7,893
200
168
8,655
9,588
9,410
11,988
382,735

72.9 314,544
8.6 33,393
3.1 15,107
2.9 11,196
0.0
9,276
2.1
6,298
0.1
224
0.0
203
2.3
1,056
2.5
0
2.5 10,201
3.1 15,401
100 416,899

75.4 316,745
8.0 30,796
3.6 16,488
2.7 14,469
2.2
9,258
1.5
9,273
0.1
330
0.0
9,275
0.3
0
0.0
0
2.4 11,797
3.7 21,311
100 439,742

72.0 333,358
7.0 29,856
3.7 16,226
3.3 15,558
2.1
9,843
2.1 12,151
0.1
876
2.1
0.0
0
0.0
0
2.7
8,763
4.8 15,449
100 442,080

75.4
6.8
3.7
3.5
2.2
2.7
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
3.5
100

27.6
4.5
62.2
39.0
106.1
117.4
444.1
-100.0
-100.0
1.2
158.8
29.69

31,404
10,552
42,822
0
1,095
51,532
0
1,932
19,355
170,960
0
0
0
0
329,652
11,215
101,135
112,350

9.5 33,594
3.2 13,439
13.0 43,539
0.0
43
0.3
626
15.6 34,191
0.0
0
0.6
2,389
5.9 20,745
51.9 173,581
0.0 30,216
0.0 17,060
0.0
5,514
0.0
0
100 374,937
13,205
112,350
125,555

9.0
3.6
11.6
0.0
0.2
9.1
0.0
0.6
5.5
46.3
8.1
4.6
1.5
0.0
100

39,685
15,308
61,732
0
1,092
38,645
0
2,206
20,984
180,994
17,515
10,467
5,328
0
393,956
-11,221
125,555
114,334

10.1 40,738
3.9 15,315
15.7 68,678
0.0
0
0.3
1,042
9.8 31,945
0.0
0
0.6
2,687
5.3 20,496
45.9 201,581
4.4
8,244
2.7
0
1.4
3,898
0.0
0
100 394,624
22,275
112,411
134,686

10.3 54,643
3.9 13,470
17.4 67,193
0.0
0
0.3
1,176
8.1 24,228
0.0
0
0.7
880
5.2 19,292
51.1 201,425
2.1 20,580
0.0
0
1.0
3,689
0.0
0
100 406,576
33,166
134,686
167,852

13.4 46,738
3.3 18,032
16.5 56,394
0.0
159
0.3
1,745
6.0 24,015
0.0
0
0.2
435
4.7 18,706
49.5 214,951
5.1
6,224
0.0
0
0.9
3,530
0.0
5,400
100 396,329
45,751
167,852
213,603

11.8
4.5
14.2
0.0
0.4
6.1
0.0
0.1
4.7
54.2
1.6
0.0
0.9
1.4
100

48.8
70.9
31.7
100.0
59.4
-53.4
0.0
-77.5
-3.4
25.7
20.6
0.0
64.0
20.23

Source: W eston's Annual Reports, 1996 - 2001
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1998
%
Tot. Rev.

65.97
90.12

Expenditures
Municipal expenses have increased by 20 percent from 1996 to 2001. Except for 1998,
municipal revenues have exceeded expenditures during the period. These figures must be taken
into consideration with the Beginning Fund Balance for each year. The Beginning Fund Balance
has increased 66 percent from 1996 to 2001, while the Final Balance has increased over 90
percent from 1996 to 2001, exhibiting sound fiscal management and final balance figures in the
$112,000 to $213,000 dollar range.
The largest annual expenditure for Weston is education and accounted for 54 percent of the total
expenditures in 2001. The Town's expenditure for education comprised 50 percent of the
revenues in 1996 and remained relatively stable through 2001 at 49 percent of revenues.
Highway expenditures are the second highest, accounting for 14 percent of total expenditures in
2001, followed by General Government at 11.8 percent and Health/Sanitation at 6 percent.
County Taxes have remained relatively low at about 5 percent over the last 6 years.
Weston experienced the largest percentage increase for the five-year period in the Protection
category at 71 percent. The total expenditure for these services reached a high in 2001 of
$18,032, up $4,562 from Y2000. The second largest increase for the same time period was in
General Government at 49 percent. Highway expenditures followed with a 32 percent increase
between 1996 and 2001. While Weston's Education expenditure increased by 26 percent from
1996 to 2001, it is likely to increase if enrollment decreases as indicated by school age
population forecasts. The largest decreases in expenditures over the past five years examined
were Health and Sanitation with a 53 percent decrease, followed by “Other” and
Discounts/Abatements. Weston is managing to hold down its expenditures, while striving to
maintain the level of services for its residents. The Town has used Community Development
Block Grant Funds for housing rehabilitation and road repair projects in order to maintain an
adequate fund balance. However, the Town may want to consider a more formalized approach to
long term planning.
Designated and Undesignated Funds
Surplus
Surplus is the total fund balance after the total estimated town Expenditures are deducted from
the total estimated Revenues. At the end of the fiscal year it can be designated into General
Savings, Reserve Accounts or used to offset the mil rate.
Reserve
Reserve funds are usually earmarked for long term savings by a town, but can be used in an
emergency. These funds can be kept in a General Capital Improvements Account that does not
specifically designate the funds. Reserve monies can also be designated for specific uses in a
Capital Reserve Account. Examples of this type of savings account would be a Salt Sand
Storage Building Account for anticipated construction. The following table shows the last 3
years of reserved fund balances and uses in Weston.
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Table

Fund Balance 1998 - 2000

Designated
Reduce
subsequent
year’s
commitment
Subsequent year’s expenditures
Sub-Total
Undesignated
Total

1998
5,208

1999
6,697

2000
6,976

%change ↑ 99-01
40%

9,934
15,142

18,295
24,992

38,875
45,851

291%
203%

119,544
134,686

142,860
167,852

167,752
213,603

40%
59%

Source: Weston’s Annual Reports

Overlay
When a Town formulates the yearly budget the State Bureau of Taxation allows for an additional
5.0 percent added to the property tax assessment. This is part of the taxpayers' bill and allows
for a small cushion of funding in event expenditures exceed a town's estimated revenues. The
Overlay amount may also be less than 5.0 percent and varies from town to town. At the end of
the fiscal year if this amount is not used it becomes part of the surplus funds. Weston’s 3-year
average overlay between 1998 and 2000 was $10,635, which is 2.5% of the 3-year average
budget.
Property Valuation and Taxes, 1997- 2001
Weston's primary source of revenue is from property taxes followed by excise taxes. The ratio of
residential to commercial tax base is approximately 83% to 17%. The following table indicates
the annual percent changes and the five-year average of the Town's total valuation, property
taxes, and mil rate from 1997 to 2001.
From 1997 to 1998, the tax rate remained relatively level at 17.6 – 17.7 mils. The mil rate
dropped slightly in 2000 to 20 mils, but saw its largest increase for the period the following year.
The average mil rate for the five-year period is 19.62 mils.
Weston's total valuation average for the five-year period was $15,441,996. In the same period,
the average property taxes were $303,087. Although the valuation saw 2 decreases, the tax
commitment only decreased once in that same period, enabling the town to modestly increase its
fund balance.
Weston, Property Valuation and Taxes, 1997-2001
Tax Year

Total
Valuation

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Average

$15,028,410
$15,568,984
$15,418,807
$15,800,209
$15,393,571
$15,441,996

% Change Property Taxes % Change Tax (Mil) Rate % Change

3.6%
-1%
2.5%
-2.6%
0.6%

$264,500
$275,571
$314,544
$316,004
$344,815
$303,087

4.2%
14.1%
-0.5%
9.1%
6.7%

17.60
17.70
20.40
20.00
22.40
19.62

Source: Maine Municipal Valuation Return Statistical Summaries, Weston Annual Reports

Valuation Ratio to State Valuation, 1997-2001
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0.5%
15.3%
-2.0%
20%
8.4%

The next table represents the State's Valuation in comparison to the Town's valuation of itself.
Educational Funding, Revenue Sharing, and other programs are administered to the municipality
based on the State Valuation.
After 1998, the Town's valuation fluctuated the next 3 years. The State’s certified full value was
consistently higher than local assessed value in each of the years. As the State’s figures
generally reflect the local assessment from 2 years prior, it appears that there is some
discrepancy between local and state assessed valuation since the gap is consistent in all 5 years.
Weston should consult with the Town’s appraiser and Maine Revenue Service to determine
reasons for this situation.
Weston, Valuation Ratio to State Valuation, 1997-2001
Year

Assessed
Value
By Town

Assessed
Tax
By Town

Certified
Full Value
By State

Certified
Ratio

Tax
(Mil) Rate
By Town

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Average

$15,028,410
$15,568,984
$15,418,807
$15,800,209
$15,393,571
$15,441,996

$264,500
$275,571
$314,544
$316,004
$344,815
$303,087

$17,550,000
$18,300,000
$18,550,000
$18,800,000
$19,250,000
$18,490,000

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

17.60
17.70
20.40
20.00
22.40
19.62

Difference
State and
Town
14.4%
14.9%
16.9%
16.0%
20.0%
16.4%+/-

Source: Maine Municipal Valuation Return Statistical Summaries, Weston Annual Reports

Regional Comparative Tax Information, 2001
The following table compares Weston's tax information with other communities in the Southern
Aroostook region. The comparative communities are: Amity, Bancroft, Danforth, Houlton,
Haynesville and Orient. Weston is in the high range for most of the information that pertains to
its taxes, including its tax rate, which is the third highest of any of the comparative communities,
as is its property tax levy.

MUNICIPA LIT
AMITY
BANCROF T
DANFORT H
HAYNESVI LLE
HOULTON
ORIENT
WESTON

Full Value
$7,974,190
$4,401,440
$25,686,550
$5,718,722
$161,356,700
$16,610,980
$15,393,571

1990 Population Full Value per Capita
186
66
710
243
6613
157
207

$42,872
$66,688
$36,178
$23,534
$24,400
$105,802
$74,365

Commitment
$144,333
$104,182
$475,201
$110,085
$4,154,935
$274,081
$344,815

Property Tax
spending per capita Tax Rate
$776
$1,579
$669
$453
$628
$1,746
$1,666

0.0181
0.02367
0.0185
0.01925
0.02575
0.0165
0.0224

Source: 2001 MUNICIPAL VALUATION RETURN STATISTICAL SUMMARY
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Per Capita Taxes, 1997-2001
Using the 1990 US Census population figure of 523 and yearly property tax data, it is estimated
that the Property Tax Levy and Property Tax Spending Per Capita experienced an increase of
30.4 percent from 1997 to 2001. The following table indicates that the average property tax levy
for the Town for the five-year period was $303,087 and the average spending per capita for the
same time period was $1,464.
Weston, Per Capita Taxes, 1997-2001
Year

Property Tax
Levy

Property Tax
Spending Per Capita

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

$264,500
$275,571
$314,544
$316,004
$344,815

$1,277.77
$1,331.26
$1,519.54
$1,526.59
$1,665.77

Average
97-01

$303,087

$1,464.19

% Change
97-01

30.4%

30.4%

Source: 1990 US Census, Weston Town Reports,
Maine Municipal Valuation Return Statistical Summaries

Weston's Projected Municipal Revenues and Expenditures, 2001 - 2006
Based on the past 5-year period, if property tax revenues increase over the next 5 years at the
same average rate, the property tax levy in 2006 would be $449,861. The Y2006 population is
projected to be 207, bringing the per capita property tax spending to $2,172. Weston’s mil rate
has increased from 17.7 mils in 1998 to 22.4 in 2001.
Fiscal Capacity Analysis
Weston has made some capital improvements in its roads and housing throughout the last several
years. Unfortunately, the Town’s mil rate has continued to increase while local valuation has
fluctuated up and down. Much of the town’s financial burden has been placed on the residential
population of Weston since there is little revenue generated from the few commercial enterprises
that still remain. This is critical because of Weston’s low median household income, limited
employment opportunities and lower than average educational attainment.
Education is the largest expense accounting for roughly 50 percent of the total expenditures for
the years 1997 to 2001. This expenditure is expected to increase over the next five years as state
subsidies for education continue to decrease, enrollment declines and property valuation
increases. The Town will continue to examine this figure yearly and plan for the continued
increase in education expenditures and the effect this will have on the mil rate. As an alternative,
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school board representatives for Weston should press the Board and Superintendent to look at
consolidation with other neighboring districts with a focus on cost savings without reducing the
quality of education. Long distance learning opportunities through the ATM system,
administrative savings and bulk purchasing are just a few possible areas to reduce the school
budget.
General government is another area that the town will examine. A dialogue should be started
with neighboring communities to determine if there is interest in developing an interlocal
agreement for administrative services, while maintaining separate governing bodies. Many
communities are gravitating toward this type of arrangement in order to reduce heating and
maintaining 2 town offices, while being able to afford one full-time town administrator.
Road maintenance will continue to be a high cost for the town as it is responsible for 5 miles of
local roads and part of almost 7 miles of State Aid roads. Town officials must formalize a road
assessment program to accurately gauge the useful life of surface treatments as well as ditching
and drainage improvements to prolong surface and base structures in order to begin saving for
these projects through Weston’s Capital Investment Plan.
Overall, the Town has controlled departmental budgets, cut extra expenditures and managed to
improve some infrastructure. However, Weston must consider strategies that will protect future
revenue generation through long range planning efforts with a focus on diverse and sustainable
economic development, a balance of modest industrial growth and natural resource preservation,
and preparation of suitable locations for residential development that will not place a strain on
public services.
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Local Economy
Weston is located in the Calais Labor Market Area (LMA )#25 which also includes Alexander,
Baileyville, Baring Plt., Grand Lake Stream, Passamaquoddy Indian Twp., Topsfield,
Vanceboro, Waite, Calais, Charlotte, Codyville, Cooper, Crawford, Danforth, Meddybemps,
Princeton, Robbinston, Talmadge and Orient. Weston depends on the region's and Canada's
economic health for its survival. Many of the job holders in Weston work outside the town and
local retail and service establishments depend on shoppers from other areas, including Canada,
for a portion of their trade.
In terms of employment, educational, health, social services and agriculture, forestry are the
largest sectors employing Weston’s residents.

Local and Regional Economy
The purpose of looking at the local economy is to help the community create policies and
programs that can lead to steady growth over the long run. A community's economy can usually
be broken down into two segments; the export base and the secondary base.
The export base is made up of those goods and services that the town exports to other towns or
regions in order to bring in money. These earnings can provide the community with the means
to import goods and services. Export based industries include manufacturing, agriculture, and
forest products. Export based businesses have a greater potential for growth due to the broader
market area that they serve. As export based businesses grow, they employ more people and
attract new workers to town. This increase tends to have a multiplier effect, increasing the
demand for goods and services of the secondary businesses. In turn, secondary based businesses
grow and provide more jobs and income.
The following table identifies major employers in the Weston area, which either export goods or
services to other communities or regions, or serve clientele from outside the community.
Employer

Type

# of Employee (range)

Danforth Habilitation Res. Ctr.
Shay Brothers Logging
Fred R. Gillis Lumber Co.
Foss & Sons
Grey’s Mill
First Settler’s Lodge
MK Flooring

Disability services
Logging company
Sawmill
Earth Contractors
Cedar sawmill
Hospitality
Flooring installer

50 - 99
20 - 49
10- 19
3-5
1-2
1-2
1-2

Source: Labor Market Information Services, 2002 and Comprehensive Planning Committee

The secondary based businesses primarily serve the local economy. The size of these local
businesses usually is reflective of the size of the town, For instance, in a small town, these
businesses are not likely to grow much. They may include gas stations, grocery stores, and other
retail establishments.
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Businesses in the Weston area that could fall into this category include: Grand Lake Variety,
Carl Davis Forestry, Gilpatrick’s Marina, International Group Travel Consultants, Inc., SAD
#14, Machias Savings Bank, Greenland Cove Campgrounds, Cowger’s Lakefront Cabins,
Rideout's Lodge, Living Waters, Knight’s Grocery, Sandy Brook Home, and several independent
construction contractors and trucking outfits employing 1-3 persons seasonally.

Forestry
Like much of the rest of Aroostook County, forestry is a major player in the local economy.
There is approximately 11,371 acres of commercial forest land in Weston, much of which is
owned by large corporations serving the pulp and paper industry. There are 23 different property
owners with timber land in Tree Growth Tax Program, which means a significant number of
small wood lot owners or farms also control the forest resource. Large scale commercial
harvesting has declined in Weston over the last 10 years as much of the mature fiber was
depleted. Management plans were improved and over time, the forests will continue to provide
fiber for paper mills, saw mills, and fuel. However, the future of traditional forest based industry
in the state is threatened by foreign competition that benefits from cheaper raw material, and
labor costs. Because of the increased production demands from processors, timber harvesting has
also changed from small skidder crews with a low six-figure investment to high volume
producers with expensive mechanized and automated equipment requiring million dollar capital
outlays and large timber contracts to make the payments. The increased financial risk has caused
small operators to merge or has driven them from the timber harvesting business altogether.
Prime forest land has important implications for future community growth and change. Wellmanaged forest lands have multiple uses and can be a source of income or employment.
According to the 2000 US Census, nearly 21% of Weston’s workforce was employed in forestry
occupations. In addition to the production of wood, these lands are vital to protect water quality,
wildlife and fisheries habitat, and to provide for recreational resources. There is always a concern
that large corporations will deplete the valuable fiber and then subdivide and sell off large blocks
of land for development. The Land Use section of this comprehensive plan discusses forestry
issues in greater detail.

Agriculture
Although forestry has always been more significant, agriculture has played an important role in
Weston’s history as it has in much of Aroostook County. In the past, dairy and beef cattle were
raised commercially, as were a variety of grain and row crops. Farming has declined over the last
25 years and large scale commercial agriculture no longer exists in Weston. However, there has
been a movement toward small “hobby” farming to produce specialty products for niche
markets, and since most of the prime agricultural soils have been out of commercial production
for years, there is a significant opportunity for organically grown food production, as well as
chemical free and “safe” meat.
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Tourism
There are over 2000 lakes, rivers, streams, and ponds in Northern Maine, covering some 80,000
acres. Combined with its vast forestlands, golf courses and bike trails, it is an outstanding inland
recreation area. Tourism development organizations in the southern Aroostook County or
northern Penobscot area include the Chambers of Commerce located in Danforth, Houlton and
Island Falls. Tourism revolves around outdoor recreation opportunities, especially winter
activities; and the region’s natural resource-based economy. The following are assets in the
Weston area that offer tourism potential:
Snowmobiling
The 270 Maine snowmobile clubs maintain approximately 6000 miles of club trails. In northern
Maine there are over 1600 miles of well groomed snowmobile trails. Over 40 clubs maintain
these trails---rated among the best trails in New England (Snow Goer Magazine, March 1993).
In northern Maine during 1994-1995, snowmobile related inquiries were up 185 percent over the
1993-1994 season and lodging was up 15 percent, representing a total estimated increase of
23,524 people, based on the increase in lodging occupancy rates and an estimate of two people
per room. First time snowmobile visitors to northern Maine accounted from anywhere between
35 to 50 percent of the increase, according to a visitor survey. From a tourism campaign, 62
percent of the visitors spend $50-$100 per day, 30 percent spend $100-$150, 7 percent spend
$150-$200, and 0.6 percent spend greater than $200 per day. As an example: a family of four
may spend $800-$1000 a week on meals, $500-$700 in lodging, $50-$60 a day in fuel, and $200
a day in miscellaneous expenses.
There are approximately 23 miles of snowmobile trail right-of-way (primarily club trail No. 7) in
Weston maintained by the East Grand Snowmobile Club, which link Weston and the East Grand
area to Island Falls, Houlton and ITS 83, or the Downeast and ITS 81 and 84.
Natural Resources
East Grand and Brackett Lakes provide sport fishing and water recreation opportunities. There is
an abundance of wildlife in the area for naturalists and hunters. There are several registered
Guides in the area and their services contribute to the local economy.
Lodging and Festivals
There are numerous opportunities for lodging, entertainment and dining in the Weston area.
Most of these will be discussed in more detail in the Cultural and Historic Resources section.

Employment and Unemployment
When compared to surrounding towns in the southern Aroostook area, Weston had the second
lowest unemployment rate (1.4%) just behind Bancroft and Haynesville with 0% in January of
2002. Weston has a significantly lower unemployment rate than the State, County and the
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Houlton LMA. LMA's are defined by where residents of communities do their daily business
and their travel patterns. It should be noted that increased unemployment occurs in April through
June primarily due to timber harvesting shutdowns during spring thaw, but returns to similar low
rates throughout the remainder of the year.
Employment, Unemployment for Weston and Comparison Communities, January 2002
Labor Force Employment Unemployment Percent Unemployed
Amity
Bancroft
Cary Plt.
Danforth
Haynesville
Houlton
Hodgdon
Orient
Weston
Maine
Aroostook County
Houlton LMA

112
12
136
206
92
2,688
673
30
70
671,130
37,277
6041

109
12
127
186
92
2,583
657
25
69
639,039
35,460
5840

3
0
9
20
0
105
16
5
1
32,091
1817
201

2.7
0
6.6
9.7
0
3.9
2.4
16.7
1.4
4.8
4.9
3.3

Source: MDOL Civilian Labor Force Estimates 2002

Weston has experienced some fluctuation in its civilian labor force since 1990. In a comparison
of selected years – 1989, 1992, 1995 and 2000, the labor force peaked at 95 in 1992, but leveled
at around 75 for 1995 and 2000. According to the Maine Department of Labor, "Labor force
gains in the next 10 years will probably come from those aged 25 and over and much of this
increase will be accounted for by females and older workers, as the youth population is projected
to decline." The suggestion that youth labor will play a less significant role in Weston' labor
force is substantiated by population projections for the younger age groups which show 5%
decrease in school age children (5-17 age group) in 2010 compared with the previous decade.
However, Weston' 18-64 age group will see a slight increase, thereby filling the potential
shortfall of workers.
Civilian Labor Force by Labor Market Area, January 2002
Labor Market Area
Calais
Fort Kent
Houlton
Madawaska
Patten/Island Falls
Caribou/Presque Isle
Van Buren
Maine (000’s)

Labor Force

Unemployment

% Rate

Jan-Oct 02 %

4885
4000
6020
3720
1880
20,790
1360

4342
3790
5840
3560
1760
19,700
1240

543
210
180
170
120
1,090
110

11.1
5.2
3.0
4.4
6.4
5.2
8.4

8.4
6.9
3.9
3.2
7.1
4.1
6.2

671.5

639.0

32.5

4.8

3.7

Source: Maine Department of Labor, March – Dec 2002
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Employment

An analysis of the above chart shows that the Calais LMA had the highest unemployment rate
from January to October 2002. The Patten/Island Falls LMA had the second highest
unemployment rate of all those in the northern Maine area. The Houlton LMA unemployment
rate, shown as just slightly higher than the State average, has remained consistently low showing
a slight increase in April through June before dropping again in the third quarter. Weston had a
much lower unemployment rate than the Calais LMA as a whole. It should be noted that June is
a month when seasonal labor opportunities are typically beginning, which can lower the
unemployment rates.

Employment by Industry
The following chart summarizes characteristics of the working population of Weston for 2000,
by working population and percentage of working population. However, changes in the
collection of this information from the 1970, 1980, and 1990 US Census make comparisons in
some areas very difficult and almost meaningless. Comparisons between similar regional
communities have provided a means to substantiate consistent trends.
In Weston, the Education, Health and Social Services sector comprises the highest percentage of
workers at 32.4 percent. The second highest is the Agriculture, Mining , Fishing and Forestry
sector at 21.1 percent, followed by the Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Food sector at 14.1
percent. In comparing 2000 to 1990 Census figures, there have been some changes in
employment distribution while maintaining the same size labor force. Significantly more people
were reportedly employed in the Agriculture, Mining, Forestry, and Fishing sectors than in 1990.
Employment reportedly increased in the sectors of Professional Services, and Arts,
Entertainment, Recreation and Food in 2000, while employment dropped in Construction, Retail
Trade, and Public Administration.
Weston’s figures are comparable to neighboring communities, but differ in some ways from
those of Houlton and Aroostook as a whole. Weston relies more on the agricultural and forest
based industries for significant employment as there is little retail employment in the area, and
also tourism establishments provide a much larger employment base than in other areas. The
future outlook for tourism related employment holds promise as the region and state implement
strategic plans to expand the tourism industry to inland areas of Maine. The education, health
and social services sector provides the largest percentage of employment in Weston, Houlton and
Aroostook County. Although the future of educational employment may decline if school
districts are forced to consolidate because of decreasing enrollment and restructuring for
efficiency, the health and social service sectors appear to be in a growth trend as the region’s
population ages, median household income remains relatively low, and efforts continue to
increase access to affordable health care. The East Grand Health Center, Houlton Regional
Hospital, Danforth Habilitation Resource Center, Sandy Brook Home, and several other nursing
home facilities in the Houlton area are major sources of health service jobs.
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Occupation by Industry, 2000
Type

Weston

Houlton

Aroostook Cty.

2000

Percent

2000

Percent

Agriculture, Mining, Forestry, & Fishing
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation/Warehousing
Information
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Professional Services
Education, Health and Social Services
Arts/Entertainment/Recreation/Food
Other Services
Public Administration

15
3
4
3
4
2
7
23
10
-

21.1
4.2
5.6
4.2
5.6
2.8
9.9
32.4
14.1
-

56
78
160
68
314
111
37
67
118
558
155
91
165

2.8
3.9
8.1
3.4
15.9
5.6
1.9
3.4
6.0
28.2
7.8
4.6
8.3

Totals

71

100

1978

2000

Percent

2023
1612
4074
867
4416
2075
525
1021
2085
8745
1699
1709
1610

6.2
5.0
12.6
2.7
13.6
6.4
1.6
3.1
6.4
26.9
5.2
5.3
5.0

100 32,461

100

Source: 2000 US Census

Median Household Income
Household income includes the income of the householder and all persons aged fifteen and over
living in the household. Median household income is derived by taking the total household
incomes within the town and dividing it by the total number of households. Because some
households contain only one person, the median household income is usually less than the
median family income.
The most recent information on Weston's household income is available from the 2000 US
Census, which reports various income level statistics for the town. The median household
income for Weston was $21,429 in 2000. This is lower than Aroostook County's median of
$22,230 and much less than Maine's average of $27,854.
The distribution of income for 2000 is listed in the table below and comparisons can be made
between Weston, Aroostook County, and the State. According to the 2000 US Census, 21.4
percent of the households in Weston received annual incomes of less than $10,000. This is much
higher than Aroostook County's figure of 15.7 percent still higher than that of the State at 10.3%.
The greatest percentage of household income falls in the $15,000 - $24,999 range at 25 percent.
It is interesting to note that compared to the 1990 Census figures, significant gains were made at
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nearly every income level except the highest and lowest categories. Most importantly, there was
a 10% increase in households earning between $50,000 and $74,999.
Weston closely mirrors Aroostook County for distribution of income, particularly in the lower
income categories. The major difference between Weston, Aroostook County and the State is in
the greater than $74,999 category, where the State’s figure nearly doubles that of Aroostook and
is 14% higher than that of Weston. Also troubling is Weston’s high percentage of very low
income households, which is the second largest income category.
Household Income, 2000
Income Level

Weston

Percent of
Total

Aroostook
County

Percent of
Total

Maine

Percent of
Total

<$10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
>$74,999

18
8
21
11
14
11
1

21.4
9.5
25.0
13.1
16.7
13.1
1.2

4,751
3,051
5,428
4,677
5,391
4,645
2,374

15.7
10.1
17.9
15.4
17.8
15.3
7.8

53,259
39,231
76,633
73,614
94,848
100,423
80,364

10.3
7.6
14.8
14.2
18.3
19.4
15.4

Total Households

84

100.0

30,317

100.0

518,372

100.0

Source: 2000 US Census

Median Family Income
The US Department of Commerce derives family income by taking the income of all family
members aged fifteen (15) and over and dividing by the total number of families within the town.
The median family income of $25,000 is slightly higher than the median household income for
Weston. This is $11,044 lower than the Aroostook County median family income of $36,044.
There is tremendous disparity between Weston’s and the state median family income of $45,179.
Per Capita Income
Per capita income is derived by adding the incomes of all residents of the town and dividing by
the total population of town (even those with no income). According to the 2000 US Census, the
per capita income for Weston equals $11,493. This is 23 percent lower than the per capita
income for Aroostook County, which equals $15,033, and 41 percent less than Maine's per capita
income of $19,533.
Poverty Status
According to the 2000 US Census, the poverty status of residents living in Weston shows 34.5
percent of all persons had incomes below the poverty level, meaning they had incomes of less
than $8,350. This is lower than the Aroostook County statistic of 14.3 percent and the State of
Maine's 10.9 percent of all persons having incomes below the poverty level. The highest
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percentage for all categories belongs to related children 5-17 years with 52.6 percent having
incomes below the poverty level.

Median Earnings in 1999
Area

Maine
Amity
Bancroft
Cary Plt
Danforth
Haynesville
Hodgdon
Houlton
Orient
Aroostook
Weston

Per capita
income
(dollars)

$19,533
$13,484
$9,760
$15,172
$11,079
$11,200
$14,573
$14,007
$12,131
$15,033
$11,493

Male

$32,372
$26,458
$17,500
$26,563
$32,083
$22,250
$28,600
$27,623
$36,250
$29,747
$24,583

Female

$24,251
$16,250
$18,750
$19,375
$17,083
$20,417
$19,688
$20,991
$20,625
$20,300
$15,625

Median
household
income

$37,240
$26,667
$16,250
$29,500
$20,769
$23,542
$30,187
$26,212
$19,750
$28,837
$21,429

Median family
income

$45,179
$26,667
$21,250
$40,000
$25,341
$23,333
$36,607
$34,812
$26,250
$36,044
$25,000

Source: US Census, 2000

The poverty status for a family of four (4) in 2000 was $17,050. For families residing in
Weston, over 25 percent had incomes below the poverty level. This is higher than Aroostook
County's average of 9.8 percent and Maine's average of 7.8 percent. Statistics show that 50
percent of Weston’s families with children under the age of 18 had incomes below poverty level.
This percentage is alarmingly higher than both Aroostook County's percentage of 14.9 and the
State of Maine at 11.9 percent.
Distribution of Work Force
Of the 71 employed persons 16 years of age and over living in Weston, 53 of these are wage and
salary workers in private industry. There are a total of 11 government workers and there were 7
self-employed workers listed in the town.
Commuting to Work
There were 71 workers 16 years of age and over surveyed for this question living in Weston. Of
that number, 84.5 percent of these workers drive alone (i.e. SOV=Single Occupant Vehicle);
11.3 percent carpool, no one reported using public transportation; 2.8 percent walked to work
and 1.4 percent worked at home. The average commute to work was 23.4 minutes, which is
slightly above the Aroostook County commute time of 18.3 minutes and Maine's mean travel
time to work of 22.7 minutes.
Taxable Retail Sales
Due to the lack of retail establishments in Weston, retail sales figures for the community are not
disclosed and points to the possible need for additional retail establishments in Weston. Although
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a meaningful inventory and analysis is difficult, the following table can provide some useful
information on sales within the southern Aroostook area, indicating trends in the neighboring
communities that could be similar for Weston establishments.
Total Consumer Sales by Town, 1996-2000 (in thousands of dollars)
Percent
Change
1996-00

Municipality

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Danforth
Island Falls
Oakfield
Houlton
Smyrna
Sherman

1,540
2,675
1,910
79,613
749
2,949

1,715
2,227
2,391
80,278
754
2,959

1,906
2,315
3,421
83,942
828
3,207

1,980
2,700
3,936
85,885
852
3,411

1,904
2,591
4,683
84,797
928
3,895

23.6
-3.2
145.2
6.5
23.9
32.1

Total

89,436

90,324

95,609

98,764

98,798

10.5

Source: Maine Revenue Services, 2002

Island Falls is the only area showing a decrease in taxable sales between 1996-00. However,
taxable sales, until 1997, showed annual increases and the 1997 sales were nearly identical to
those in 1993. A very dramatic increase was seen in Oakfield, largely attributed to the Irving
Mainway expansion.

Employment & Value Added by Industry
As in the State of Maine, the fastest growing industries in both employment and value added (a
measure of industrial output) will be the service industries; which include health care, business
services, and hotels. Manufacturing will experience a loss in employment, but the increase in
value added will maintain the importance of this sector in the regional economy.
The future of the potato industry depends largely on market conditions and quality issues.
Greater yields from fewer acres in production and continued quality improvements should be
factors in supporting interest from Lamb Weston in locating a facility at the Loring Commerce
Center, as well as continued interest by McCain’s in expanding operations in Easton and
continued growth by Naturally Potatoes in Mars Hill.
The government sector is projected to increase its share of employment over the next ten years,
related to the increased focus on Homeland Security issues. Trade will also place a large number
of new jobs in the economy -- increased trade with Canada and a growing tourism industry will
spur growth in both trade and services.
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Aroostook Employment by Industry 1995 to 2005
(in thousands of
people)

1995
Government

50.00

2005

% Chg

7.21

8.16

13.2

45.00

Government

Services

11.50

14.63

27.2

40.00

Services

Wh/Ret Trade

10.00

10.86

8.6

Fin/Ins/R.Est

1.30

1.52

16.9

Transp/Utils

2.50

2.83

13.1

Construction

2.14

2.65

24.2

Manufacture

5.23

4.83

-7.7

42.12

47.43

12.6

35.00
30.00

Wh/Ret Trade

25.00

Fin/Ins/R Est

20.00
Transp/Utils

15.00
10.00

Construction

Total

5.00
Manufacture

0.00
1995

2005

Source: USM Center for Business and Economic Research, 1/95

Aroostook Value Added 1995 to 2005 (in billions 1987 $)
1.40
Services

1.20

0.31

34.9

Wh/Ret Trade

0.25

0.30

21.1

Fin/Ins/R Est

0.08

0.10

17.5

Transp/Utils

Transp/Utils

0.14

0.18

23.4

Construction

Construction

0.09

0.10

19.4

Manufacture

0.21

0.27

27.9

0.80

Fin/Ins/R Est

0.60
0.40

Manufacture

Total

0.00
2005

Source: USM Center for Business and Economic Research, 1/95
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% Chg

0.23

Wh/Ret Trade

1995

2005

Services

1.00

0.20

1995

1.00

1.26

25.6

Economic Analysis
Weston shows some potential for economic growth in the future if town assets are used to their
greatest advantage. These assets include location, natural resources and recreational attributes.
Weston is categorized as a slow growth community by the State Planning Office, which relates
to its exhibited and projected rate of growth. However, the community continues to be a
desirable place for new home construction and lakeshore properties continue to be improved for
both year round conversion and seasonal use. Increases in population and tourism are important
to economic growth because they create a need for services and goods, which in turn create
business opportunity.
The Public Opinion Survey results identify some factors to be considered with regard to the local
economy:
1. Over 50% of respondents felt that traditional restaurants, retail stores, light and heavy
industry, home occupations, recreational lands, farmers market and traditional farming were
land uses that could impact the economy and should be encouraged. Over 50% felt
professional offices, day/night/nursing home care facilities and cable television services
should be allowed.
2. Retail items and services were overwhelmingly purchased in Houlton, with Danforth as the
most popular location for auto fuel and hardware, indicating a strong inclination to buy
locally. Shoppers bought many big ticket items such as cars, furniture, clothing and
recreational goods in Bangor, primarily due to availability and selection.
3. 43% of respondents feel that commercial development should be allowed anywhere in
Weston if properly designed, 14% feel it should be concentrated in an exclusive commercial
area, 14% feel it should be along road corridors, 2% chose no limitation and 10% prefer no
commercial development. The survey does not specify types of commercial development.
4. 47% of respondents feel industrial development should be concentrated in an exclusive
industrial area while 26% feel it should occur anywhere if properly designed. 7% prefer no
limitations on industrial location and 11% prefer no new industrial development.
5. Respondents favored protecting rural character and over 50% feel that water quality,
agriculture and forest preservation was important.
6. There was majority support for monetary incentives for business start-ups and expansions
into Weston from outside the town.
It should be noted that the number of large manufacturers in Aroostook County has decreased
from 220 in 1987 (employing 6,623), to 212, in 1993 (employing 5,155). These statistics,
according to the Maine Department of Labor's Maine Employment Statistical Handbook,
substantiate the trend of increasing numbers of smaller durable goods manufacturers. With this
in mind, continued efforts should be made to promote economic opportunities in the Professional
Services and Retail Trade sectors, while promoting the establishment of light manufacturing
industries, agriculture, and other forms of material goods production.
Town officials want to increase the tax base of the community through sustainable commercial
and industrial growth. The town must identify several locations that could prove attractive to
light industry or a commercial complex to support that effort. Low-impact industries such as
software design and information services might find the town’s natural and recreational
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resources attractive and would not require costly infrastructure. US Route 1 passes through
Weston and its location is only 35 minutes from Houlton International Airport, I-95 or Maine,
Montreal and Atlantic rail facilities. Calais and Eastport have a major deep water shipping
facility and are within an hour’s drive, southbound on US Route 1. The Town's location gives
potential developers the option of shipping their goods by rail, air, sea or over the road, all
relatively accessible from Weston.
Access to lakes and surface waters provide an opportunity for economic growth. There is a boat
launch located on the shores of East Grand, but Brackett Lake is without public access. However,
increased use will require increased maintenance and public safety monitoring. Town officials
wish to maintain, improve, and "market" these assets in an effort to increase tourism within the
community. Summer tourism is an industry that Weston and most of Aroostook County could
further benefit from. The town can contact the Department of Conservation and ask to be
considered for planning and participation in any future lake access programs to insure adequate
and safe public access. There are many natural and cultural resources in the area to draw large
numbers of people each year. The promotion of existing lodging and eating establishments
could boost the number of visitors to the Town.
Weston residents and neighboring communities must closely monitor homeland security policies
by US Customs that threaten hours of operation at the remote border crossings in Orient and
Forest City. If access is curtailed, the negative economic impacts to recreation and tourism could
pose significant hardship to local fishing/guiding operations, eating and lodging establishments.
Weston must market itself to the greatest number of potential residents if it is to expand its nonresidential tax base. Part of this marketing plan should include reasons why businesses should
locate in the town, such as access to natural resources, recreational and cultural facilities, and
quality of life. Local and regional economic development agencies such as NMDC and SADC
can assist the town in creating a marketing package to be used at site location and industry events
throughout New England and Canada. All of these elements give added value to the desirability
of Weston as the site of service oriented commercial business, low-impact or natural resource
based industrial development of a level that is both sustainable and compatible with the rural
nature of the community.
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Housing
The following information is a summary of existing housing data for Weston obtained from the
State Planning Office. Sources of reliable data for Aroostook County are limited, and there is an
unverifiable discrepancy on the Y2000 total of all housing stock as one set of data shows 260 units,
another shows 311 and another shows 293.
The Census data may be compared to town information on an annual basis and should provide
decision makers a basis for developing a strategy that will create a stock of well-maintained,
affordable and safe housing as well as the appropriate mixture of housing types for residents to
chose from. Once in place, a permit system will provide better local data for future analysis.
Housing Stock - All Types
Place

1970

AMITY
BANCROFT
CARY
DANFORTH
HAYNESVILLE
HODGDON
HOULTON
ORIENT
WESTON
Aroostook
Maine

1980

1990

2000

60
76
91
122
24
47
41
82
61
91
103
126
338
406
508
544
59
87
161
88
286
382
482
489
2,482
2,609
2,771
2,994
225
231
237
270
221
207
233
311
30,837 35,920 38,421 38,719
388,795 493,371 576,095 638,834

%change %change % change
70-80
80-90
90-00
26.7%
19.7%
34.1%
95.8%
-12.8%
100.0%
49.2%
13.2%
22.3%
20.1%
25.1%
7.1%
47.5%
85.1%
-45.3%
33.6%
26.2%
1.5%
5.1%
6.2%
8.0%
2.7%
2.6%
13.9%
-6.3%
12.6%
33.5%
16.5%
7.0%
0.8%
26.9%
16.8%
10.9%

In considering all types of housing units, Census data indicates Weston has increased its housing
stock, especially in the last decade. It has outpaced Houlton in each of the last 2 decades and has the
third highest increase compared to other communities in the last decade. Weston has also compared
well with county and state figures in the last 2 decades. It should be noted that the planning
committee feels that these figures are inaccurate and that there have not been 78 new housing units
during the 10 year period as indicated.
Housing Distribution Comparison of Occupied and Vacant Units

Town

Housing units , 1990 Census
Total Occupied Vacant
% Vacant
Year round Year round

Housing units, 2000 Census
Total Occupied Vacant
% Vacant
Year round Year round

Danforth

508

262

50

19.1%

544

263

61

23.2%

Orient

237

50

2

4.0%

270

61

8

13.1%

Weston

233

80

4

5.0%

311

89

13

14.6%

587,045 465,312

33,902

7.3%

651,901 518,200

32,231

6.2%

Maine
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Vacant year round housing in Weston has seen a significant increase in the last decade, as have
neighboring Orient and Danforth, which also have a large seasonal housing stock. In Weston and
Orient, the number has more doubled, while Danforth experienced only a 4% increase. All three
communities had vacancy rates more than twice that of the State.

Housing
Stock
AMITY
DANFORTH
CARY
HODGDON
HOULTON
ORIENT
WESTON
MAINE

Housing Units Added by Town by Year, 1990-2000
Compared to 1990 Census count
(NEW CONSTRUCTION less FIRE AND DEMOLITION)
1990
Total
Total
1990-00
1999
2000
Census 1990 1998
Net Inc
Hsg
Pct Chg
91
0
6
6
5
31
122
34.1
508
9
7
4
3
23
531
4.5
103
3
0
-1
0
20
123
19.4
482
8
2
2
11
40
522
8.3
2,771
4
7
-1
-5
123
2,894
4.4
237
2
2
1
1
6
243
2.5
233
10
5
3
2
27
260
4.5
576,095 8,160 5,954 6,241
7,084 68,238 644,333
11.8

According to data from the State Planning Office, Weston has experienced a 4.5 percent net
increase in housing units over the last decade. In comparison with surrounding communities, only
Houlton and Orient were lower, while 5 of the 7 communities were lower than Maine’s percentage.

Weston Housing Distribution by Units per Structure and Type
units/structure
1990
2000
%change
1, detached
79
245
210.1%
1, attached
3
6
100.0%
2
2
6
200.0%
3 or 4
0
0
5 to 9
0
0
10 to 19
0
0
20 to 49
0
0
50 or more
0
0
Mobile home or trailer
4
28
600.0%
Other
145
8
-94.5%
Total
233
293
25.8%
Source: 1990, 2000 US Census

The table above indicates that in the last decade, 24 mobile homes have been placed in Weston and
a significant number of detached single housing units have been added. The lack of multi-family or
multi-unit development is clearly evident.
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Federally Assisted Housing Units
Weston has no federally assisted housing within the corporate limits, but relies on neighboring
communities for subsidized rents. The Maine State Housing Authority lists many subsidized
apartment complexes in the greater Weston area including:
• Jenkins Heights Apartments (USDA elderly, disabled) – Danforth
• Woodland Manor (MSHA elderly, disabled) – Baileyville
• Peabody Estates (USDA elderly, disabled) – Princeton
• Kelleran Court (MSHA family) - Houlton
• Military Street Apartments (MSHA elderly, disabled) - Houlton
• Ricker Plaza (MSHA family and elderly) – Houlton
• Hestia Heights (MSHA family, elderly and disabled) - Houlton
• Northwood Apartments (USDA family) – Houlton
• The Highlands (USDA elderly, disabled) – Houlton
• Bowdoin Place (USDA family) – Houlton
• Century House (USDA elderly, disabled) – Houlton
• Four Seasons Village (USDA elderly, disabled) – Houlton
• Lee Apartments (USDA elderly, disabled) – Houlton
• Hodgdon Homestead (USDA elderly, disabled) – Hodgdon
• Kilconnell Place (USDA elderly, disabled) - Linneus

Housing Statistics
The following table provides statistical comparisons of Weston, Aroostook and Maine 2000 U.S.
Census data regarding many housing characteristics. This data is the best available data at the local
level on which to base cost and affordability analysis as well as housing age and other issues.
2000 Census Housing Data
Weston % total Aroostook % total
Year Structure Built
1999 to March 2000
4
1.4%
1995 to 1998
20
6.8%
1990 to 1994
24
8.2%
1980 to 1989
65 22.2%
1970 to 1979
67 22.9%
1960 to 1969
9
3.1%
1940 to 1959
53 18.1%
1939 or earlier
51 17.4%
Total housing units
293 100.0%
Year Householder moved into Unit
1999 to March 2000
8
9.5%
1995-1998
21 25.0%
1990-1994
20 23.8%
1980-1989
18 21.4%
1970-1979
11 13.1%
1969 or earlier
6
7.1%
Total Occupied Housing Units
84 100.0%

Maine % total

514
1,818
1,934
4,400
6,454
3,930
8,075
11,594
38,719

1.3%
4.7%
5.0%
11.4%
16.7%
10.2%
20.9%
29.9%
100.0%

12,493
36,375
46,041
104,039
103,806
59,812
99,476
189,859
651,901

1.9%
5.6%
7.1%
16.0%
15.9%
9.2%
15.3%
29.1%
100.0%

4,080
6,704
4,534
5,753
4,418
4,867
30,356

13.4% 89,234
22.1% 133,103
14.9% 79,987
19.0% 99,479
14.6% 58,595
16.0% 57,802
100.0% 518,200

17.2%
25.7%
15.4%
19.2%
11.3%
11.2%
100.0%
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2000 Census Housing Data
Selected monthly owner costs
Weston % total Aroostook % total
Specified owner-occupied units
39
15,053
With a mortgage
21 53.8%
8,263 54.9%
Less than $300
0
0.0%
183 1.2%
$300-$499
4 10.3%
1,809 12.0%
$500-$699
11 28.2%
2,658 17.7%
$700-$999
4 10.3%
2,510 16.7%
$1000-$1499
2
5.1%
857 5.7%
$1500-$1999
0
0.0%
171 1.1%
$2000 or more
0
0.0%
75 0.5%
Median (dollars)
572
661
Not mortgaged
18 46.2%
6,790 45.1%
Median (dollars)
217
248
Selected monthly owner costs % Household Income
Less than 15%
18 46.2%
6,670 44.3%
15% - 19.9%
2
5.1%
2,871 19.1%
20% - 24.9%
4 10.3%
1,822 12.1%
25% - 29.9%
0
0.0%
1,026 6.8%
30% - 34.9%
0
0.0%
748 5.0%
35% or more
15 38.5%
1,847 12.3%
Not computed
0
0.0%
69 0.5%
Gross Rent
Specified renter-occupied units
12
7,955
Less than $200
0
0.0%
1,435 18.0%
$200 - $299
0
0.0%
1,126 14.2%
$300 - $499
7 58.3%
3,253 40.9%
$500 - $749
2 16.7%
1,058 13.3%
$750 - $999
0
0.0%
207 2.6%
$1000 - $1499
0
0.0%
18 0.2%
$1500 or more
0
0.0%
1 0.0%
No cash rent
3 25.0%
857 10.8%
Median (dollars)
469
364
Gross Rent % Household Income
Less than 15%
2 16.7%
1,475 18.5%
15% - 19.9%
7 58.3%
998 12.5%
20% - 24.9%
0
0.0%
960 12.1%
25% - 29.9%
0
0.0%
1,117 14.0%
30% - 34.9%
0
0.0%
589 7.4%
35% or more
0
0.0%
1,831 23.0%
Not computed
3 25.0%
985 12.4%
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Maine % total
254,866
169,138
66.4%
1,158
0.5%
12,312
4.8%
28,327
11.1%
56,664
22.2%
49,777
19.5%
13,993
5.5%
6,907
2.7%
923
85,728
33.6%
299
91,163
48,264
37,930
24,501
14,331
37,359
1,318

35.8%
18.9%
14.9%
9.6%
5.6%
14.7%
0.5%

143,727
12,806
10,512
44,055
46,780
14,428
3,764
999
10,383
497

8.9%
7.3%
30.7%
32.5%
10.0%
2.6%
0.7%
7.2%

34,353
21,276
19,143
17,162
10,436
39,406
11,951

23.9%
14.8%
13.3%
11.9%
7.3%
27.4%
8.3%

2000 Census Housing Data
Value
Weston % total Aroostook % total Maine % total
Specified owner-occupied units
39
15,053
254,866
Less than $50,000
11 28.2%
5,227 34.7% 21,959
8.6%
$50,000-$99,999
24 61.5%
8,169 54.3% 108,736
42.7%
$100,000-$149,999
4 10.3%
1,216 8.1% 69,554
27.3%
$150,000-$199,999
0
0.0%
312 2.1% 27,431
10.8%
$200,000-$299,999
0
0.0%
109 0.7% 17,337
6.8%
$300,000-$499,999
0
0.0%
15 0.1%
7,076
2.8%
$500,000-$$999,999
0
0.0%
0.0%
2,249
0.9%
$1,000,000 or more
0
0.0%
5 0.0%
524
0.2%
Median (dollars)
62,500
60,200
98,700
Source: 2000 US Census

The bulk of Weston’s housing stock is reported to be between 14 and 33 years old, which is newer
than either the region or state in that age category. Weston does not have a large percentage of pre1939 homes, but falls in line with the region and state through the 1940 to 1959 age category. The
condition of housing in Weston is fair for the most part, but the Town participated in a Community
Development Block Grant for housing rehabilitation in the mid-1990’s in an attempt to improve the
housing stock owned by low to moderate income families. The majority of repairs involved septic
systems and plumbing, new roofing or siding, insulation and windows. There is no building permit
system in Weston to track structural improvements made to homes outside of the Shoreland Zone,
making it difficult to assess the ability of residents to maintain principle structures. It should be
noted that, while age of the housing stock is in no way an indication of condition, town officials
should be aware that older housing units can require significant amounts of maintenance. As
Weston’s population ages and is assumed to be on a fixed income, maintenance costs for older
homes could become an issue.
The tables above show that the lived in their current home for less than 10 years, while about 10
percent have occupied their current home for more than 30 years. The 9.5 percent of recent
householders is much lower than either county or state figures, but the number of residents
occupying their homes in the other categorized periods is in line with both county and state levels.
The above tables indicate that the median home value in Weston is $62,500 and a median monthly
household cost of $572. The largest percentage (28.2%) of specified owner-occupied units have
costs ranging between $500 and $699 per month, while the second largest percentage at 10.3
percent is split between the $300 - $499 and the $700 - $999 ranges.
Housing Projections
According to State Planning Office housing projections Weston will have an additional 41 units of
housing by 2015 while the town population increases by 13 people. Since most of the valuable
shorefront property that is accessible by road has already been developed, it is likely that most of
the new units will be inland.
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Affordability
Affordable housing for homeowners is defined as a home value or sale price, for which monthly
mortgage payments, property tax, insurance costs, maintenance costs and utilities, does not exceed
28 percent of the household’s monthly income. From a purely median comparison, 28 percent of the
annual median income of $21,429 or $6,000 does not support the monthly median home value,
associated costs of ownership and mortgage of $572 in Weston, according to Census figures.
Affordable housing availability is focused on very low income, low income, and moderate income
households defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

Weston’s median household income in 1999 was $21,429.
Very low income means 50 percent of the city’s median household income based on 2000
US Census information.
Low income means between 51 percent and 80 percent of the city’s median household
income.
Moderate income means 81 percent to 150 percent of the city’s median household income.

Percent of Median
Income
In dollars
Affordable rent
Affordable Mortgage
Less Taxes and
Insurance
Affordable Mortgage
payment
Affordable House Price

Very Low Income
50 %

Low Income
51% to 80%

Moderate Income
81% to 150%

$10,715
$250
$250
+/- $100

$10,929- $17,143
$255 - $400
$255 - $400
+/- $105 to $160

$17,357 - $32,144
$405 - $750
$405 - $750
+/- $160 to $200

$150

$150 - $240

$245 - $550

< $27,000

< $43,075

< $98,714

Assumptions:
•
Interest rate = 5.33% (MSHA – January 2005)
•
Term = 360 months
•
No down payment; no closing costs
•
Taxes based on 23.6 mils; insurance based on 45% +/- monthly affordable mortgage

Housing Sales
2002 - 2004
Sale Price Range
Under $20,000
$20,001-$40,000
$40,001-$60,000
$60,001-$80,000
$80,001-$99,999
Over $100,000
Source: Real Estate Transfer Records
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Number of Sales and Percentage of Total
Sales
2 (11%)
6 (33%)
4 (22%)
1 (5%)
2 (11%)
3 (17%)

A total of 18 home sales from April 2002 through July 2004 were considered as part of the housing
affordability study. During the period, the average sale price was $59,550 with a high of $200,000
and a low of $7,000. Shoreland housing sold at an average price of $69,125, while non-Shoreland
housing averaged $51,891.
Affordable Housing Availability
• At least 4 homes sales (22%) from 2002 through 2004 were affordable to very low income
families
• At least 9 home sales (50%) from 2002 through 2004 were affordable to low income
families.
• The moderate income families had the widest available options for home sales with 15 sales
(83%) from 2002 through 2004 being affordable.
• Very low income families had the fewest options but still had potential access to nearly 25
percent of the sales during the period.

Rental Affordability
Renter-occupied housing is considered affordable if monthly estimated rent, insurance and utility
costs do not exceed 30 percent of household monthly income. Of the 12 specified renter-occupied
units, 58 percent reported gross rent in the $300 - $499 range, which is well below the 30 percent of
median household income limit of $536. However, 25 percent of renters did not compute the gross
rent as a percentage of household income, which directly corresponds to the number of renters
surveyed who indicated no cash rent arrangement. The median rent in Weston was $469.
The 2000 US Census lists 12 renter-occupied units, which is 12 percent of the total occupied
housing stock in Weston. Rental affordability was determined with 2000 US Census information.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The median rent was $469
There were no rents under $300 or within the very low income affordability range.
7 rental units (36%) were potentially affordable to low income families.
At least 9 rental units (75%) were affordable to moderate income families.
There were 3 (25%) reported “no cash” rent arrangements.
9 renters (75%) reported gross rent that was less than 20% of household income, while 25%
of rents were not computed.

Housing Analysis
In general, the majority of housing in Weston is in fair to good condition. However, data suggests
that the low and moderate income households may find difficulty in affording and maintaining
housing in which they currently reside. This is also supported by the fact that Weston was eligible
for and received housing rehabilitation funds from the Community Development Block Grant
program in 1996 to repair 24 units.
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Town officials have expressed their frustration at the lack of housing rehabilitation funds available
and eligibility requirements associated with them. Officials should consider developing a program
to periodically assess housing conditions to support grant applications and projects to bring
rehabilitation funds to the town. If successful, these housing rehabilitation efforts will also enhance
Weston’s ability to market itself to future potential businesses and industries, which is critical to the
town's economic revitalization and future job creation. The town should continue to stay abreast of
programs to improve housing conditions for its residents through federal and state grants for
housing rehabilitation.
It does not appear that there will be a housing shortage in Weston for the duration of the planning
period with an additional 41 units and only 13 people projected by 2015.
Affordability does not appear to be a serious issue in Weston. Census figures indicate that 21
percent of Weston’s households were in the very low income range compared to 22 percent of home
sales being affordable to very low income households. Approximately 31 percent of households
were low income compared to 50 percent of home sales and 36 percent of rents being affordable to
them. Approximately 69 percent of households were in the moderate income range with 83 percent
of home sales and 75 percent of rents being affordable to them. However, Census 2000 reports that
39 percent of households claim monthly owner costs over 35 percent of household income. A more
detailed assessment should be conducted to verify if this is a problem for Weston and to determine
what factors are most responsible for high homeowner costs.
Weston should plan for additional affordable housing development aimed at making at least 10
percent of new development affordable to those households with incomes at or below 80 percent of
median income. There are no mobile home parks in the community and the public opinion survey
indicated that 60 percent of respondents wished to discourage mobile home parks and 65 percent
did not want the town to promote very low/low and moderate income housing, which presents a
problem. However, 40 percent wished to encourage housing rehabilitation and 34 percent were in
favor of promoting more multi-family housing. There is clearly a lack of affordable multi-family
rental units in Weston. The Town should encourage additional multi-family dwellings to serve both
the elderly and pre-home owner population ages. This could provide a level of affordability that is
currently unavailable. Surrounding communities generally have healthy waiting lists of interested
renters, indicating that such developments could be successful in Weston, but this should be verified
by a detailed housing assessment.
Currently, Weston has no building permit system for development outside of the Shoreland Zone.
Weston wants to implement a land use permit system that will track all forms of development
including major forms of building repair. This will allow the town to direct and control
development, insure public services are in place and maintain a record of housing conditions and
upgrades in order to make more informed decisions on housing needs in the future. The Planning
Committee recognizes the value of a minimal property maintenance code to ensure that structures
are kept weather tight, sanitary, structurally sound and reasonably free from catching and spreading
of fire, but is cautious about proposing to great a level of regulation. Therefore, the Planning
Committee will review standards for possible inclusion in the Weston land use ordinance.
Weston should gage local support for and undertake an updated housing assessment that will more
accurately determine existing and future housing needs of the community.
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Natural Resources
Topography
Weston is characterized by a moderately sloping terrain that is dissected by numerous wetlands,
brooks, ponds, and streams as they flow into East Grand, Longfellow, and Brackett Lakes.
Weston's most significant topographic features are East Grand Lake and forested ridges
including Harris Hill and Peekaboo Hill. The Town covers a land area of approximately 30.5
square miles or 20,130 acres. Danforth borders Weston to the south; Bancroft to the west;
Haynesville and Orient to the north; and New Brunswick, Canada to the east. Elevations range
from a low of 420 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) along East Grand Lake at the Danforth
town line to a high of 1,080 feet atop Peekaboo Hill in the central portion of the town.
Soils
Soils are the fundamental resource by which the suitability of the land to support a variety of
land uses is determined. The United States Department of Agriculture-Soil Conservation Service
(USDA-SCS) has mapped the soils found in Weston. The various soil types that occur have
been detailed in the USDA-SCS's Aroostook County Soil Survey - Southern Part issued in 1964.
Usually, it is assumed that soils are somewhat different in each region. Weston is located in the
southern portion of the soil survey area and has soils similar to the surrounding region. Soils
information for this natural resource inventory is from two sources, Soils Survey-Aroostook
County, Northeastern Part (Map #'s 101, 102, 108, 109, 115, 116) issued in August 1964 and
Soil Survey Data for Growth Management in Aroostook County, Maine, Southern Part.
Definitions

Soil Associations - several main patterns of soil types.
Soil Types - distinct soils irrespective of slope.
Soil Series - soils with profiles that are almost alike.
Soil Group - soil series that have many internal features in common.
Phases - distinct soil type including slope.

Soil Types
Soils are listed two ways in the soil surveys. First, they are listed by name (i.e. Plaisted gravelly
loam). Secondly, they are listed as a symbol containing three letters (PgC). The first two letters
indicate the soil type (i.e. Pg, Ha, Ma) and the last letter indicates the slope on the map ("A"
indicates a 0-2 percent slope, "B" 2-8 percent, "C" 8-15 percent, "D" 15-25 percent, and "E" 2545 percent). For example, PgC indicates a Plaisted gravelly loam, located on an 8-15 percent
slope.
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There are thirteen (13) distinct soil types mapped by the USDA-SCS within Weston. Of these
13 types, Monarda and Burnham silt loams make up the greatest proportion of soils and are a
couple of the dominate soil types found within the southern Aroostook County Soil Survey area.
Soil Types
Symbol

Cn
Hv
Mo
Pa
Rr
Ra
Ts

Name

Colton Gravelly Silt Loam
Howland Very Stony Loam
Monarda and Burnham Silt Loam
Peat and Muck
Plaisted Very Stony Loam
Red Hook Silt Loam
Thorndike and Howland soils

Symbol

Ho
Ma
Mr
Pg
Pv
Th

Name

Howland Gravelly Loam
Machias Gravelly Loam
Monarda/Burnham Vry Stony Silt Loam
Plaisted Gravelly Loam
Plaisted/Howland Vry Stony silt Loam
Thorndike Shaly Silt Loam

Source: Soil Survey, Aroostook County Maine, Southern Part

Soil Potentials and Limitations
Each soil type has characteristics that determine its potential and limitations, as discussed in the
following categories: Prime Farmland, Woodland Productivity, Floodplain Soils, Highly
Erodible Soils, Steep Slope Soils, Sand and Gravel Aquifer, Low Density Development, Secure
Landfill, Subsurface Wastewater Disposal, and Hydric (wetland) Soils (See: Weston Soil
Phases).
Prime Farmland Soils
There are eight (8) soil phases that are classified as Prime Farmland under certain conditions.
The United States Department of Agriculture defines prime farmland as the land that is best
suited for producing food, feed, fiber, forage, and all seed crops. The soils quality, growing
season, and moisture supply allow for the production of a sustained yield of crops under
acceptable farming practices. Prime farmland soils produce the highest yields and require
minimal amounts of energy and economic resources. Crop production on prime farmland soil
also results in the least damage to the environment. All prime farmland soils are located in areas
with slopes less than 8 percent.
Woodland Productivity Soils
There are twenty-six (26) soil phases that have woodland productivity ratings of medium to very
high with the majority rated as highly productive. These soils are considered prime forestland
soils. Prime forestland is land that has soil capable of growing wood at the economic productive
growth rate for a given tree species. These are the lands for which the Town and its residents
may depend on for future wood needs. Twelve of the thirteen soil types or 92 percent of Weston'
soil types are classified as prime forestland soils.
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Floodplain Soils
Floodplain soils are soils on low lands adjacent to a Great Pond, river, stream, or brook which
are periodically inundated with flood waters due to the water body or course overflowing its
banks. Development located on floodplain soils may be subject to severe damage, with building
damage and road washout common. There are no floodplain soil types or phases located in
Weston. However, there are flood prone areas. For more information please refer to Page 13
(Hazard Areas) of this section.
Highly Erodible Soils
There are three (3) soil phases that when located on slopes greater than 8 percent are classified as
highly erodible. Highly erodible soils are those soils that have the potential to erode at a rate
greater than what is considered tolerable soil loss. The potential soil erodibility takes into
account rainfall and runoff, the susceptibility of the soil to erode, and the combined effects of
slope length and pitch. When surface vegetation is removed from areas of highly erodible soils,
erosion is often the result. Sediment, the result of erosion, has a number of adverse effects as a
pollutant. It covers spawning areas, clogs the gills of fish, reduces the amount of sunlight
available to aquatic plants, silts road and drainage ditches, and shortens the life of reservoirs.
Steep Slope Soils
There are three (3) soil phases that occur on steep slopes (greater than 15 percent). Slope
gradient influences the retention and movement of water, potential for slippage and accelerated
erosion, and ease with which machinery can be used. Generally, the steeper the slope the more
potential for hazards. Development on slopes greater that 15 percent require more fill and
grading as well as more sophisticated sediment and erosion control planning.
Sand and Gravel Aquifer
There are eight (8) soil phases with potential as sand and gravel aquifer areas. These soils, and
the underlying material, may be capable of transmitting sufficient groundwater for domestic use.
However, the rapid permeability of these sandy and gravelly soils allows pollutants to move
quickly through the soil and into the groundwater. Contamination of groundwater is possible if
precautions are not taken. This subject will be covered further in the Water Resources subsection.
Low Density Development
There are eighteen (18) soil phases that are rated medium to very high in their potential for lowdensity residential and urban development. All (100%) of the soil types are also classified as
prime forestland soils and eight (8) are classified as prime agricultural soil. Low-density
development includes single-family unit residences with basements and comparable buildings
and septic tank absorption fields, with or without on-site sources of water. Development may be
as a single unit or as a cluster of units in a development. Paved roads in a development are also
included. The development potential for a particular soil is derived from a number of different
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considerations related to flooding, drainage, sewage disposal, maintenance costs, and site
modifications. Minimizing development impacts is accomplished by recognizing soil limitations
and developing corrective measures. Soils which are rated medium to very high are the best for
development simply because they have the fewest limitations. Development will be the least
expensive on these soils.
Secure Landfill.
Although there is no immediate need or desire for a secure landfill in Weston, there are nine (9)
soil phases in Weston that have the potential for secure landfill sites. A secure landfill is a
landfill that utilizes a liner system, a leachate collection and treatment system, and a final cover
system to prevent discharge of waste and leachate, and a controlled release of gas to the
environment. The protection of ground and surface water is of utmost importance when the town
(or group of towns) sites a secure landfill. Soil survey information can provide preliminary
information on permeability, depth to bedrock, slope, percent rock fragments, and possible
flooding locations. The soil survey can also show if a potential site has wetland soils. It should
be noted that detailed on-site investigations are needed for final suitability determinations.
Hydric Soils
There are three (3) soil types and 5 phases that are classified as hydric soils. These are soils that
were formed under very wet conditions and are one criterion used to determine the presence of a
wetland area. The US Environmental Protection Agency defines wetlands by the presence of
wetland vegetation and the degree of flooding and/or soil saturation, and by hydric soils. A good
first step in the inventory of the Town's wetlands is to first inventory the extent of hydric soils
that have been mapped. Wetlands will be discussed further in this section.
Subsurface Wastewater Disposal
In reference to the Maine State Plumbing Code, Weston has soils capable of supporting on-site
private sewage disposal. On-site investigations are required, however, to determine the exact
suitability of a given site. The criterion used to determine if the site is suitable includes; depth to
bedrock, seasonal high water table, restrictive layer, and possible flooding conditions. If slopes
exceed 20 percent, new subsurface disposal systems are not permitted. Other limitations of a site
can be overcome with certain design standards and variances are granted. The greatest assurance
of groundwater protection is, however, locating systems on the most suitable soils.
The following chart shows soil phases located in Weston and lists their potentials and
limitations.
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Weston Soil Phases and Characteristics
Soil Prime
Phase Farm
Land

CnA
CnB
CnC
CnD
HoA
HoB
HoC
HvB
MaA
MaB
MaC
MoA
MoB
MrB
Pa
PgB
PgC
PgD
PrB
PrC
PvB
RaA
ThB
ThC
ThD
TsB
TsC

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Prime
Forest
land

Flood- Highly
Soil
Sand
Low
Secure
plain Erodible on Steep & Gravel Density Landfill*
Slopes
Aquifer Devlmnt

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

Medium
Medium
Medium
V Low
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
V Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Medium
V Low
Medium
Medium

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Subsurface
Waste
water
Disposal
Permitted
Permitted
Permitted
Permitted
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
No
No
No
No
Permitted
Permitted
MBP
Permitted
Permitted
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP
MBP

Hydric
Soil

X
X
X
X

X

MBP = May Be Permitted
* Only those soils in this map unit with a permeability of less than 0.2 in/hr should be considered for a secure landfill. Detailed high intensity
on-site soils and hydrogeological investigations are needed for final suitability determinations.
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Agricultural and Forest Resources
Agricultural Resources
Today, most of Weston's prime agricultural soils are not being farmed commercially as they
were throughout much of the 20th century. However, there is renewed interest locally in small
scale farming and the production of niche crops, organically grown produce, and “safe” meat.
Proposed land use ordinance amendments to be developed during the implementation phase of
this comprehensive planning process should ensure that agricultural land uses not only be
allowed but encouraged throughout most of Weston to prevent prime farmlands from
permanently being taken out of agricultural production. Residential development that may occur
along some of the rural roads that are surrounded by agriculture may be incompatible with
agriculture as it places a different set of demands on natural resources. Through proper land use
controls, nuisance conditions arising from incompatible land uses can be avoided. Weston
should strive to maintain the operational integrity of viable farming units by controlling
residential development on prime farmlands. Many of the soil types that are prime farmland are
also those that are the most suitable for subsurface wastewater disposal. This places a greater
demand on those areas that have suitable soils.
Forest Resources
Most of the commercial forest tree species found in Maine are also found in Weston. The three
major forest cover types include softwood, hardwood, and mixed forest stands. Generally,
softwoods dominate the shoreland, wetlands, and lowlands. According to the USDA-Forest
Service, balsam fir, white and red spruce, and northern white cedar, respectively, comprise the
majority of the softwood stock growing in Aroostook County. Aspen, sugar maple, and red
maple comprise the majority of the hardwood. Other species include white birch, beech, and
yellow birch.
There is a moderate amount of commercial forestland located in Weston located in the western
portions. Wood harvested in this area goes to mills in Weston, Woodland, and Lincoln.
According to the Maine Forest Service, the total harvest from 1991 to 1999 was 5378 acres with
5121 acres in selected cutting, 204 acres in shelterwood and 53 acres of clearcut. The largest
single year total was 3107 acres in 1997. The only year pre-commercial silvicultural treatments
were used was 1998 and involved 50 acres of timber stand improvement.
Small woodlots located throughout Weston are important to their owners and others in the
community. The Town should encourage small woodlot owners to contact professional
consultant foresters serving the area to gain technical assistance in managing their forestlands.
Municipal officials should attempt to make the small woodlot owners aware of the requirements
of Maine's Forest Practices Act. In addition, officials should make small woodlot owners aware
of the Stewardship Incentive Program (SIP) administered by the Maine Forest Service that was
established to foster sound and sustainable multi-use management of forestland resources.
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Wetland Areas
Freshwater Wetlands are defined under Maine’s Natural Resources Protection Act, MRSA Title
38, Section 480-3 as: "freshwater swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas that are: inundated
or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and for a duration sufficient to support
and which under normal circumstances do support a prevalence of wetland vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soils; and are not considered part of a great pond, coastal wetland,
river, stream, or brook. These areas may also contain small stream channels or inclusions of land
that do not conform to the above criteria."
Some of the local benefits of Weston's wetlands relate to wildlife, flood control, and water
quality protection. The amount and variety of plants found in wetlands create excellent habitat
for wildlife such as moose, deer, snowshoe hare, songbirds, ruffed grouse, and waterfowl. The
dense cover and available browse found in wetlands and their fringe areas are essential for the
survival of wildlife during the long winter. During periods of heavy rain and spring run-off,
wetlands act as catchment basins or sponges that collect and hold water and gradually release it
as stream flow or groundwater recharge. All wetlands, regardless of size, perform the important
function of reducing flooding. The biological composition of wetlands allows them to absorb
tremendous quantities of nutrients and pollutants, making them act like a water purification
system. The quality and quantity of ground and surface water is maintained by healthy,
undisturbed wetlands.
According to the National Wetlands Inventory map, prepared by the United States Geologic
Survey, Weston has numerous wetlands over one (1) acre in size (please refer to wetland map).
All wetlands over 10 acres in size, therefore requiring mandatory protection under the Shoreland
Zoning Act, Title 38 MRSA, Sections 435-488. Weston has zoned all of the wetlands as
Resource Protection affording them the highest level of protection. Prior to the adoption of the
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, wetlands were encroached upon by timber harvesting to the
detriment of ground and surface water.
Weston's Shoreland Zoning Ordinance provides a level of protection for wetlands. However, the
ordinance uses the Maine Department of Environmental Protection’s older mapping system.
Town officials will update their wetland inventories using newer National Wetland Inventory
maps. These maps identify a larger number of wetlands down to one (1) acre in size throughout
the community.
Water Resources
Water resources play a significant role in Weston’s economic potential and quality of life and are
divided into two separate categories, groundwater and surface water. Each type of water
provides benefits to the community and may be threatened by certain land uses.
Groundwater
Groundwater is typically the most important resource the Town can have by providing drinking
water to the residents of Weston. The Maine Geologic Survey has identified seven (7) sand and
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gravel aquifers in Town. They are located along Cold Brook, Trout Brook, and near Butterfield
Landing on East Grand Lake. The largest aquifer is actually a series of aquifers locate along
Trout Brook that bisect the flow towards Danforth All of the aquifers in Weston are rated as
good to excellent yielding (i.e.: potential for ground water yield of greater than 50 gallons per
minute).
Weston's ground water resources, although abundant, are susceptible to contamination from a
variety of sources and thus need to be afforded a planned level of protection. Some potential
sources of groundwater contamination that have been identified by the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (MDEP) are: faulty/substandard septic systems, chemicals,
underground fuel tanks, ground discharging floor drains, old solid waste dumps, and sand/salt
storage piles. There are three (3) locations in Town that have been identified as having
contaminated groundwater by the MDEP.
Surface Water
There are five (5) named lakes or ponds and three (3) named rivers or brooks in Weston. They
are part of the Mattawamkeag or St. Croix watersheds. In addition to these named surface
waters, there are numerous unnamed tributaries and springs that feed into the larger streams and
ponds. Weston has numerous water resources. However, due to the lack of size of many or the
ponds and streams, there is not much available printed data. Presently, there is water quality
monitoring taking place on East Grand Lake by members of St Croix Watershed Association and
the Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program.
Town Officials are concerned about the impact of faulty septic systems from homes and camps
around the lake, runoff from roads and ditches. A subsurface wastewater disposal system survey
titled Chiputneticook Lake Chain Sanitary Survey 1994-1995 was conducted by Paul Davenport
in Weston and included developed sites on Davenport Cove, Dark Cove, Brackett Lake, Upper
Brackett Lake, Deering Lake, Cedar Point and Little River Cove. A total of 159 sites were
surveyed, of which 59 were found to be properly functioning, 29 had a direct discharge, 59
required further investigation and 12 indicated other problems. The survey was used to identify
malfunctioning systems qualifying for DEP Small Community Grant Program replacement
funds. The survey is on file at the Weston Town Office for reference.
East Grand Lake Information
The following is an overview of water quality information from East Grand Lake. East Grand is
a 16,070 acre waterbody that lies in Orient, Weston, and Danforth. Water quality information
has been gathered since the 1970’s. Historical data shows that East Grand has excellent water
quality. The average secchi disc reading since 1974 has been 7.8 meters and the lake has a very
low level of phosphorus.
A good indication of the overall quality is the tropic state index (TSI). The TSI is a scale which
ranks lakes from 0 to 100+ with 0 supporting very little algae and 100+ being very productive.
TSI for a year is only calculated when there are at least five months of data. Lakes with TSI
values greater than 60 may support blooms (less than 2m Secchi disk reading). Lakes with TSI
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values over 100 indicate extreme productivity and annual algae blooms. East Grand’s TSI has
averaged 27.
East Grand Lake Water Quality Summary

Source; PEARL, 2001

Color:
pH
Alkalinity:
Conductance:
Secchi Depth: (meters)
Phosphorus (epilimnetic core):
Phosphorus (surface grab):
Phosphorus (bottom grab):
*At least one secchi = depth
Minimum Secchi: (meters)
Maximum Secchi: (meters)
Trophic state based on secchi:
Chlorophyll:
Minimum chlorophyll:
Maximum chlorophyll:

11
6.95
10.5
29
7.8
9
8
5
5.5
10.7
27
1.9
1.4
2.5

Brackett Lake
Brackett Lake is a 1,068 acre waterbody located in the northeastern portion of the township.
There is significantly less water quality information for Brackett as it was only sampled in 1977,
1996, and 2000. Water quality in the lake also appears to be very good with average secchi disc
reading of 6.8 meters. However, since the lake has only been sampled a few times, TSI cannot
be determined. Water quality information was not yet available for 2001 and the volunteer lake
monitors plan to continue monitoring in 2002.
Brackett Lake Water Quality Summary
Color:
pH
Alkalinity:
Conductance:
Secchi Depth:
Phosphorus (epilimnetic core):
Phosphorus (surface grab):
Phosphorus (bottom grab):
Phosphorus (profile grab):
*At least one secchi = depth
Minimum Secchi:
Maximum Secchi:
Trophic state based on secchi:
Chlorophyll:
Minimum chlorophyll:
Maximum chlorophyll:

Source; PEARL, 2001

11
6.90
8.8
35
6.3
8
12
7
*
6.2
6.4
1.8
1.8
1.8
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All of the streams and brooks in Weston are classified as Class A. Class A waters are the second
highest classification given by the MDEP. Class A waters are suitable for drinking water after
disinfection and for fishing, recreation in or around the water, industrial processing and cooling,
hydroelectric power generation, and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. No discharges to
these waters are allowed that have a quality lower than the receiving waters.
Fisheries and Wildlife Habitat
Weston has a wide variety of natural habitats that are capable of supporting most of Maine's
major wildlife and fish species. Weston's tracts of woodlands, wetlands, combined with
significant cropland acreage, abandoned farmlands, and other habitat (i.e.: fringe areas,
regeneration areas, etc.) are capable of supporting a tremendous amount of wildlife from
songbirds to large animals, such as deer and moose. The long, cold winters and the amount of
winter habitat are a limiting factor in all of Aroostook County for the amount of wildlife present.

Fisheries Habitat
It should be noted that when discussing the local fisheries resource, it is essential to clarify the
critical role that the Town's streams collectively play in the health of the resource. Though all of
the streams may not support trout populations, they serve to maintain the cold water
temperatures necessary for healthy, viable populations. Brook trout become stressed in water
temperatures above 68 degrees Fahrenheit for extended periods of time. Maintaining shade
cover along all of streams helps to keep water temperatures at more tolerable levels.
According to Maine’s Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IF&W) Regional Fisheries Biologist, East
Grand Lake supports a statewide significant fishery for landlocked salmon and smallmouth bass.
There are also smelt, pickerel, white perch, yellow perch, and lake whitefish are also present in
the lake. IF&W documents the fishery through reports from anglers and other census work.
According to IF&W, salmon average 16 to 20-inches and weigh 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 pounds, but 4- to
5-pounders are common, with an occasional fish over 7 pounds. Eight to 12-inch brook trout are
available yet populations are not high. IF&W and local groups are working to stock trout in the
lake. Lake trout average 4 to 5 pounds, and few in the 15+ pound category are caught, mostly
through the ice. Ten- to 14-inch bass are common in the rocky coves.
Town Officials in Weston as well as many of the tourism based business owners and fishing
guides are concerned about the introduction of Anadromous Alewives to the freshwater fish
population in East Grand Lake and the apparent negative impact it has had on native fish species.
Of major concern are the international issues and policies as well as contradictory studies which
cloud the facts on exactly how detrimental Alewives may be to indigenous species and the sport
fishing industry.
Information from IF&W is not available for Deering and Brackett Lakes at this time, but should
be included when it becomes available.
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Other small streams support wild brook trout and very likely a locally important small-scale
sport fishery. The few small ponds located in Town have not been surveyed by IF&W, but
biologists feel that these likely provide little direct benefit as trout fisheries.
Wildlife Habitat
The abundance of prime forestland soils, and wetlands in Weston are an indicator of the Town's
potential to support wildlife. In addition, agricultural land that is no longer in production and
reverting back to upland vegetation provides important habitat for woodcock and other upland
birds, snowshoe hare, deer, bear, and moose. Cut-over woodland areas also provide significant
amounts of browse, provided they are near uncut areas. Most of Maine's wildlife needs a
diversity of habitat including wetlands, fields, fringe areas, and woods. Populations of these
important species are influenced by land use practices on both agricultural and forestlands.
During the summer of 1999, biologists from IF&W surveyed and mapped deer wintering areas
and waterfowl and wading bird habitats in Town and indicated the presence or absence of any
endangered and threatened wildlife species. Weston has two (2) identified Deer Wintering Areas
(DWAs), one (1) Bald Eagle nesting site, and twelve (12) mapped Waterfowl and Wading Bird
Habitats (WWH). The DWAs are located off the Selden Road on Cold Brook and around Trout
Brook. The Bald eagle site is located on the Five Islands portion of East Grand Lakes. Town
officials may want to consider working with the landowners and IF&W to develop cooperative
agreements for the protection of these resources. Town officials should contact the Regional
Biologist in Enfield for more information.
Unique Natural Areas
The Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) within the Maine Department of Conservation
identifies and maps rare, threatened, or endangered plants and rare or exemplary natural
communities. On the local level, any natural resource area that is unique to the Town of
recognized local value may be considered for protection as a unique natural area.
MNAP has identified 3 rare plant species or natural communities in Weston that are on the
state’s inventory and data management system. The main purpose of the inventory is to monitor
the location and status of rare features that contribute to our natural diversity and to provide data
for land use planning, permit review, and conservation planning. The following unique natural
areas, including rare plants have been listed:
• Common Mare’s-tail (Hippuris Vulgaris) and Water Awlwort (Subularia Aquatica) – located
in Davenport Cove on Grand Lake.
• American Shoregrass (Littorella Uniflora) – located southeast of Meetinghouse Point on
Grand Lake.
These plant communities should be reasonably protected under the mandatory Shoreland zoning
ordinance which prohibits the removal of vegetation less than 3 feet in height, and provides the
town with the opportunity to review any proposed clearing for development activity within the
Shoreland zone. Additionally, these mapped plant locations are in existing Resource Protection
Districts within the Shoreland zone, which restricts the most intense land use activities.
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Scenic Resources
Scenic and open space resources are those areas of the community that may offer scenic vistas or
large tracts of open fields, such as areas identified by the state as having scenic value, scenic
views, natural or cultural features (churches, trees, fields, mountains...), and parts of the
community that contribute to the character of the Town (village green, historic sites...).
There are several areas in Weston identified as having scenic value of statewide significance and
still others that have local significance. These include the views of the lakes and Mount Katahdin
from Route 1, the Harris Hill and other roads. Weston has no local ordinance provisions that
consider impacts of certain types of development upon scenic resources. However, Weston was
instrumental in developing the Million Dollar View Scenic Byway corridor management plan
(CMP), which included goals, objectives and strategies aimed at scenic resource protection and
preservation.

Hazard Areas
There are two types of hazard areas found in Weston, floodplain areas and areas of steep slopes.
There are fairly extensive floodplains located throughout Town along most of the major streams
and waterbodies. The major flood hazard areas are, according to data supplied by the National
Flood Insurance Administration, along the East Grand Lake, Trout Brook and the Mattawamkeag
River. All of the floodplains are considered unnumbered “A” zones, meaning that flood
elevations have not been determined. The National Flood Insurance Program is administered by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The Program has been designed to
provide flood insurance for existing properties and to discourage additional development within
the 100-year floodplain. A 100-year flood is a flood with a one percent chance in any given year
of being equaled or exceeded. Floodplains are best suited for uses such as open space,
recreational uses not requiring major structures, wildlife habitat, or agriculture lands. Weston
presently does not participate in the NFIP and should consider developing a Floodplain
Management Ordinance.
Areas of steep slopes are referred to as hazard areas for a number of different reasons.
Generally, the steeper the slope the more potential hazards exists. Steep slopes generally have a
high surface run-off rate and accelerated erosion. Development on steep slopes requires sound
engineering and more sophisticated sediment and erosion control planning. The cost of
developing roads, buildings, and other structures tends to be significantly greater because of the
increased hazards. Also, the operation of machinery can be extremely hazardous on slopes 15
percent or greater. There are numerous areas of steep slopes interspersed throughout the
township.
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Natural Resources Analysis
Weston is blessed with a wide variety of natural resources. Town officials should consider
taking have taken steps to protect many of these resources through the development and
implementation of a land use ordinance designed to protect the town character and important
natural qualities of the Town's waterbodies. The Town has adopted a Shoreland Zoning
ordinance that is effective in controlling development adjacent to great ponds, rivers, streams and
non-forested wetlands.
Forestry
Forestry has an impact on both Weston's and the region's economy. There is a moderate amount
of commercial forestland located in Weston primarily located in the western portions of town.
Much of it has been harvested or clear cut and is now in regeneration. There is limited use of
pre-commercial treatments such as replanting and landowners should be made aware of
professional consultant foresters serving the area to gain technical assistance in managing their
forestlands. Prime forestlands have implications for future community growth and change. Wellmanaged forestlands have multiple uses including wildlife habitat, production of wood,
protection of water quality, and recreation. The future of Weston's forestlands should be planned
for these multiple use considerations. Municipal officials should attempt to make the small
woodlot owners aware of the requirements of Maine's Forest Practices Act and the Stewardship
Incentive Program (SIP) administered by the Maine Forest Service that was established to foster
sound and sustainable multi-use management of forestland resources.
Water Resources
The Maine Geologic Survey has identified seven (7) sand and gravel aquifers in Town. They are
located along Cold Brook, Trout Brook, and near Butterfield Landing on East Grand Lake and
are all rated good to excellent yield.
There are three (3) locations in Town that have been identified as having contaminated
groundwater by the MDEP. Town Officials should work with landowners and MDEP to
mitigate these contaminated areas.
There are five (5) named lakes or ponds and three (3) named rivers or brooks in Weston. They
are part of the Mattawamkeag or St. Croix watersheds. Town Officials should continue to
promote and apply to programs such as Small Community Grant fund to repair and replace
failing septic systems and should coordinate with camp owners associations to ensure that land
use and road maintenance practices employ adequate erosion and sedimentation controls that
filter erosion and run-off between camp lots and driveways. The town should help develop and
support a program for more periodic volunteer water quality monitoring, particularly on Brackett
and Deering lakes.
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Fisheries
Weston has a diversity of angling opportunities, some cold-water angling, warm-water (e.g.,
smallmouth bass, pickerel), a mix of wild and hatchery supplemented cold-water fisheries,
several large and small ponds that differ in management type, and many small streams. An
important issue in this town is the lack of public access or difficult access to certain ponds and
streams that have potential for cold-water management.
Town Officials are concerned that increasing public access to remote waterbodies may create
long-term problems, but feel it is important to provide safe access to discourage trespass and
other undesirable outcomes. By working cooperatively with IF&W, CLIC and other
stakeholders, fisheries can be effectively managed to handle any increased pressure. The
Planning Committee would like to work with Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to create
environmentally sound public access to all waterbodies in Weston and increase the opportunity
to safely enjoy them.
Town Officials should work with IF&W and other entities to ensure that Alewife impacts are
accurately assessed and appropriate measures taken to protect sport fishing and water quality in
the area lakes.
Wildlife
Weston has two (2) identified Deer Wintering Areas (DWAs), one (1) Bald Eagle nesting site,
and twelve (12) mapped Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitats (WWH). Town officials may
want to consider working with the landowners and IF&W to develop cooperative agreements for
the protection of these resources.
Scenic Resources
In concert with the “Million Dollar View” Scenic Byway corridor management plan, the Town
should consider mechanisms for identifying, assessing, and protecting existing and potential sites
in the corridor, as well as implementing performance standards for development activities within
or adjacent to these sites. This can be accomplished by adopting the Corridor Management Plan
and referencing it as part of the comprehensive plan, and then incorporating standards into a
future land use ordinance during implementation of the comprehensive plan.
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Cultural and Historic Resources
Current and potential businesses and residents have a deep interest in the quality and quantity of
community services and cultural resources because they help to establish the "quality of life" for
the Town. In addition, the Town's ability to attract and retain economic growth often depends on
the quality and quantity of cultural resources. People are not usually attracted to settling down in
a community just because of a transportation network or an expanding population base. Instead,
individuals and families are/will be attracted to Weston in part because of their desire to enjoy
the variety of its open spaces, scenic areas, numerous public and private recreational
opportunities, community history, and its look, feel, and overall character. Conversely,
individuals and families stay in the Town for these very reasons as well.
Cultural resources are those activities, opportunities, and benefits the Town has that reflect the
culture and heritage of the community, the recreational resources, scenic resources, and public
access plans.
•

•

•

Recreational resources are those facilities and programs, both public and private, which
provide recreational opportunities for the residents. These include athletic fields, tennis
courts, skating rinks, swimming pools, school facilities and programs, campgrounds, parks,
nature preserves, game preserves and sanctuaries, publicly owned land, trail systems,
important hunting and fishing areas, and access to waterbodies.
Scenic resources are those areas of the community that may offer scenic vistas, such as areas
identified by the state as having scenic value, scenic views, natural or cultural features
(churches, trees, fields, mountains...), and parts of the community that contribute to the
character of the Town (village green, historic site...).
Public access plans are those opportunities which the people have to obtain entry to and use
waterbodies and large tracts of land for recreational pursuits.

Archaeological, prehistoric, and historic resources include sites on the National Register of
Historic Places, sites on existing historical surveys, local historic areas, and other sites of
potential historic significance. It is important to review these resources and identify the
surrounding land uses or other areas which may impact on these resources and then plan
accordingly.

Cultural Resources
Attractions
Summer is a time for special festivals and community events throughout the region. They
include Danforth Summerfest, Houlton's July 4th Agricultural Fair, McGill's Community Band
outdoor concerts at the Houlton Amphitheater in Monument Park, Arts & Crafts Fairs,
Bridgewater Strawberry Festival, Midnight Madness, Potato Feast Days, Island Falls
Summerfest, Peanut Carnival & Parade, Patten Pioneer Days, Lumberman's Museum Bean Hole
Dinner, and Sherman Olde Home Days. Warm, Indian Summer days are filled with colors and
the smells and sounds of fall. There is no better time to take a walk or drive to enjoy the
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bountiful fall foliage. The roadside stands and farmer's markets have a great selection of fresh
vegetables and fruits. Autumn brings potato harvest with men, women, and children in the fields
"picking potatoes" against a backdrop of beautiful fall colors. It's a great time to enjoy a Hunter's
Breakfast or one of the many Harvest Suppers. During the “long season” of winter, there are
groomed snowmobile trails, cross-country ski trails, and special events. There is ice fishing on
the lakes, downhill sliding, indoor skating and hockey at the John A. Millar Civic Center. There
are open fields and wooded trails perfect to explore on snowshoes, and perhaps a picnic in the
snow. Christmas is a special time with family activities, parades, arts & crafts, Community
Choral and Instrumental performances and church fairs. And in the early months of the year, the
Moose Stompers Weekend, East Grand Lake Fishing Derby, Log Driver's Cookout at Mud Pond,
the Plunkett Pond Winter Carnival and Sherman Winter Carnival provide outdoor entertainment,
while Eastern Maine High School Tournament Basketball provides a solid 2 weeks of indoor
excitement that perennially features teams from the region. There are many attractions and
festivals that take advantage of the beautiful natural surroundings and celebrate the rich culture,
heritage, and local way of life of the Weston area all year-round.
Demographic information from the 2000 US Census reveals that Weston has a high percentage
of people born in the State of Maine and a diversity of cultural ancestry. Of the 528 people listed
as residing in the Town, 448 of these were born in Maine and 24 were “foreign”. Of the total
people counted as five years old and over, 27 responded that they speak a language other than
English, with 25 speaking Indo-European languages. Ancestry was also asked with 462
respondents. Of the categories used in the survey, 123 people claimed English ancestry. This
group was followed by Irish (83 people); French, except Basque (58); Scotch-Irish (53 people);
Scottish (15 people); German (13); and the remainder in scattered in various and “Other”.
Local Attractions
Some specific attractions in Weston and neighboring communities are:
Chiputneticook Chain of Lakes: This interconnected chain includes East Grand, Palfrey,
Spednik, Sucker, Brackett and North Lakes. Water recreation, sport fishing and wildlife are
abundant and many notable eating, lodging and guide services are available. The Butterfield
Landing Public Boat Launch provides access to East Grand Lake.
Boating Regattas: The Chiputneticook Lakes International Conservancy sponsors regattas for
all manner of water craft during the summer months. There are also racing events, picnics on
Halfmoon Island, fishing derbies and an annual summer meeting. Events are scheduled and
posted on the organizations website.
The Million Dollar View Scenic Byway: This 7.9 mile segment of US Route 1 has been known
as a scenic byway for over 25 years, but is being proposed for official state designation this year.
The name refers to both the scenic vistas and the “Million Dollar View” general store that later
became an eating establishment, the byway exhibits truly breathtaking scenery during all 4
seasons. The southern turnout across from First Settler’s Lodge features a panoramic view of
Mount Katahdin, historically known as the “Sleeping Indian” view. Further north, the eastern
viewshed unveils the Chiputneticook Chain of Lakes with the rolling hills of New Brunswick,
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Canada as a backdrop. Currently, the “Million Dollar” view must be enjoyed by parking roadside
near the former Million Dollar View Restaurant. A scenic turnout is scheduled to be constructed
in this area in the summer of 2003 to allow safe viewing and alleviate any inconvenience to
residents. East Grand, Brackett and even parts of Deering Lake can be seen from this single
location.
First Settler’s Lodge: Opposite the southern most Scenic Turnout, a weary traveler can find
excellent food and lodging at the First Settler’s Lodge. A full service facility, the Lodge can
provide guided excursions to woods, waters and wildlife from Weston to Springfield. If fishing,
hunting, bird watching, canoeing, kayaking, backpacking or snowmobiling is desired, the First
Settler’s Lodge can arrange for outfitting and guide services. If the weather turns inclement, they
can even arrange a shuttle into Canada for a shopping adventure, which is a great way to stretch
the strong US dollar. A fine dining experience is a great way to start or end a day with the
beautiful backdrop of Mt. Katahdin.
Rideout’s Lakeside Lodge & Cottages: Renowned for excellent food and setting, Rideout’s
offers a range of services for the vacationer or area resident, including cabin/room rentals,
outfitting, guide services and boat rentals.
Greenland Cove Campground: Located in Danforth. Tents, RV’s and trailers are welcome; full
service hookups, showers, lakeshore sites.
Peakaboo Mountain: Formerly home to an old Maine Forest Service fire tower, this private road
leads to a cleared and graveled area where an even more spectacular view of Mount Katahdin
and East Grand, Brackett, Deering and Faulkner Lakes can be experienced from the same
location.
The Arthur E. Howell Wildlife Preserve: The Arthur E. Howell Wildlife Preserve is located in
North Amity. This wildlife preserve offers an information booth, guided tours, a trout pond
(fishing for children under 12), picnic areas, hiking trails, snow shoeing, and cross-country
skiing. The goal of the preserve is to rehabilitate injured wildlife so that it may be released back
into the wild. Animals that can't be released have become permanent residents at the refuge, and
can be seen when visiting.

Other Regional Attractions
The Houlton Community Golf Course: This beautiful nine-hole course complete with driving
range provides forgiving fairways, large greens and challenging hazards for golfers of all ages.
All the amenities can be found at the Clubhouse including refreshments, golf gear and cart
rentals.
Market Square and Main Street: Market Square and Main Street in Houlton are registered with
the National Historic Preservation Commission as a historic business district. This district
consists of a cohesive grouping of twenty-eight architecturally significant structures dating from
1885 to 1910. Development within the historic district is specifically regulated by the Town.
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Market Square and Main Street feature many fine examples of intricate brickwork by 19th
century artisans. Also listed on the National Register of Historic Places is the Black Hawk
Putnam Inn. Located in Houlton, the Inn is the oldest surviving house in town and was built by
Aaron Putnam in 1812. It was later occupied by Black Hawk Putnam, a famous Civil War
cavalryman.
The Boy with the Leaky Boot Fountain Statue: The Boy with the Leaky Boot Fountain Statue,
located in Houlton’s Pierce Park, was purchased in 1916 with a $1,000 donation made by Mrs.
Clara Frisbee. The foundry which produced the statue has long since broken the mold and has
even lost track of the identity of the original sculptor. It is one of 27 in the world and the only
one that provides water for both man and beast.
The Aroostook Historical and Art Museum: Aroostook Historical and Art Museum, located on
Main Street in Houlton, features Aroostook pioneer implements, artifacts and documents; Indian
and Aroostook War artifacts; and a natural history collection.
The Watson Settlement Bridge: The Watson Settlement Bridge, built in 1911, is located on the
Watson Settlement Road in Littleton and is registered with the National Historic Preservation
Commission. It is the youngest and most northern covered bridge in the state.
John A. Millar Arena: The John A. Millar Arena in Houlton was reconstructed after the roof
collapsed during the winter of 97-98. The Arena is open year-round, with public skating hours
provided on Friday evenings and twice on Saturdays and Sundays. A new schedule for activities
will be forthcoming. It also has a kitchen, locker rooms, several small conference rooms, and is
located in Community Park. In addition, this improvement has broadened the range of activities
which can be held at the Arena.
Festivals / Events
Danforth Summerfest: Two days of summer celebration in late July; includes parade, downtown
events, and family fun.
“The County Open” Charity Golf Tournament: The golf tournament includes a 2-day golf event
at Houlton Community Golf Course and Va-Jo-Wa Golf Course, as well as a 13.1 mile halfmarathon relay, a 25 mile cycle racing event and a gala dinner / raffle.
Meduxnekeag Canoe Race: The annual canoe race down the Meduxnekeag River is typically
held in April. The race was shortened to approximately seven miles in 1996, and is open to all.
It is sponsored by the Houlton Rotary Club.
The Aroostook Expo: The expo or trade show is held at the John Millar Civic Center, and
features merchants from Southern Aroostook County. The Trade Show is presented by the
Greater Houlton Chamber of Commerce, the Southern Aroostook Trade Show Committee, the
Southern Aroostook Growth Council, and other sponsors.
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Houlton Regional Hospital Auxiliary May Breakfast and Harvest Supper: The annual breakfast
and supper are held at St. Anthony’s Hall at the Catholic Church. May baskets filled with fudge
are also available for purchase at the breakfast.
Northern Maine Soap Box Derby: The first soap box derby race was held in 1996, and was
organized by the Soap Box Derby Committee. This soap box derby is one of (if not the) largest
annual events of its kind in the United States and in June of 2000, held the inaugural race at the
self-contained outdoor derby hill, which was completed over a 3-year period almost entirely
from donated time, materials and labor.
McGill’s Community Band: Outdoor concerts are held twice monthly during the summer at the
Houlton Amphitheater in Monument Park, with one performance also in Community Park.
Townwide Midnight Madness Sale and Breakfast: This event includes a Midnight Madness
Breakfast, sales at local stores, and a $1,000 shopping spree.
Fourth of July Agricultural Fair: The 4th of July fair is held at Community Park and includes
fireworks, a horse show, a rodeo, band concerts, carnival rides, live entertainment, games,
helicopter rides, a parade, agricultural displays, animals, arts and crafts, truck pulls, a demolition
derby, etc.
Springfield Fair: Held each summer in Springfield features concerts, midway, and local culture.
Arts and Crafts Fair: The arts and crafts fair is held annually in Monument Park around
Independence Day and includes homemade arts and crafts, specialty items, and food for sale.
Back to Nature Day: Back to Nature Day is held at the A. E. Howell Wildlife Refuge and
includes fun activities and refreshments for children throughout the day.
Potato Feast Days: The Potato Feast Days include a parade of dolls, dances, potato feast supper,
entertainment, town-wide sales, truck pulls, fun run, classic car show, and arts and crafts fair.
Houlton Rotary Radio Auction: Local Rotarians auction off items donated by local businesses
on the local radio station (WHOU) to raise money for community projects.
Townwide Holiday Sale: The Houlton Chamber of Commerce Retail Trade Board sponsors
town-wide sales to begin the Christmas shopping season. There is also a contest to find the
mystery money elf at participating businesses and a holiday house for children.
Christmas Parade: The annual Christmas Parade follows a route from the shopping center on
North Road, south on North Street, through Market Square, and up Main Street to the Episcopal
Church parking lot. The parade officially marks the beginning of the holiday season with the
arrival of Santa, who also makes an appearance at the Houlton Recreation Center after the
parade.
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Winter Arts and Crafts Fair: Held annually after Thanksgiving, area craftspeople display a
variety of homemade and specialty arts and crafts targeted at early Christmas shoppers.
Refreshments are available, adding to the warm social atmosphere.
Houlton Community Carol Sing and Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony: At this event held in
Market Square, the Town’s Christmas tree is officially lighted, carols are sung, hot chocolate is
served, winners of Jingle Bucks are announced, and Santa pays a visit.
Other notable attractions include: Thousand Acre Bog in Crystal; The Town Hall - Historic
Building in Danforth; Mattawamkeag River in Haynesville area; Gordon Manuel Game
Management Area in Hodgdon; the Littleton Agricultural Museum; Oakfield Railroad Museum;
Ash Hill in Patten.
Other Cultural Resources
Service Organizations
The Weston area has a number and variety of civic groups and service and activity organizations
that contribute to the overall well-being and culture, as well as provide support and a social
gathering point to many. They include the Grand Lake Grange No. 375, the Danforth Garden
Club, the Chiputneticook Lakes International Conservancy and the East Grand Lake Area
Chamber of Commerce and the East Grand Snowmobile Club to name a few. The Greater
Houlton Chamber of Commerce has provided a list of community and civic groups that also are
available to Weston area residents, which includes: American Association of University Women,
B.P.O. Elks Lodge, Congregational Guild, Family Support Group, Al-Anonymous, American
Legion Aux., Aroostook Historical/Art Museum, American Legion, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts,
Alzheimer’s Support, United Veterans Motorcycle Club, Aroostook Riding Club, BABES, DAV
and DAV aux., Friends and Needles Quilt Club, Houlton Community Chorus, Houlton Fish and
Game Club, Houlton Lions Club, Houlton Regional Hospital Auxiliary, Houlton Fair Assoc.,
Houlton Community Golf Club, HFD, Houlton Grange Hall, Houlton Rotary Club, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, Linneus Sno Club, Meduxnekeag Longrifles, Monument Lodge Masonic
Order, McGill's Community Band, Linneus Sno Sports and US Customs Explorers. These
organizations provide residents with a wide variety of activities, support groups, and
opportunities to exchange ideas and promote the overall well-being of the Town’s population.
Weston Churches
There are 2 churches in Weston, the Seldon Baptist Church and the Weston Community Church.
Other denominations can be found in Danforth, Hodgdon and Houlton.
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Recreational Resources
Weston Recreational Resources
Regionally, Weston residents are fortunate to have access to a wide variety of recreational
resources including many outdoor recreation opportunities, numerous lakes, boating, canoeing,
jet and water skiing, museums, trails for walking, hiking, horseback riding, and motor biking, a
golf course, and an ice arena. Because there are no community recreational facilities within
Weston, choices are limited to outdoor recreational activities such as hunting, fishing,
snowmobiling, and water sports. The lack of facilities within Weston is not a major issue for the
residents because they are able to take advantage of those in Danforth and Houlton.

Outdoor Recreation
Weston and the surrounding region have much to offer in the way of year-round outdoor
recreation. There is a wide variety of natural habitats that are capable of supporting most of
Maine's major fish and wildlife species. The Town's tracts of woodlands and wetlands,
combined with open acreage, abandoned farmlands, and other habitat (i.e. fringe areas,
regeneration areas, etc.) are capable of supporting a tremendous amount of wildlife from
songbirds to large animals such as the moose. Most of the large corporate timber lands and
many other private parcels provide ample opportunity to enjoy hunting, fishing, hiking, and even
ATV use with permission. There is an increasing amount of posted property in Weston, primarily
from outside owners that are not accustomed to the region’s outdoor heritage and the public’s
historical access to private land. There are no man-made recreational facilities or areas in
Weston such as public swimming pools, ball fields, and tennis or basketball courts. These types
of outdoor activities are available in Danforth at the SAD #14 facilities.

Water Related Recreation
There are five (5) named lakes or ponds and three (3) named rivers or brooks in Weston. They
are part of the Mattawamkeag or St. Croix watersheds. In addition to these named surface
waters, there are numerous unnamed tributaries and springs that feed into the larger streams and
ponds. There is a trailerable public boat launch at Butterfield Landing on Grand Lake, but no
public access on Bracket, Faulkner or Deering Lakes. There is also a hand carry boat launch
adjacent to the Ferry Road Bridge over the Mattawamkeag River. There are 3 notable
canoe/kayak trips in the Weston area: Baskahegan Stream – 12 mi. from Lindsay Brook to
Baskahegan Lake; Mattawamkeag River – 12 miles of Class I-IV from Kingman to
Mattawamkeag, and Wytopitlock Stream – 18 miles from Wytopitlock Lake to Mattawamkeag
River.
Fishing and Wildlife Habitat
Fisheries and wildlife habitats were described earlier in the Natural Resources section, which
concluded that East Grand and Brackett Lake support a statewide significant fishery for
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landlocked salmon and smallmouth bass. There are also smelt, pickerel, white perch, yellow
perch, and Lake Whitefish are also present in the lake. Deering Lake is also known for its
Salmon, Togue and Trout fisheries. IF&W documents the fishery through reports from anglers
and other census work. According to IF&W, salmon average 16 to 20-inches and weigh 1 1/2 to
2 1/2 pounds, but 4- to 5-pounders are common, with an occasional fish over 7 pounds. Eight to
12-inch brook trout are available yet populations are not high. IF&W and local groups are
working to stock trout in the lake. Lake trout average 4 to 5 pounds, and few in the 15+ pound
category are caught, mostly through the ice. Ten- to 14-inch bass are common in the rocky
coves.
Agricultural land that is no longer in production and reverting back to upland vegetation provides
important habitat for woodcock and other upland birds, snowshoe hare, deer, bear, and moose.
Weston has two (2) identified Deer Wintering Areas (DWAs), one (1) Bald Eagle nesting site,
and twelve (12) mapped Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitats (WWH). The DWAs are located
off the Selden Road on Cold Brook and around Trout Brook. The Bald eagle site is located on
the Five Islands portion of East Grand Lakes.
Mountains
The most notable summit in Weston is Peakaboo Mountain at about 1040 feet above sea level.
This mountain has potential for hiking, hunting, back-country skiing, snowmobiling, and
camping for the outdoor enthusiast, but it is privately owned and the public should obtain
permission from the owners prior to use.
Snowmobile Trails
There are approximately 100 miles of snowmobile trail right-of-way (primarily club trail No. 7)
in Weston maintained by the East Grand Snowmobile Club, which link Weston and the East
Grand area to Haynesville, Island Falls, Houlton and ITS 83, or the Downeast and ITS 81 and
84. Taken together, there are approximately 1,600 miles of groomed trails in northern Maine.
Along with the East Grand club, these trails are cared for by local clubs such as the
Meduxnekeag Ramblers, Linneus Sno-Sports, and Smokie Haulers (Oakfield). Each of the clubs
owns and maintains a clubhouse which, in addition to serving the needs of individual clubs, is
offered for public and private events and functions. Maine has more trails than any other state in
New England, and these trails extend from New Brunswick to Pennsylvania.
Golf Courses
Houlton Community Golf Course is the only golf course in the immediate vicinity, located on
Nickerson Lake and provides all the amenities, including clubhouse facilities, rentals and driving
range. Other golf courses in northern Maine and nearby New Brunswick include: Fort Kent Golf
Course, Birch Point Golf Course in Madawaska, four golf courses in New Brunswick
(Edmunston, Woodstock, Hartland, and Grand Falls), Aroostook Valley Country Club in Fort
Fairfield, Presque Isle Country Club, the Caribou Country Club, Va-Jo-Wa in Island Falls, Mars
Hill Country Club, and Portage Hills Country Club.
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Public Access
Public access opportunities are those locations where people can obtain entry to and use of
waterbodies and large tracts of land for recreational pursuits. As stated earlier, only East Grand
Lake has public access for boating. Attempts have been made by IF&W to obtain rights to
property on Brackett Lake, but were unsuccessful. Therefore, one of the most important issues
in Weston is the lack of public access or difficult access to certain waterbodies. From a local and
regional perspective, communities within the watershed and regional interest groups should
collectively pursue negotiations with landowners to obtain more public access to the private
lands for recreational purposes.

Tourism
Northern Maine has made steady gains in the tourism sector, with employment in tourism-related
businesses rising by 10 percent, and the number of rooms/units rising by 17 percent.
Organizations involved in tourism development and marketing in the Weston area include the
Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce, the Maine Publicity Bureau and the Southern
Aroostook Development Corporation (SADC) in Houlton, as well as the Aroostook County
Tourism group (ACT) which can be contacted through the Northern Maine Development
Commission (NMDC). Among other things, the Chamber is responsible for disseminating
information about its dues-paying members to families, businesses, and tourists interested in
coming to the region and for organizing local events. From its satellite center conveniently
located off I-95, the Maine Publicity Bureau offers tourism brochures on attractions throughout
Maine, and provides unbiased and objective information to travelers about its member
organizations. The Publicity Bureau is a non-profit organization governed by a board of
directors, and is supported by user fees.

Archaeological, Prehistoric, and Historic Resources
This section provides a very brief overview of the history of Weston, and identifies some
resources of documented importance in history. Archaeological, prehistoric, and historic
resources include sites on the National Register of Historic Places, sites on existing historical
surveys, local historic areas, and other sites of potential historic significance. It is important to
review these resources and identify the surrounding land uses or other areas which may impact
on these resources and then plan accordingly.
Native Americans
Before the first Europeans set foot in Maine, Native Americans lived in the Weston area and
traveled the coastal and inland waterways, hunting and gathering as the seasonal patterns
dictated. These Native American tribes were the Penobscot, the Passamaquoddy, the Maliseets
and the Micmacs, collectively known as the Wabanaki or “People of the Dawn” as they existed
on the far eastern shores where the sun rises. Although there is no clear evidence which group
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used the Baskahegan region more, it is suspected that the nearest tribal village would have been
located at the confluence of the Mattawamkeag and Penobscot rivers. The historical reports of a
3-mile portage used by Native Americans and early explorers, between the Baskahegan Stream
and Butterfield Landing, spurred an effort to retrace the trail several years ago, but the trail needs
to be re-established as it is unidentifiable today.
Many of the regions place names still reflect those given them by these native people. The
Northern Forest Center has published a book entitled What’s In a Name – Exploring the Stories
of the Baskahegan Landscape, which provides a detailed history of the place names in the
Weston – Danforth area.

Weston Town History
In 1803, the Massachusetts Legislature granted a half township to the Hampden Academy. This
land grant was soon named “Baskahegan” according to writings by Squire William Butterfield in
1827, who along with John Davenport, Thomas Gilpatrick and Simon Scribner were the first
settlers of what was to become Weston. The town incorporated in 1835 and although Butterfield
surveyed the boundaries of the land grant, the town was named after another surveyor by the
name of “Weston”. Because of transportation and boundary issues Weston was for many years
divided into 5 distinct settlements, which included Weston, South Weston, Roxie, Selden and
Trout Brook Settlement. Each settlement had a one-room school house and post office. As
boundary issues were resolved and roads improved the settlements became more closely knit and
relinquished school and postal services to Danforth.
In its early history, Weston was known for farming and logging industries. Logging was the
principle industry as tall pine was harvested for ship masts and later replaced by spruce.
Hemlock was sent to the Forest city tannery, and pulpwood supplied the blossoming paper
making industry. Timber harvesting methods continued to evolve from oxen teams on land to
steamboats on Grand Lake. In 1950, a fire tower was backpacked to the top of Peakaboo
Mountain and erected by the Maine Forestry Service. The site of the Ranger’s house was
purchased by the town and the town office was constructed there in 1978.
Silvacultural practices were not as prevalent in the early logging days and soon the old growth
was depleted. Agriculture followed, turning much of the cleared timber land into productive
crop land. Dairies were springing up in nearby towns creating a market for dairy cattle as well as
beef cattle. The Grand Lake Grange No. 375 was organized in 1901 and is still active today.
However, by the sesquicentennial year of 1985, there were no longer any active farms in Weston.
The community became more noted for its outdoor recreation and summer tourism opportunities
due to its beautiful, clear lakes and bountiful wildlife resources.
There are a handful of historic structures still remaining in Weston. There is also much interest
locally in preserving some of these historic buildings such as the Weston Community Church,
located near the Town Office. Earlier named the Methodist Episcopal Church, it was brought
across the frozen East Grand Lake from Canada, where it was known as the Calvinist
Temperance Hall. It was placed on land donated by Arthur and Maggie Moody in 1917, but it
unclear exactly when the church arrived in Weston.
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The Webster School, located on US Route 1, was built around 1894 and named later after Helen
Webster, a popular school teacher. This building served as the “High School” and was the only
schoolhouse known to have been built by the Town of Weston. It is currently owned by the
McPhee family and is used as a seasonal residence.
A more detailed historical accounting can be found in the History of Weston by Basil E. Kinney.
Sources: Basil E. Kinney’s History of Weston; Lorraine Springer narrative.

Archaeological, Prehistoric, and Historic Resources
It is important for communities to remember and preserve traces of their past -- houses, churches,
farms, grange halls and evidence of archaeological and prehistoric occupation, to name a few.
Such buildings and sites contribute texture to the Town, bring history to life for many, and set a
standard for the future. Buildings and sites do not have to be listed in the National Register of
Historic Places in Maine to be of local importance. Churches, schools, halls, and mills, for
instance, often are not listed, yet are vital components of history for the Town.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) is the central repository in the state for
all archaeological, prehistoric, and historic survey information. Because the National Register
program accommodates buildings and sites of national, state, and local significance, it can also
accommodate local values. Another historical resource is Mary Ellen Whiteman, who publishes
The Danforth Chronicle, a local newsletter of historical information. Mary Ellen’s family owned
the building that was first used as the local Grange.
Weston has 4 known prehistoric Archaeological sites according to the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission. Archeological resources are physical remains of the past, most
commonly buried in the ground or very difficult to see on the surface. In many areas of Maine
these areas are generally found within 50 yards of an existing or former shoreline, such as the
Mattawamkeag River. These areas provided good boat access and camp locations. Although
4500 sites have been identified in Maine, there may be an additional 12,000 sites to be
discovered. The MHPC recommends that future surveys, inventories, and analyses be done to
focus on all low-slope areas along the shorelines and confluences. This will allow the Town to
identify other prehistoric archaeological resources which may be eligible for nomination to the
National Register.
There are no historic archaeological resources identified by the MHPC, and there have been no
professional surveys for such sites in Weston. MHPC suggests that future work should focus on
the first wave of Euro-American settlement beginning about 1820. This should include the
homestead sites of the early settlers of Weston that are mentioned and generally located in
Kinney’s “History of Weston”, and as recorded in the 1830 US Census. They would include the
households of William Butterfield, Calvin Clark, Samuel Cleaves, John Davenport, Joseph Foss,
Thomas Gellerson, Thomas Gilpatrick, John Haskell, William Philbrook, Simon Scribner, and
Samuel Springer. However, it is highly unlikely that the voters of the small town of Weston will
ever allocate tax dollars for such an effort unless it is to leverage grant money to conduct these
surveys. Therefore, the town should solicit those interested in historic preservation to organize
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and begin the process of locating theses sites for future assessment, and then finding technical
and financial resources to complete the study.
The only local means of preservation is in the form of planning board review under the statutory
requirements of subdivision and site law, as well as standards within the Shoreland zoning
regulations. Before these methods can be effective, these sensitive areas must be identified and
made familiar to the planning board and code enforcement official. As projected growth is very
minimal, threats to any prehistoric or historic archaeological resources should be negligible.

Cultural Resources Analysis
Recreation
As noted, there are no local ordinance provisions other than those associated with subdivision
and site location laws that can be used by the town to protect or create public access. The Town
should consider both regulatory and non-regulatory mechanisms for the identification,
assessment, and protection (as needed) of potential public access sites. Additionally, it is
important that Weston work to obtain written agreements for more permanent public access to
Deering and Brackett Lakes, as well as inland areas for outdoor recreation. Any costs associated
with the acquisition of such rights should be planned for and included in the Capital
Improvements Plan.
The Million Dollar View Scenic Byway designation and corridor management plan could be a
useful tool for the town to leverage both technical and financial assistance in developing or
enhancing side trips within the byway corridor, which basically includes all area east and west of
Route 1 within the town of Weston. This might entail acquisition of access rights to existing
resources such as Peakaboo Mountain lookout, outright purchase of land, or multi-use trail
development for either motorized or non-motorized activities. Although the comprehensive
planning public opinion survey responses did not specifically mention these types of projects,
they were considered in the development of the byway corridor management plan.
Historic Preservation
The comprehensive planning committee and residents identified some sites and buildings of local
importance that should be considered for preservation. These include: Undeveloped shore
frontage on Faulkner, East Grand, Deering and Brackett Lakes; Weston Community Church;
Webster Schoolhouse; Grange Hall; Springer House; Selden Church; scenic views of the lakes
and Mt. Katahdin; and the Indian Portage trail.
The town should promote the creation of a historic society or other entity to inventory the
remaining historic structures for preservation value and develop review standards that offer
assessment of any structures in private ownership prior to demolition. Partnerships with other
entities such as CLIC, the Danforth Garden Club, SAD #14 and Danforth Library could be useful
in building public awareness and stewardship of the historical resources, values and sense of
place in Weston and surrounding communities.
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Inventory Analysis Summary
Population Demographics
1. Because the seasonal residents double Weston’s population during summer months, the Town is
positioned to take advantage of the additional exposure by promoting community and regional
attributes in an effort to convert seasonal residents to year round residents, bringing their skill
sets and experience to the area as well. This strategy has worked for communities that market to
alumni that return for class reunions and was a key factor in MBNA expanding in Maine.
2. Statistics indicate the potential need for additional elderly or assisted living facilities for aging
residents. Weston officials will closely monitor this situation and encourage private residential
development for seniors by ensuring that this is an allowable use in the appropriate residential
growth area.

Land Use
1. Because there is currently no Townwide land use/zoning ordinance, Weston will develop and
implement a basic land use ordinance that protects critical rural areas and natural resources,
encourages new development in areas suitable for growth, and establishes a permitting process
to track development and provide the town with good information to make future ordinance
adjustments.
2. While useful in preserving forested areas, the tree growth tax law inconsistently values
Aroostook County species higher than that of neighboring Danforth and Washington County.
Town officials will work with other municipalities and state representatives in voicing concern
over detrimental impacts of Tree Growth Tax Rate differential to municipal valuation and
school funding, as well as the increased burden born by the Town’s tax payers.
3. Because of Weston’s history in natural resource based industry, Town officials will adopt policy
to encourage farm landowners to work with public and private agencies to revitalize agricultural
activity in Weston and take measures to protect productive farmland from conversion to other
uses and development.
4. Because of the intrinsic resources found along the 25 year old recognized scenic byway portion
of Route 1 and the current official designation application process, Weston will incorporate the
Scenic Byway CMP goals and strategies into its land use ordinance. Controls such as allowable
land use, lot size, lot coverage, road frontage and property line set backs, building height and
aesthetics, and pursuit of scenic conservation easements as corridor protection techniques will
be developed and implemented.
5. Because of past timber harvesting practices that scarred some of the more scenic areas in
Weston, the Town will determine if a local timber harvesting ordinance could provide more
control over future harvesting to better preserve the wooded landscapes that support habitat and
provide scenic fall foliage that contributes greatly to the renowned “Million Dollar View” – a
key byway resource.

Transportation
1. Because development pressure is most likely to focus along Route 1 and the Scenic Byway
corridor, Weston will develop access management standards specifically for the Byway corridor
that are more stringent than MDOT standards for major collector roads and that reflect Scenic
Byway Corridor Management Plan strategies.
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2. There will also be some residential use allowed along more rural roads, which could create
safety and drainage problems. A separate set of standards will be developed for safe access, road
construction and town acceptance of private roads for development off those town ways as well.
3. Weston has used the Biennial Transportation Improvement Program (BTIP) to improve some
local road segments in the past. Weston will make it a policy to actively promote local projects
for inclusion in the BTIP in the future.
4. In order to protect its investment in road upgrades made over the last 10 years as well as that of
neighboring towns, Weston will work with neighboring communities to develop an interlocal
cost sharing program for the procurement of road surface maintenance assessment services to
help towns more accurately predict major road project expenses and preventive maintenance
costs to extend service life of surface treatments.

Public Facilities & Services
1. In response to public feedback, Weston will support efforts of the Town’s volunteer fire
department to work with camp owners associations and others to ensure that fire protection
services can be delivered effectively to more remote locations around the lakes, now and in the
future.
2. Due to state regulations and a #2 priority rating, Weston will plan appropriation for a municipal
salt sand storage facility siting and construction through its Capital Investment Plan.
3. Because of regional benefit, state mandates and/or cost saving potential, Weston will continue to
explore interlocal or cooperative projects such as a shared salt sand storage facility, community
center, shared administrative services and facilities, without reducing quality of services.

Fiscal Capacity
1. Weston’s mil rate has continued to climb over the last 5 years, driven by cost of education,
roads and general government. The gap between local assessed value and state valuation has
not closed over the past 5 years. Weston will seek ways to reduce mil rate and address
differential between local and state valuation.
2. As school enrollment has decreased and property values have increased, local share of school
funding has escalated. Weston will continue to look for cost saving opportunities in education,
protection, highways and general government.

Local Economy
1. In order to expand its commercial and industrial tax base, Weston will work with NMDC,
SADC and Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce to identify methods to actively promote
its assets for business attraction and expansion.
2. There has been an increasing need to rely on local recreational assets due to a limited amount of
industrial employment prospects in the area. Weston will work to provide and promote public
access to all of the local lakes, monitor homeland security policy that could affect local business
and assist in promoting local outdoor recreation and service businesses as a way to increase
sustainable tourism, expand the tourist season shoulders and enhance job creation in Weston and
surrounding areas.
3. As an investment in its economic future and in response to public feedback, Weston will work
with NMDC and state resources in developing strategies to provide incentives for business startups, expansions and outside business attraction in Weston.
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4. Although agricultural activity and farm employment have declined over the last 25 years, there
is renewed interest in “niche” farming, which could in turn provide a small level of employment
and income opportunity for Weston. The town should coordinate technical assistance and
marketing information from the Department of Agriculture’s Food and Rural Resources
Division for the benefit of farmland owners interested in exploring new economic opportunity.

Housing
1. Weston has no building permit system and wants to implement one so that it can track where
improvements are being made, where new development is occurring and better gage its housing
issues for the future.
2. Weston will measure local support for an updated housing assessment so necessary housing
rehabilitation funds can be applied for and a long term home repair program can be developed.
3. Data shows an aging population, limited multi-family housing and possible lack of affordable
housing. Weston will ensure that elderly, multi-family and other types of affordable housing are
encouraged in appropriate locations with good access to public services.

Natural Resources
1. Public access does not exist on Brackett, Deering and other local surface waters. Weston will
work with IF&W to assess and develop better public access to these waterbodies.
2. Water quality is of prime importance to town residents for supply source, fisheries and
recreating. Weston will work through its code enforcement officer, to ensure that landowners
and Maine DEP identify and cooperatively mitigate any existing or potential sources of ground
or surface water contamination in the town.
3. There is a lack of current data to expediently assess any water quality issues as before they
become problems. Weston will encourage, promote and help support a volunteer lake
monitoring program to provide more frequent water quality data particularly for Brackett and
Deering Lakes.
4. Weston will incorporate the Million Dollar View Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan and
goals, objectives, and strategies of the plan to develop scenic resource protection standards and
techniques to be applied to proposed development that impacts views of the lakes and
mountains from the byway corridor or other areas identified in the future.

Cultural & Historic Resources
1. In an effort to preserve the few remaining historic town buildings and sites, Weston will
inventory the remaining historic structures and sites of local importance and will encourage a
collaboration of interested local, regional and state groups in concert with property owners to
develop a preservation program to protect this inventory, using both regulatory and nonregulatory methods.
2. Weston will incorporate standards within a land use ordinance that address impacts from
proposed development on or adjacent to public access sites for recreational or cultural
enjoyment.
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Weston Goals, Policies and Implementation Strategies
Introduction
The Inventory Section of this Plan identified problems, needs, assets, and the characteristics of local
importance or value in Weston. It also serves as a substantial reference tool for anyone interested in
moving to Weston for residential or business purposes. In addition, the previous section also places
the Town in a regional perspective by comparing Weston to other neighboring communities, and in
some cases the county and the state.
The Land Use Plan describes the reasoning used by the planning committee and Weston’s residents
in regulating future growth through the development and implementation of a land use ordinance
that provides standards to protect rural areas, which should remain relatively undeveloped or
unchanged, and also provides standards for development activities associated with growth. In
addition to regulatory (land use ordinance) controls, non-regulatory measures will also be used to
accomplish growth management in Weston by raising public awareness on land use issues,
collaborating with technical assistance agencies and promoting smart growth principles to residents
and land owners.
The following Goals, Policies and Strategies Section serves as the road map to move the
community forward over a ten-year time frame in the specific areas covered by the inventories. The
Goals paint a broad stroke, providing a comprehensive and wide look at what the people of Weston
want the Town to be in the future. The Policies build upon the goals and refine the vision into a
more detailed set of proposals for how the Town should guide its growth and prepare for change
over the next ten years to assure that the future growth blends into the community and does not
overburden the ability of the Town to provide services or negatively impact the intrinsic resources
found within and around the community. The Strategies identify actions to be taken, assign
responsible parties to undertake those actions and estimate a time frame in which those actions
should be accomplished so that progress can be measured or redirected as necessary.
The format used in outlining the Goals, Policies and Strategies will first list the element heading
that is to be addressed, followed by the State Goal and corresponding Town Goal(s). The
underlying policies developed by the Comprehensive Planning Committee in support of the State
and Town goals will then be listed in a table along with a reference to the corresponding strategy.
The strategies are numbered and listed in a separate table, which also identifies the responsible
parties for each strategy and the time frame in which the strategy should be accomplished. Some
strategies have multiple responsible parties indicating a need for the Town to partner and
communicate with other towns, local, regional or State entities. Also, some strategies will have a
defined time frame while other actions will require an ongoing effort.
By reviewing these strategies on a periodic basis, Town officials can gain insight into future
budgetary issues so that funding can be planned accordingly for actions which require financial
support from the municipality. These items can then be included into the Capital Investment Plan
(CIP) as warranted.
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Proposed Land Use Plan
Weston Growth and Rural Areas
Title 30-A, Chapter 187, §4326, 3-A. A (5) states, A municipality or multi-municipal region is not
required to identify growth areas for residential, commercial or industrial growth if it demonstrates
that the municipality or multi-municipal region has experienced minimal or no residential,
commercial or industrial development over the past decade and this condition is expected to
continue over the 10-year planning period.
Weston experienced a decrease in population from 207 to 203 residents and only a slight increase in
the number of households (from 81 to 89) and housing units over the last decade. State forecasts
suggest that Weston may gain another 6 residents by 2010 and a proportionately low number of
households. There are currently only 8 commercial establishments and 4 industrial land uses in
Weston, and those numbers have seen little fluctuation over the last decade. There is an ample
supply of suitably located, established lots available for both residential and commercial growth,
compared to the projected number of residents and business likely to locate in Weston in the next 10
years.
Since Weston has never had any local controls on land use other than the mandatory Shoreland
Zoning Ordinance and minimal subdivision review, and there is no “village area” or municipal
infrastructure, the planning committee feels that the first step in managing growth is to develop and
implement a land use ordinance. The land use ordinance will include a land use chart indicating
what uses require planning board review, design standards for all land uses, a permitting system, a
subdivision ordinance, floodplain management ordinance and building code. The land use
ordinance will also provide for an overlay district along the Scenic Byway corridor with additional
standards to protect intrinsic resources such as scenic vistas and natural features. The land use
ordinance will reference the resource maps contained in the comprehensive plan, which identify
current land uses, water resources, critical natural resources and development constraints. The land
use ordinance will provide much needed conservation and protection by including provisions that
limit the type and amounts of development that are allowed in or adjacent to these resources.
A land use permitting system will provide Town officials with a means to track amounts and types
of development activity within the community. With this information, Selectpersons and planning
board members will be able to more effectively determine if additional provisions such as zoning
districts or other review criteria should be added to the ordinance and will be able to support those
findings in proposing changes to the Weston voters.
The subdivision ordinance will contain additional review criteria beyond the statutory requirements
and along with the land use ordinance, will promote conservation and limit fragmentation of
valuable timber and agricultural lands by providing incentives such as density bonuses for cluster
development and disincentives such as road construction and acceptance standards.
The planning committee has had several discussions regarding growth and rural areas, but due to
the factors previously mentioned feels that graphic delineation of these areas at this time is
premature. However, some thoughts resulting from these discussions are that areas east of Route 1
and beyond established residential development along the shores of Bracket and East Grand Lakes
should be in a conservation district that will prohibit widespread development that could impact
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water quality, wildlife habitat, fire protection and public safety services. The large parcels that
follow the mapped sand and gravel aquifer and are generally south of the Seldon Road, west of
where the Harris Hill Road forks with the Peakaboo Mountain Road and north of the Bancroft Road
should also be in a conservation or critical rural resource district for most of the same reasons.
The area likely to see growth pressure is the Scenic Byway (Route 1) corridor. As previously
mentioned, a special overlay district will be developed as part of the land use ordinance, to ensure
that any permitted land uses proposed along the corridor within a designated distance from the edge
of traveled way, undergo a thorough review to see that specific corridor management goals are
adhered to and that protection techniques are followed.

State Goals for Growth Management
The ten state goals are summarized here for reference, but will also appear individually under each
element heading in the following pages above the local goals, policies, and strategies. The policies
of this Plan should promote the following state goals:
1. To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each community, while
protecting the State's rural character, making efficient use of public services and preventing
development sprawl.
2. To plan, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.
3. To promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic wellbeing.
4. To encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Maine citizens.
5. To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the state's water resources, including lakes,
aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas.
6. To protect the state's other critical natural resources, including without limitation, wetlands,
wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shoreland, scenic vistas, and unique natural areas.
7. To protect the state's marine resources industry, ports and harbors, from incompatible
development and to promote access to the shore for commercial fishermen and the public.
8. To safeguard the state's agricultural and forest resources from development that threatens those
resources.
9. To preserve the state's historic and archaeological resources.
10. To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all Maine
citizens, including access to surface waters.
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Landowner Rights and Responsibilities
The majority of land in Weston is in private ownership and will continue to be privately owned in
the future. The individual decisions of private landowners will play an important role in shaping the
future of the Town. Public regulations such as the zoning ordinance, subdivision ordinance,
building code, and site design review criteria can accomplish many of the Town's goals by shaping
the use of land. However, it is in the best interest of Weston to balance the rights and interests of
the individual landowners with those of the Town.
Landowner Goal
•

To assure landowner property rights are respected, while at the same time encouraging these
owners to work cooperatively with the Town to achieve the goals of this Plan.

Landowner Policies
Policy
1. Encourage landowners to view ownership of the land as a form of stewardship in which they play a very
important role in influencing the future use of the Town’s land.
2.

Assure that the Town's land use regulations do not impose unnecessary burdens on the owners of large parcels,
while allowing these owners flexibility in the use of their land to encourage their continued use for agriculture,
forestry, recreation and/or open space.

3.

Provide for flexibility in the administration and application of the Town's land use regulations to allow for the
adjustment of zoning district boundaries and requirements based upon actual conditions of the land.

4.

Encourage landowners to seek assistance in planning for the use of their land in order to address the Town's
concerns in ways which will minimize the impact on the property.

5.

Increase the awareness of residents about the role private landowners play in assuring future rural character.

Landowner Strategies
Strategy
1. Draft a report to be included in the next annual Town report on the
responsibilities and rights of landowners. The report should include:
a. The role landowners play in influencing land use decisions,
b. A review of the Town's land use ordinances and their impacts on
landowners,
c. Encouragement for landowners to seek information from the Town about
planning and how planning will impact their land,
d. Information on the role of farming/forestry in Town, the relationship
between the Town and the farming/forestry community and protection of
the "right to farm” and "right to forest” laws.
f. The rights and responsibilities of landowners and land users in the proper
use, maintenance, and policing of private land.
g. Information on the role of shoreland property owners regarding rights,
responsibilities, water quality and tax revenue.
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Responsibility
PB, CEO, TA,
TO

Year
2006,
On-going

Local Economy
State Goal
To promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic well-being.
Town Goal
• To have and promote a diversified economy that provides sustainable employment opportunity
for Weston’s residents.
Local Economy Policies
Policy

Corresponding
Strategy
1-4

1.

Promote and protect rural agricultural, forest, water and other natural resources as vital
components in local and regional economy.

2.

Continue to promote tourism utilizing cultural, historic and seasonal/recreational assets
of the town and region.

1, 4, 6

3.

Prepare for and promote business expansion opportunities in Weston.

1-6

4.

Recognize needs of future generations and support local employment opportunities to
retain those entering the workforce.

1, 3-6

Local Economy Strategies
Strategy
1. Work with surrounding communities and NMDC to develop regional plans for
overall economic development, tourism, land use, and transportation strategies,
utilizing Scenic Byway designation when appropriate.
2. Periodically hold meetings with local agricultural, forest and service business
owners/operators to stay abreast of issues that could affect their economic future.
3. Work with local Internet Service Providers to assess feasibility of high speed
cable and wireless broad band access within Weston for home-based and
commercial businesses.
4. Work with NMDC and SADC in business attraction marketing efforts and
develop better promotion of Weston’s assets for use in those efforts, such as
branding, tourism packaging, brochure creation or web site development.
5. Encourage school district to expand opportunities for retraining, continuous
education and development of entrepreneurial skills for area workforce.
6. Develop an incentive strategy for businesses locating or expanding in Weston,
using local, regional and state programs.
Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

Responsibility
PB, TO
Interlocal

Year
2006,
On-going

PB, TO
PB, TO

2006,
On-going
2006

TO, TA,
GEGCC

2006,
On-Going

School Board
SAD #14
TO, NMDC

2007
2007

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials
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Housing
State Goal
To encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Maine citizens.
Town Goal:
• Encourage and allow a wide variety of decent and safe housing opportunities, including
affordable housing, elderly housing, and assisted living, that meets the needs of various types of
households and income levels, and is in keeping with Weston’s character as a scenic, natural
resource –based community.
Housing Policies
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Corresponding
Strategy
Ensure safe, decent, and affordable housing with access to public services for all Town 1-5
residents.
Identify level of need for affordable, senior, and other housing options within the 1,2
residential growth areas of the community.
Ensure the Town adopts land use regulations that are appropriate, consistent and 3-5
enforced to allow the Town’s housing needs to be met.
Ensure that 10% of all new housing units in Weston will be affordable.
1, 4-5

Housing Strategies
Strategy
1. Apply for funding to conduct a housing assessment study that details the amount
of substandard units, affordability and elderly housing needs.
2. Work with the Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP), the Maine State
Housing Authority (MSHA) and the Department of Economic and Community
Development (DECD) to take advantage of available programs, obtain annual
program updates from these agencies, and develop a long term program for
housing rehabilitation.
3. Explore feasibility of a practical property maintenance code in addition to
building code to provide means of enforcing minimal maintenance guidelines for
residential and commercial properties.
4. Ensure land use ordinance allows and encourages a variety of housing, while
protecting rural character and preventing incremental roadside sprawl.
5. Implement a permit system to track all types of development including
renovations, manufactured housing and major repairs with totals reported to
Town annually.

Responsibility
Year
PB, TO, TA
2007
NMDC
TA, TO
2008,
Interlocal
On-Going

PB, CEO, TO

2008

PB, CEO

2007

PB, CEO

2006

Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission
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NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials

Public Facilities and Services
State Goal
To plan, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to accommodate
anticipated growth and economic development.
Town Goal
• Maintain an efficient system of public facilities and services that meets the needs of Weston’s
citizens.
Public Facilities and Services Policies
Policy

Corresponding
Strategy
1-5

1.

Continue to improve the necessary functions of municipality, including fire,
ambulance, cemetery, road maintenance, and building maintenance.

2.

Explore common concerns with neighboring towns regarding public services and work 2, 3
towards regionalization or inter-municipal solutions when it is in the best interests of all
communities involved.

3.

Establish and use a Municipal Capital Investment Plan for long term financial planning. 2-5

Public Facilities and Services Strategies
Strategy
Responsibility
1. Support the fire department’s efforts to meet with lakeshore property owners and PB, CEO, TO
address ways to ensure that services can effectively be delivered to the existing
remote locations on the lakes in Weston.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Work with neighboring towns to determine interest and feasibility in sharing
services and facilities such as salt sand storage, administrative services, road
surface assessment program or a regional senior center/community building.
Sponsor a meeting with school district Town officials, school board and school
superintendent to identify and reinforce shared programs and opportunities such
as cooperative purchasing and explore joint resolutions that promote cost
savings and efficiency while maintaining quality.
Contract with qualified professional to identify appropriate parcels or areas for
salt sand storage facility that meets DEP siting requirements.
Implement a 10 year Capital Investment Plan that initially includes salt sand
storage, Comprehensive Plan implementation, fire dept. equipment, road
maintenance and housing rehabilitation

PB, TO,
Interlocal

Year
2007

2007
On-going

TO, SAD#14
Interlocal

2006

TO, TA

2008

TO, TA

20062007

Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials
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Recreational Resources
State Goal
To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all Maine citizens,
including access to surface waters.
Town Goal
• To provide year round recreational opportunities, activities, and facilities for people of all ages
in Weston.
Recreation Policies
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Corresponding
Strategy

Provide public access to all of the lakes, rivers and streams in Weston for recreational
uses, and seek outside funding in support of these activities.
Support and promote the activities of and membership in local recreation organizations
as valuable contributors to the community well-being and the tourism economy.
Expand and promote the opportunities for non-water related recreational activities.
Encourage private landowners to maintain controlled access to open land for hunting,
fishing, and other low-intensity recreational activities while encouraging users of
private lands to be responsible visitors.

2
1, 3, 4
1, 3, 4
1-4

Recreation Strategies
Strategy
1. Encourage wide community involvement in developing a multi-use trail system
that can be used by hikers, mountain bikers and possibly ATVs.
2. Work with Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to secure technical
and financial assistance in creating or improving public access to all surface
waters in Weston.
3. Continue to support efforts of the East Grand Snow Club and the Chiputneticook
Lakes International Conservancy in developing, promoting and preserving
outdoor recreational opportunities in the Weston area.
4. Encourage idea exchanges between landowners, snow mobile club members and
ATV enthusiasts on how to accommodate everyone’s interests in preserving the
natural environment, respecting landowner rights, and increasing recreational
opportunity through good stewardship and rider education.
Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission
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Responsibility
Year
PB, CEO, TA, On-Going
TO
PB, TO, IF&W 2006
Interlocal
On-going
TO,
Interlocal

2006
On-going

TO, PB
Interlocal

2007

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials

Transportation
State Goals
To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each community, while
protecting the State's rural character, making efficient use of public services and preventing
development sprawl.
To plan, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to accommodate
anticipated growth and economic development.
Town Goal
• To plan, finance and maintain a smooth, safe and efficient road system within the Town of
Weston.
Transportation Policies
Policy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preserve and improve roads to a standard that is safe and sustainable.
Preserve and protect the intrinsic resources identified in the Million dollar View Scenic
Byway Corridor Management Plan.
Promote development, improvement, and maintenance of alternative modes of
transportation (i.e. trails, bikes, telecommunications, walking).
Encourage planning and program participation to effectively reduce road expenditures.

Corresponding
Strategy
1-5
4, 6
(see recreation – 1,3)
1-6

Transportation Strategies
Strategy
1. Adopt town road design and construction standards, and town acceptance policy
for private roads, which states the town will not accept ownership
responsibilities for any road not meeting town standards.
2. Actively participate in the Biennial Transportation Improvement Program by
responding to project solicitation with listing of transportation improvements
needed in Weston, as outlined under “problems” in the transportation inventory
section.
3. Explore a more formal road surface assessment process for Weston roads and
explore interlocal cost sharing with neighboring communities that have or need
road maintenance or pavement management programs as well.
4. Adopt stringent standards for access management, signage and other protection
techniques along the Million Dollar View Scenic Byway as reflected in the goals
and policies of the Corridor Management Plan.
5. Adopt access management standards for local roads not under MDOT rules.
6. Work through Regional Transportation Advisory Council to resolve
maintenance issues with scenic turnouts on Route 1.
Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

Responsibility
PB, CEO,
MDOT, TO

Year
2006
On-going

TO, PB,
MDOT
Interlocal

2007
On-going

TO, TA
Interlocal

20072008

TA, TO

20072008

PB, TO
TO, PB, RTAC

2007
2007

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials
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Natural Resources
State Goal
To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the state's water resources, including lakes,
aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas.
To protect the state's other critical natural resources, including without limitation, wetlands,
wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shoreland, scenic vistas, and unique natural areas.
Town Goal:
• Provide for the protection and proper use of natural resources, which are essential to the current
and future health and welfare of the Town and surrounding communities.

Natural Resource Policies
Policy
1. Promote development in areas with suitable soils, and guide new development away
from areas with unsuitable or marginal soils.
2. Safeguard the Town’s significant forestry and agricultural resources by raising the
public’s awareness about tax incentive programs for Tree Growth, Farmland and Open
Space.
3. Protect the quality and quantity of Weston’s surface, groundwater and wetland
resources through land use standards, Best Management Practices and non-regulatory
measures.
4. Protect the Town’s shoreland areas, fisheries and wildlife habitat.
5. Strongly discourage development in hazard areas, including floodplains and areas of
steep slopes.
6. Protect Weston’s scenic resources from impacts of future development activities.

Corresponding
Strategy
1, 5
2

1-8

3-5, 7, 8
1
9

Natural Resource Strategies
Strategy
1. Develop and implement land use regulations to ensure adequate standards are
maintained for development on various soils, including shoreland soils, soils
known to be prime forestland, floodplain, highly erodible, etc.
2. Ensure the land use ordinance contains standards to discourage farm, forestry,
and habitat fragmentation.
3. Encourage landowners to develop forest management plans that include Best
Management Practices to protect water quality in the Mattawamkeag Watershed
system and Weston’s lakes.
4. Work with Department of Conservation to improve water quality monitoring
programs for all lakes in Weston, specifically Brackett and Deering Lakes.

Responsibility
PB, CEO, DEP

PB, TO
PB, CEO
SASWCD
Interlocal

PB, CLIC
Camp owners
associations
5. Work with State agencies to obtain or develop public educational information on PB, TO, IF&W
invasive aquatic plants, such as milfoil, to be available at boat landings and other Interlocal
public access points to Town waterbodies.
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Year
On-Going

2007
2007 &
On-Going

On-going

20062007

6. Consult with State agencies and regional planning commission on appropriate
standards to protect sand and gravel aquifers and develop standards to be
included in land use ordinance.
7. Partner with local conservation groups such as the Chiputneticook Lakes
International Conservancy to use annual meetings to raise public awareness on
watershed living, State regulations and best management practices to protect
water quality.
8. Task Code Enforcement Officer to ensure that DEP and DHS staff and
landowners work cooperatively to resolve any existing or future potential
surface or groundwater contamination problems, such as nutrient loading or
phosphorous export.
9. Locally adopt Million Dollar View Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan and
incorporate standards that achieve the plan’s scenic resource protection and
preservation strategies into Weston’s future land use ordinance resulting from
Comprehensive Plan and Corridor Management Plan implementation.

PB, CEO, DEP,
2007
DHS
Interlocal
PB, TO, MWC,
2007
DEP, NMDC
On-going
Interlocal
TO, PB, CEO

2007
On-going

PB, CEO,
Interlocal

2007
On-going

Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials
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Cultural and Historic Resources
State Goal
To preserve the state's historic and archaeological resources.
Town Goal
• To preserve Weston’s historic and archeological resources and cultural heritage.
Cultural and Historic Policies
Policy
1.
2.

Protect valuable cultural and historic resources by adopting provisions in a land use
ordinance.
Promote awareness and stewardship of Weston’s cultural and historic resources,
including scenic and public access resources.

Corresponding
Strategy
1,2
1-3

Cultural and Historic Strategies
Strategy
1. Continue to identify archaeological, prehistoric, and historic structures, sites, and
artifacts, and identify mechanisms to preserve them whenever possible.
2. Ensure that local ordinance contains standards to assess impacts from
development and identify protection measures to minimize negative impact.
3. Foster local involvement in developing a historic preservation committee to
continuously review and nominate cultural and historic structures and sites to be
preserved, help educate both young and old on the area’s history and culture,
and seek out funding for technical assistance and program development as
needed.
Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

Responsibility
PB, MHPC
PB, CEO,
MHPC
PB, TO
SAD#14
Interlocal

Year
2006
On-Going
2007
2007
On-going

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials

Land Use
State Goals
To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each community, while
protecting the State's rural character, making efficient use of public services and preventing
development sprawl.
To safeguard the state's agricultural and forest resources from development that threatens those
resources.
Town Goals
• To have orderly, environmentally sound growth throughout Weston by ensuring adequate land
and services are available and that land use standards are applied fairly and consistently.
• To protect traditional forestry and agricultural land uses and resources from unnecessary
development.

Land Use Policies
Policy

Corresponding
Strategy
1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11

1. Implement a land use ordinance that encourages safe, compact, efficient and orderly
development with proper access to public facilities and services, and discourages sprawl.
2. Ensure land use regulations and non-regulatory activities are in place to safeguard the
1-7, 9-12
environment, protect traditional land uses and appropriate existing land uses, and
promote conservation of natural resources.
3. Promote land use regulation that accommodates a variety of residential uses, such as
1, 2, 8
affordable housing, elderly housing, manufactured and multi-family housing so long as
it is in keeping with the rural and natural character of Weston.
4. Promote appropriate industrial and commercial development in areas of town that
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12
provide access to public utilities and services, but do not threaten critical natural
resources.

Land Use Strategies
Strategy
1. Include land use standards that offer incentives and disincentives such as density
bonuses that will help limit sprawl and fragmentation of large parcels.
2. Adopt subdivision ordinance regulations that provide additional review criteria
beyond statutory requirements that will serve to limit unnecessary or
inappropriate parceling of large tracts of undeveloped land.
3. Adopt site design review criteria and standards that work in concert with a land
use chart to provide a level of local control over location of commercial and
industrial development.
4. Work with Regional Planning Commission, Maine Forest Service and local
timberland owners to develop a local timber harvesting ordinance that will
include planning board review of proposed timber management and harvest
plans and ensure that locally appropriate timber management and harvesting
practices are adhered to.
5. Review and assess current shoreland standards and definitions; revise as needed
to be consistent with DEP minimum guidelines and Weston land use goals.

Responsibility
PB, CEO, TO

Year
2007

PB, CEO, TO

2007

PB, CEO, TO

2007

PB, CEO, MFS
NMDC

2007

PB, CEO, DEP
Interlocal

2007

6. Work with landowners of large, undeveloped tracts of forest and farmland to
make sure that local policies do not hinder their ability to keep parcels in tact
and in production; seek input on ways the town can help preserve large tracts.
7. Apply for member status in NFIP and adopt Floodplain Management Ordinance
to reflect most recent changes in State/Federal guidelines.
8. Adopt building standards to include at a minimum, structural, safety and energy
efficiency standards for new and renovated residential structures, and additional
requirements for commercial uses.
9. The Planning Board will promote annual meetings with agricultural/forestry
landowners and other stakeholders to discuss private issues and concerns in
relation to Weston’s goals and policies. Stakeholders should be made aware of
local regulations or programs intended to assure the sound management and use
of the agricultural/forestry resources, agency programs for the conservation and
increased productivity of active cropland in order to reduce soil erosion and
phosphorus export, Tree Growth Tax Program, local assessment practices and
financial impact on farm/forest landowners.
10. Continue to urge legislative representatives to reform Tree Growth tax rates for
parity with Washington County rates; inform them of the impacts on town
assessed value in relation to school funding formula.
11. Adopt standards that regulate land use and location of development in the Scenic
Byway Corridor, which are consistent with Corridor Management Plan goals.
12. Encourage Planning Board and Town Officials to attend training workshops on
planning and land use issues, to continuously improve skills, stay informed of
regulatory changes and non-regulatory techniques used for successful growth
management and land use administration.
Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

PB, CEO

2006
On-going

PB, CEO, SPO

2006

PB, CEO,
NMDC

2008

TO, PB, TA,
SASWCD

2007
On-going

TO, PB
Interlocal

20072008

PB, TO, CEO
Interlocal
PB, TO, CEO

2007
2007
On-going

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD#14 – School Administrative District #14
SASWCD – South. Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation Dist.
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials

Municipal Finances
State Goal
To plan, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to accommodate
anticipated growth and economic development.
Town Goal
• To continue to manage and administer the Town's finances in a careful and fiscally responsible
manner in order to maintain a lower tax rate and lower municipal expenses.
Municipal Finance Policies
Policy
1.

Ensure long term financial planning for capital expenditures is planned for and
accomplished through a 10-year Capital Investment Plan (CIP).
2. Foster wide public involvement in school funding formula reform and in efforts to
increase municipal reimbursement for lost property tax revenue from property in Tree
Growth, Farm and Open Space tax programs.
3. Promote efforts to reduce tax burden, stabilize or reduce mil rate and increase revenues
from sources other than property taxes.

Corresponding
Strategy
1,2
1, 3, 4

1, 3, 4

Municipal Finance Strategies
Strategy
1. Develop and implement CIP plan financially for salt sand storage building
construction, town building maintenance, road maintenance, fire protection
equipment, land use ordinance implementation and other needs as they are
identified.
2. Continue to use Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), and other
sources of funding for public projects to leverage local funds.
3. Explore interlocal methods of sharing facilities, services or cooperative
purchasing agreements to reduce costs to tax payers and gain efficiency without
reducing level of service.
4. Plan for and conduct a Townwide re-valuation to bring local and state assessed
values in line.

Key
CEO – Code Enforcement Officer
DEP – Maine Dept of Environmental Protection
DHS – Dept. of Human Services
GEGCC – Greater East Grand Chamber of Commerce
IF&W – Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
MDOT – Maine Department of Transportation
MFS – Maine Forest Service
MHPC – Maine Historic Preservation Commission

Responsibility
TA, TO

Year
20062007
On-Going

TA, TO

On-Going

TA, TO
Interlocal

2007

TA, TO

20082009

NMDC – Northern Maine Development Commission
PB – Planning Board
RTAC – Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
SAD – School Administrative Districts #14
SASWCD – Southern Aroostook Soil/Water Conservation
District
TA – Town Administrator
TO – Town Officials

Note: In the responsibility column of strategies, “Interlocal” refers to regional coordination or need for
neighboring community stakeholder involvement with the strategy. See Regional Coordination Program.

Weston Capital Investment Plan (CIP)
In spite of the economic challenges, Weston has met its mandated obligations, maintained its
services and roads, and rehabilitated housing for its residents. Through its commitment to building
reserve accounts, the Town has been able to reduce annual property tax levy caused by rising
expenditures and mil rates. However, the Town realizes that it must take additional actions to limit
unforeseen expenditures. As Weston considers recommendations on future capital improvements or
upgrading public services in the years ahead, they must also consider their ability to finance these
improvements and identify other sources of funding to leverage local dollars.
Reserve Accounts
Weston maintains reserve accounts for fire department equipment, endowments (cemetery), and
fixed asset loans (long term debt). The Town also uses a portion of the reserves to reduce the tax
rate as needed. Reserve funds are also available for office machines and other necessary
administrative purchases. Selectmen will replenish the account as purchases are made.
The reserve account is designed to pay for municipal projects such as the recent purchase of land at
Butterfield Landing for a parking lot and comprehensive planning. At least annually, Town officials
review future needs of Weston and take appropriate steps to designate new reserve accounts for
large capital expenditures for voter approval at the annual Town Meeting.
Future capital needs for Weston in the next 10 years may include the following:
• Salt sand storage facility
• Ongoing fire protection equipment replacements and improvements
• Implementation of comprehensive plan
• Possible expansion of town office
• Road maintenance
Additional capital expenses that may result from implementation include:
• Business expansion incentives
• Conservation/Scenic easements
• Housing assessment
• Townwide re-valuation
Summary
The Town of Weston has minimal capital expenditures as it contracts with Danforth or other
surrounding communities for many of the necessary public services. The current concern is that
interest rates are at an all time low, so careful planning is needed to make efficient use of reserves.
Weston has adequate funding in reserve for future investments and has prepared reasonably well for
equipment and project needs for the next few years. The Town carefully reserves and expends funds
while anticipating increases in certain areas. However, regulatory or statutory factors can alter the
timing or priority of Weston’s projects. Town officials will develop a more formal CIP to better
prioritize capital improvements, identify costs and document the process.

Regional Coordination Program
In the late 1990’s Northern Maine Development Commission conducted a series of public meetings
throughout the region to receive comments on the Proposed Regional Planning Policies. On
January 8, 2001 the Executive Board of NMDC adopted these Policies as a basis for reviewing
Comprehensive Plans for consistency in dealing with resources and issues of regional significance.
As part of this Comprehensive Plan, the Planning Committee identified a number of strategies that
involve resources of regional significance and/or present opportunities to share services and
facilities. They include the following:
Local Economy
• Work with surrounding communities and NMDC to develop regional plans for overall economic development,
tourism, land use, and transportation strategies, utilizing Scenic Byway designation when appropriate.
Housing
• Work with the Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP) rehabilitation program, the Maine State Housing
Authority (MSHA) and the Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD) to take advantage of
available programs, obtain annual program updates from these agencies, and develop a long term program for
housing rehabilitation.
Public Facilities
• Work with neighboring towns to determine interest and feasibility in sharing services and facilities such as salt sand
storage, administrative services, road surface assessment program or a regional senior center/community building.
• Sponsor a meeting with school district Town officials, school board and school superintendent to identify and
reinforce shared programs and opportunities such as cooperative purchasing and explore joint resolutions that
promote cost savings and efficiency while maintaining quality.
Recreation
• Work with Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to secure technical and financial assistance in
creating or improving public access to all surface waters in Weston.
• Encourage idea exchanges between landowners, snow mobile club members and ATV enthusiasts on how to
accommodate everyone’s interests in preserving the natural environment, respecting landowner rights, and
increasing recreational opportunity through good stewardship and rider education.
Transportation
• Actively participate in the Biennial Transportation Improvement Program by responding to project solicitation with
listing of transportation improvements needed in Weston, as outlined under “problems” in the transportation
inventory section.
• Explore a more formal road surface assessment process for Weston roads and explore interlocal cost sharing with
neighboring communities that have or need road maintenance or pavement management programs as well.
Natural Resources
• Encourage landowners to develop forest management plans that include Best Management Practices to protect
water quality in the Mattawamkeag Watershed system and Weston’s lakes.
• Work with State agencies to obtain or develop public educational information on invasive aquatic plants, such as
milfoil, to be available at boat landings and other public access points to Town waterbodies.
• Consult with State agencies and regional planning commission on appropriate standards to protect sand and gravel
aquifers and develop standards to be included in land use ordinance.
• Partner with local conservation groups such as the Chiputneticook Lakes International Conservancy to use annual
meetings to raise public awareness on watershed living, State regulations and best management practices to protect
water quality.
• Develop and share scenic resource protection standards and preservation techniques with neighboring Byway
communities as a result of adoption and implementation of the Million Dollar View Scenic Byway Corridor
Management Plan and Weston Comprehensive Plan.

Cultural and Historic Resources
• Foster local involvement in developing a historic preservation committee to continuously review and nominate
cultural and historic structures and sites to be preserved, help educate both young and old on the area’s history and
culture, and seek out funding for technical assistance and program development as needed.
Land Use Planning
• Review and assess current shoreland standards and definitions; revise as needed to be consistent with DEP
minimum guidelines and Weston land use goals.
• Continue to urge legislative representatives to reform Tree Growth tax rates for parity with Washington County
rates; inform them of the impacts on town assessed value and school funding formula.
• Adopt standards that regulate land use and location of development in the Scenic Byway Corridor, which are
consistent with Corridor Management Plan goals.
Municipal Finances
• Explore interlocal methods of sharing facilities, facilities or cooperative purchasing to reduce costs to tax payers
and gain efficiency without reducing level of service.

A draft copy of this Plan has been sent to the surrounding stakeholder communities with a letter of
request for review and comment from Town officials and Planning Boards. The letter identifies the
specific strategies that involve interlocal participation and asks the communities to consider a joint
public meeting including Town officials, Planning Boards and Code Enforcement Officers to
discuss the strategies as part of the regional coordination process. A copy of the letter is included in
the appendix.
An additional copy of Weston’s Comprehensive Plan in its final adopted form will be distributed to
those communities prior to that meeting.

